
VI. GREEKS IN THE EAST

When Alexander died in June 323 B.C. with his plans only partialy fulfilled, his empire
wâs soon dissolved into separate units, and his generals commenced the stmggle for his
inheriønce. After a few years Seleucus established himself as his successor in the easærn
provinces.l In India his rule remained brief (if he ever did rule there), but even the oeding
of all the southeastern provinces (certainly India and A¡achosia, probably even more) in
the ueaty with Candragupta Maurya by no means bmught an end to Hellenistic relations
with India. In chapter III above I have already discussed ¡he Indica of Megasthenes; now
it is time to consider the history of Indo-Hellenistic relations in ñ¡ll.

Relations seem to have been most active in the late fourth and early third cenn¡ries
8.c., when both the seleucid and Mauryan empires were strong, but we cannot disregard
the later period, either. The secession of Bactia and Parthia cut the Seleucids off from
their Indian neighboun, but new means of communications were soon established. The
Bacrian søte (which then expanded to k¡dia and soon became many states) was Helle-
nisúc, and had ties both to the southeast (India) and to the West.2 Greek gods and institu-
tions, Greek ways of life, Greek art and architecture, were brought to the East, and local,
Indian and lranian, customs and traditions intermingled with them. Commerce (see VII.2)
went on through Parthian lands, and if it was impeded, there were other routes available.
Near the end of our period a new factor arose, when the Chinese opened dfuect contact
with Bacria-

l On the struggle for Alexander's heritage see e.g. Holr 1989, 8?ff.
2 Th" old question as ¡o whether its history belongs ro that of Hellenism (Tam) or ro that of India

(Narain) seems ao me wholly superfluous. A Hellenistic stare within the conf¡nes of India naturally
belongs to both as well. The viewpoint is in the mind of the hisrorian, nor in history. Therc are, of
course, more viewpoints rhan only lhese two; Graeco-Bacrian and Indo-Greek history can be (and
has been) also considered pan of lranian or Cen¡ral Asian history.
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VI. Greeks in the East

I. The Seleucids and the East

We have already seen (in chapter tr.I) ùar Northwest India was never fully pacified by
Alexander and not really inægrated into his planned empire. The political regime of the

Mace.donians in India was weak - the rulers were probably as unwilling to be there as the

nrled were eager to rise up3 - and it dissolved easily with the rise of the Mauryas.

V/e know by name all the satraps whom Alexander himself had nominaæd in the
east, but very liule about their successors.4 According lo the Anabasis of Arrianus,
Nicanorn¡led first to the west of tt¡e Indus (4,28,6), but soon (in auhunn 326) we find
Philippus also ruling to the west of the Indus (6,2,3). [t might thus be rhar Nicanor was

the unnamed Hyparch who was killed by the rebelling Assacenians (5,2O,7).s Philippus,
the son of Mochatas, was fi¡st appoinæd the com¡nandant of Peucelaotis (4, 28, 6), then

the satrap of Gandhãra-Taxila (5, 8, 3), or of the country west of the Indus (above), as

Taxiles still nrled in his own country. I¡¡er he was also given the lands of the Malloi
(6, 14,3, see also 6, 5, 5 and 6, 15, 2), but was then murdered by mercenaries in 325 B.C.
(6,27,2).6 Afterthis, joint rule by Taxiles and EudemusT was established in the a¡ea

by Alexander, who received the message in Carmania (6, ?:7,2). To the south of them,

Peitho, son of Agenor, held the lands south of the confluence of the Indus and the

Acesines (6, 15, 4, also 6, 17, lf. and 6, 17,4).

Several Indian princes and kings - Tædles, Porus, Abisares,S and Phegeus - n¡led

their own lands, often considerably augmented by those whose rulers had not enjoyed the

The situation was probably more or less simila¡ to that in Bactria, where ¡he Greek and other
mercenaries revolted soon after Alexander's death. Se¿ Diodorus 18,4f.; Bemard 1985a, 127tr, and

Holt 1989, E7ff.; for the siluation in India Schwar¿ 1970,279f.

This depends, of course, on the state of our sou¡ces. While several good, detailed histories on Alex-
ander have bcen preserved (e.g. Curtius and especially Arrianus), the rich literatu¡e on his successors
ismostlyknownonlyfrom fragrnents (see VII.I below). On satraps and satrapies sec Berve 1926
and Boswonh 1983, further Brunt on A¡rianu s, Anab. 5, 20, 7, Stein 1929, 364ff.

Suggested by Niese, see Berve 1926, no.556. Stein (1934, 79), who makes this Philip a diffe¡ent
person from the one ruling to the east of the Indus, goes a linle too far in taking "Nicanor's
murder" to be an established fact (in Stein 1929,365 still "apparently').

The same in Cunius 10, l, 20f. On Philippus see, in addition to Berve 1926, Stein 1934,79f.
A¡rianus also recounted that Philippus' Macedonian bodyguards succeeded in killing ¡he assassins.

However,wecannorfollow Bevan (1902, 294), who claimed that the incident was an outburst of
national hatred, the Greek mercenaries conspiring agains¡ thei¡ hated Macedonian satrap; there is no
ground for such an assumption. Parriotism was a râre motive among mercena¡ies, and no¡ all me¡-
cenaries were Greeks. A more likely motivation might be sought in their unwillingness to remain
in a dis¡ant country far from home.

Eudemus (Eöùl¡oc) in Arrianus, Eudamus (Eüõapoç) in Diodon¡s, æd Eudacman in Cunius
10, l, 21. According to Curtius, he was a general of the Thracians (dax Thracum).

The old Abisares died in 325 a¡d was succeeded by his son, a new Abisa¡es, who was still con-
firmed in his office by Alexander himself, but afrer this he and his country disappeared from
Westem his¡ories.
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Vl. Greeks in the Eas¡

favour of Alexander.g Th"y were normally called kings, but according to Plutarch, Porus
was given the title of satrap.lo

To the northwest of India in Paropamisadae the first sarap appointed by Alexander

n 329 had been the Persian hoexes, with Neiloxenus as Macedonian commandant

(3, 28, 4). After his return from Bactria in 327 Alexander disposed of both and appointed

Tyriespis (called Terioltes in Curtius 9, 8, 9) and Nicanor in their place (4.22, 5). Nicanor
was soon called to the east, and n 325 the incompetent Tyriespis was replaæd by Alex-
ander's father-inlaw, the Bactrian Oxyartesl I (6, tS, 3). According to Curtius, the former

was sentenced to death, while Alexander was in the counry of Musicanus.

During the last phase of Alexander's conquests in 325 8.C., on the sea coast, Apollo-
phanes was for a while ttre sauap among the Oreitae, but was soon either killed by his
rebellious subjects (Indica 23, 5) or deposed (6,22,2f . and 6, 27, l). At the same tirne

Leonnatus was the commandant at Ora (6, 22,3).12 Apollophanes' successor Thoas

died soon, and was succeeded by Sibyrtius, who also ruled Gedrosia and A¡achosia
(6,27, 1).t3

Diodorus allows us to follow the story a linle further.l4 After Alexander's death, in
3238.C., Perdiccas as regent confirmed Taxiles, Porus, Peitho, Oxyartes and Sibyrtius in
office (I8, 3,2f).ts In 321 B.C. (Triparadeisus) Antipater as Perdiccas' successor again

confirmed Oxyafies, Peitho, Porus and Taxiles (18, 39, 6). However, Peitho wâs now
said to rule the pan of India bordering on the Paropamisadae. In any case, the account is

not too reliable in detail as T¿xiles and Porus seem to have changed places. According to

Diodorus, Taxiles ruled the country along the Hydaspes, Porus along the lndus. This is

plainly an enor; there seems to be no reason why (and how) they should have been

removed from thei¡ original lands. This is in fact stated by Diodorus himseH, when he

claimed that the nvo Indian kings were now confirmed in office as they could not be de-

posed without an army. It seems that they had become practically independent. But tt¡e

fact that they were confirmed in ofñce seems to show that they still formally recognized

9 On Taxiles 5, 8,28 and Curtius 8, 12, 14; on Porus 5, 19, 3 & 6, 2, l: on Abisares 5,29, 4f . atÅ
Curtius 10, I, 20f.; on Phegeus Curtius 9, |, 36-2,2. and Diodorus 17, 93, lf. See also Anspach
t903, 7f.

lo Ar. 60, 15 ootpór¡v roloópevov.
I I On him see Berve 1926, no. 587 and Tam 1951, 100f.
12 Cf. Curtius 9, 10, 19. Apparently he did not remain there long, as we meet him later in the tùy'est,

andafterthedeathof Alexanderhe was given the satrapy of Phrygia Minor (Diodorus 18, 3, I &
14, 4; Curtius 10, 10, 2).

l3 Cf. Cunius 9, lO, 20, wherc his predecessor is called Menon.
l4 His main source for rhe early history of Alexander's successor was Hieronymus of Ca¡dia, who had

himself panicipated in Eumenes' wars and defeat and thus was able to give some interesting details
quoted below (such as the case of Ceteus).

15 Without mentioning names, Curtius 10, 10, 4 also s¡ares that úe satraps of India, Bactria,
Sogdiana and on the sea co¿ls¡ were confirmed in offrce by Perdiccas. Jusrinus 13, 4, 20f- confirms
Taxiles, Peitho, Oxyartes, and Sibyrtius. See further Arrianus, ,S¿cc. and Dexippus in Roos
2,252f . Wecker's claim (1916, 1292) that Peitho was already now transfer¡ed from the lower to the
upper Indus is perhaps based on Diodorus 18, 3, 3, where he is called Taxiles' neighbour, but he
was already this in his original satrapy south of the confluence of the Indus and the Pañjab rivers,
and Diodorus also expressly said that Perdiccas made no chan_les in the eastern satrapies.
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Vl. Greeks in the East

lvlacedonian suzerainty in order to avoid inviting a Westem army to enforce it, at least not
yet. Perhaps the Macedonian ttueat also worked in the other di¡ection: Both kings ruled,
in addition to thei¡ original realms, countries which had been independent before Alex-
ander and perhaps would be quick to rise again, had the central authority been ofñcially
denounced. At this time, there was still a kind of central authority, and no one could have

foreseen that the struggle for power in the West would drag on and on. Eudamus was
probably still the commandant of a Macedonian garrison in Taxila.l6 rWhen the general

rising in the Indian provinces took place soon afterwards, it was probably due to the new
power, the Maurya empire.l 7

Though Diodorus here (18, 39) passed over Sibyrtius in silence, he was also able to
hold his sâtrapy in A¡achosia (of Gedrosia we know nothing). Soon he was involved in
the wa¡ between Eumenes and Antigonus (19, 14, 6; 19,23,4 and 19, 27, l), and for a
while Megasthenes stayed with him.

There were those who came back from the East. In spite of the silence of our sources

we may suppose that Eudamus retained his position, as he was still therelS in 317 8.c.,
whenhekilledPorusle and brought 120 elephants to Eumenes (19, 14,7f.). It has been

suggested that he had more or less to flee from India. This is not impossible, but there is

no evidence to support it. He came in response to Eumenes' request to all the upper sat-

rapiesformilitaryaidagainst Antigonus (18, 73, 7;19,12,3 & 13,7), an appeal which
was responded to by other satrapies and commanders as well (including Oxyartes and

Sibyrtius; 19, 14,6). Eudamus was well paid by the general for these reinforcemenrs
(19, 15, 5), and with his elephants he participaæd in the war in Eumenes' army. In addi-

tion to elephants, A¡achosian cavalry and soldiers from Paropamisadae and the Indian
general Ceteus fought on the side of Eumenes (19,27ff. and 19, 33). In the lasr barle
(19, 37ff.) both Eumenes and Eudamus were slain by the victorious Antigonus (19,44).

Antigonus now redistributed many satrapies to his friends, but left the Farther East

intact, confirming Oxyartes and Sibyrtius in office (19, 48, 2f.). Peitho, too, had rerumed

from India, and was made the satrap of Babylonia by Antigonus in 316 B.C. (19, 56, 4).
Of India we hear no more. As the retum of Eudamus and Peitho had apparently left the

country without Macedonian authority, it has been suggested that Antigonus assigned the

I ó He had been appointed by Alexander (Arrianus, Aaaå . 6,27,z,where he is also given joint rule of
the land with Taxiles) and he remained in lndia until 317.

l7 Thu the uprising was insrigated by Candragupta is clearly stated by Justinus (¡5, 4). The con-
tinuing vassalage ofTaxiles and Porus has been rightly emphasized by Bhatasali 1932,282.

18 Thesilence can be perhaps explained supposing that he was still primarily military commandant,
not a satraP.

19 Srein's hypothesis (1929, 3ó6, again in Stein 1934) tha¡ the confusion of Diodorus in his accoun¡
ofTriparadeisus continued so that he here, too, confused Porus and Taxiles and that in fact it was

the laner who was murdered, is interesting, but remains no more than a hypothesis. Therc is equal-
ly no certainty (with Bevan 1902,294\ that the murder of Porus wÍ¡s par¡ of an attempt to unite all
thelndiansatrapiesunderEudamus.Bemard 1985b ascribed ¡o him ùe unnamed early Hellenistic
elephant coins, formerly often combined with Alexander and the defeat of Porus. Being no numis-
matist I fail to discem in his plates some of the iconographical details he mentions in the tex¡, but
the hypothesis is quite possible.
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VI. Greeks in the East

Indian satrapies to Sibyrtius,2o but this remains a hypothesis. It is rather likely that
Candragupta had intervened and that nothing remained of the Indian satrapies for him to
distribute.2l

Peitho was killed at the battle of Gaza in 3r2 B.c. (19, 85, 2) and succeeded by his
enemy Seleucus (who had originally obtained Babylonia as his sha¡e in Triparadeisus),
who now began his rise to mastery of the eastern part of Alexander's empire.22 Oxyartes
and Sibyttius had still ruled in the Paropamisadae and A¡achosia under Antigonus and
probably retained their positions under Seleucus.z3

Seleucus established himself as the master of the East (an expedition to Bactria is
mentioned by Justinus 15, 4), albeit not of India. There certainly were many Seleucid offi-
cers sewing in the Farther East, though only a few names have come down to us. Among
them are Patrocles and Demodamas. We have seen that E¡atosthenes esteemed Patrocles
highly and relied heavily on him in matters of easrem geography. Even from the few
extant fragments we can see tnt he discussed Indian questions, but it is a maEer of
controversy whether he really gave a full account of the country.2a Nothing shows that he
had acnrally visited India, but the evidence is very defective. Patrocles is also known as an
explorer of the Caspian. He must have broadened the extent of Greek geographical know-
ledge in the nofheast, but he also propagated some queer and erroneous ideas (the

Caspian as a gulf of the Northem Ocean, the Oxus and the Jaxarres flowing into it). The
quesrion of the No¡th Roure, as indicated by him, is taken up again in chapter vrII.2.

Demodamas,2s an Ionian from Halicamassus or Miletus, was Seleuci et Antiochi
regum dux, and Ptiny (N. H. 6, 18, 49) esteemed his book highly. He explored the
country beyond the Jaxartes and described the altan there, but this is all we know of him.
Further, we must include Megasthenes among the Seleucid officers serving in the East.
He had been in Arachosia before his Indian mission, with the satrap Sibyrtius, who was
probably still in office under Seleucus. The other satraps of the eastem provinces have
been discussed above as far as they are known to us. Somewhat later Diodotus was the
Seleucid satrap in Bactria, before he established his independence (see VI.3 below).

The most important new factor in eastern history, after the death of Alexander, was the
rise to power of Candragupta Maurya.26 It is frr¡strating that we have so linle reüable in-
formation âbout this important figure of Indian history. And much of what we have, is

20

2t

22

Niese quoted by Beloch 1925, l4l.
So e.g. Holt 1989. 96.

However, I most cenainly fail to see how Seleucus as the successor of Peitho in Babylonia could
therefore have had the slightest claim to Peitho's earlier tndian satrapy (as supposed by Stein t929,
366). Of course, he claimed Northwest India" bur as the successor of Alexander. not of Peitho.

On Sibyrtius see also Brown 1957, I3f.
As an important aulhor with extensive knowledge about India he has been accepted e.g. by Del-
brt¡ck 1958, 38f. See furrher Gisinger 1949.

on Demodamas(FGrH 428), see schwatz 1968,230, note 55, Bemard l985a,3gf., andram t951,
83f.

on candragupra and his relations ro the west see schwa.a 196g & lg:/2b. and especially l9?0,
268ff.

t1
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VI. Greeks in the East

hopelessly sh¡ouded in legend. On the other hand, he is the only Indian monarch of
whom Westem sources, too, give at leâst some idea, though this, too, is often of rather a

þendary characær. While it seems quite likely that Candragupta at the beginning of his
career really lived in Northwest India (this is confirmed both by lVestem and by krdian
sources), his supposed meeting with Alexander relaæd by Plutarch is perhaps too plausi-

ble.27 At least the two attempts to fit it into Alexander's history, making Candragupta

Phegeus' ir¡formant28 or identifuing him with Sisicotn¡s29 are entirely unconvincing.
Candragupta might have met Alexander, but probably this was not recorded in Alexan-

der's histories. Such a story can so easily be of an apocryphal nature, but as such a

meeting was quite possible, rü/e cannot wholly deny it, either.

Candragupta's uprising started in the Northwest, which seems always to have been

the origin of roubles even when there was no actual invasion from outside, as in the case

of the Indo-Aryans, the Achaemenids, Alexander, the Bactrian Greeks, the Sakas, the

Parthians, the Kushans and many laær intruders. While Candragupta had his base for
overthrowing the old dynasty in the Northwest, his grandson Aóoka again met with
touble in this di¡ection. And if the legendary history is to be relied on, A6oka himself
came from the Nothwest, where he had been a viceroy for his father, and deth¡oned his
bmther.3o

The problem of tlle exact date of his rise to power has been a much discussed

question.3l Indian traditions, fixed to the dates of the Buddha and Mahãvïra, are not of
much help. lVe cannot be sure of the reliability of the traditions themselves, and in any

case the dates are questionable enough.32 Fornrnalely, a litrle more is offered by classical

literature.

Vincent Smith and some Indian historians have placed the uprising of Candragupa
and the liberation of ttre Parijab immediaæly after Alexander's death,33 but this seems to

2? Plutarch Al.62,9 'Avôpóroroç 6È perpórtov ôv oùtòv 'Al,é(cvõpov elôe. Opinions a¡edivided,
e.g. Brown 1957,13, sees it as pure fiction and Lamotte 1958, 239, is sceptical, while Schwarz
1970,273, and Eggermont 1975,26f., believe in it.

28 Stein 1929, 367, suggested that the information given by Phegeus about Nanda could hail from
Candragupra, who had fled to Phegeus and ùus had also seen Alexander. This is pure conjecture.
Certainly a king of the eastern Pañjab had other information about the mighty eastem kingdom.
When Stein further states that Candragupta "wished to utilize the army of Alexander for his own
aims", I can only wonder in what way his supposed pan in undermining the morals of Alexa¡¡der's
men, instead of inciting thøn against Nanda, served ¡hese aims.

29 Even Lassen's old idea (1874, l3l) thar this Sisicottus, Alexarider's commandant at Aomus
(Arrianus, Anab.4,30,4&5,20,7; Cunius 8, 11,25) was Saligupta, at least in name identical
with Candragupta (iaíi = candra'moon'), is hardly tenable, Seth 1937b, 162f., went still further
and made the direct identification. Sa6igupta was also accepted by Lamotte 1958, 122. Charpentier
1928 (apparently following Benfey 1840) suggested Si3ugupta instead.

30 That the Nonhwest has been a souræ of trouble for centralized govemments also in more recent

ùmes is seen for example in the problems the Sikhs and the Afghans have caused Mughal, British
and independent India and Pakistan, not to mention the Kashmir question.

3l See e.g. Stein 1929, and Bhattasali 1932.
32 Srein 1929, 368f. For the dates of rhe Buddha and Mahãvira see e.g. Bechert 1982, 1983 & 1986.
33 Smithinhis,4soka(1901),criticizedbyBevan lg0,?.,2g5. Anexuemecæeis Seth (1937b),who

places this immediately añer Alexander's rctum ftom India Seth, however, seems to accept only
the evidence which supporls his own preconceived ideas. When Philippus was murdered, he says
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be impossible. It hardly could have happened before 317 B.C. as otherwise Eudamus
could not have had the occasion for murdering Porus (or even Taxiles, according to
stein's hypothesis) and for collecting the elephants he brought to Eumenes.3a we have
already seen that at least in 321 B.C. Porus and Taxiles were still strong rulers and titl 317
Eudamus maintained his position.35 The uprising of candragupta in the pañjab must
necessarily be after these dates as he, according to Justinus, succeeded in expelling the
Greeks from lndia.

On the other hand, Justinus36 affirms that Candragupta already had India under his
n¡le at the time when Seleucus was laying the foundations of his greatness, i.e. after 312
B.C. This gives the rather narrow limits for his rise to power of the period be¡veen 317
and 312 B.C. It seems that we can safely accept that his rise began in the Pañjab and
perhaps it was originally an uprising directed against Macedonian ru1e,37 though the over-
throw of Nanda might well have been part of Candragupta's plans from the very begin-
ning. This seems to be confimed by Justinus, and several versions of Indian legendary
tradition affirm that Candragupta began his conquest from the border (in one version the
Himalayas are actually mentioned).

It is possible ttrat the nanrc Maurya, roo, was known in the West. It has been sug-
gested that young candragupta is perhaps mentioned by Arrianus as MepoÍtç.38 But the e is
here very difficult to explain from oIA Maurya or MIA Moriya. This Meroes is said to
have been an old friend of Porus. We have a much better case in the lemma Morpreîç in
Hesychius' lexicon (here glossed as a name for Indian kings) and in Euphorion's frag-
ment in stephanus (here an ethnic name).39 Both are apparently derived from the MIA
form of the name (like Moriyaputta met in Jaina sources). Hesychius comes rather near to
the point, but never is Maurya acrually mentioned as a dynastic name in the extant

that all Alexander's satraps and commanders were murdercd. According to him, "a highly
improbable and fairyJike story is woven around Candragupta by the modern historians" (Seth
1937b, 16l, emphasis mine). If he had also ¡ead the references of his modem hisrorian, he would
have known ¡hat this story, as fairyJike as it may be, was no! woven by him, but quoted from
Justinus. Even Narain 1965,162, claims that Cândragupta and Cã¡akya were liberaring rhe Pañjab
at the time when Alexander was dying in Mesopotamia. An in¡ermediate position is øken by
Lamotte 195E, 239ff., supposing that Candraguptå staned in ¡he easrem Pañjab in 324ß21 ar6
moved to the Indus in 3171316. This is quite possible, bu¡ where is rhc evidence?

34 This has been righrly emphasized by Stein tg2g.366and Bharusali t932.
35 We can only wonder how Víncent Smith (1904, quoted by Bhat¡asali 1932,281) knew rhar he "had

no adequate force at his command to enforce his authority, which must have been purely nominal."
Without adequate forces he could hardly have been capable of leaving India safely with his ele-
phans. Nevertheless, it seems rather likely that he left India once for all, withour a thought of e
tuming and very soon without any chance to do so. For a contrary opinion, see Bemard 1985b.

36 15, 4, 20 Sic adquisito regno Sandrocottus ea tempestate, qua Seleucus futurae magnitud.inis
fundamenta iac iebat, I ndian possidebat.

37 Still Wecker ( 19 16, l2g2) goes too far when he makes the murder of Porus its immediate cause. So
also Bhauasali 1932. 2E3.

38 Anab.5,18, ?f. Cf. Schwarz 1968,225.
39 ldentified as MIA Moriya by Cray & Schuyler 1901, 199, see also Stein 1920, I18, and Kanrunen

1989b.
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Westem sources. One funher, but rather unlikely instance, suggested by Fggermont from
Curtius (9, 8, 28), is King Moeris of Patala.ao

In any case Candragupta \4/as well known in Wesæm sources under his penonal
name, in the Greek form lavôpórortoç (with some variants). This equation gave the first
fixed point in Indian chronology. It was fi¡st noted by the French Sinologist Joseph de

Guignes and then, we are not sure whether independently or not, by Sir William Jones.4l
The second part of the name, -Korroç for -gupta, is pure MIA form,a2 but the preserved

-vô¡ seems rather archaic.

Traces of a Candraguptâ legend are presenr,ed in the history of Justinus (15, 4).
Schwarz supposes as his (i. e. Pompeius Trogus') original source a lost Indian Candra-
guptakathã, which is quite possible.a3 It is ãrsy to fînd, with Schwarz, Indian parallels for
various motives of this legend (the lion and elephant a¡e both conrmon as royal animals),

but unfortunately the extant Indian versions of the Candragupta legend (as found espe-

cially in Buddhist and Jaina sou¡ces) are entirely different. They contain D"ical legendary
embellishments such as dohadas of the pregnant mother,aa the motif of the exposed baby
(cf. Kar4a, Cyrus, Moses, Oedipus, Romulus etc.), omens of the great future seen in the

child Candragupta (cf. the Buddha) etc. A further Indian element, however, is toølly
missing in'Westem sources. This is the cenral role given to Kaufalya (Caaakya), the fa-
mous minister of Candragupta, who holds all the strings and sometimes makes his royal
patron a mere puppet. But our Indian sources on him are considerably later, and it is quite

possible that the Kauplya nadition arose only later.

When Candragupta revolted and soon took the eastemmost provinces of Alexander's
empire, Seleucus was at fi¡st too busy with Westem affai¡s to intervene. rühen he did, it
was already too late. He was able to cross the Indus, which seems to have been his east-

em boundary, but in the Pañjab Candragupta was firmly in power. It is a pity thar we
know so little of this eastern campaign of Seleucus and of his pact with Candragupta, but

40 Thar Moeris could be Maurya was apparenrly suggested for ¡he first time by Riuer. Now Egger-
mont 1975, 2óf. lnstead of Moeris, the Loeb edition prints l¿ssen's (1874, 190) emendation
So¿ris. We need hardly pay atten¡ion to the conjerture of Seth (193?b) that Candragupta as a sup-
posed northwestemer (and idenrical with Sisicottus) would have derived his clan name Maurya from
Mount Meros in the Paropamisadae.

4l Jones 1798a, XIIIf. The address was given in Câlcutta in 1793. On de Guignes, see Renou 1950,
96f.

42 Thus there is no need for an original Ec,võpóruætoç, the restoration attempted by some early schol-
ars (Schlegel 1820b) on ¡he basis ofSanskrit. It ¡s true thar one MS. of Athenaeus gives this æad-

ing, but this is hardly enough to rule out rhe testimony of so many texts. No¡e also the name Sisi-
cottus (Erai(ortoç), wiú the same MIA ending. The latter na¡ne was actually written by many
l9th<entury scholars (such as Droysen 1833 and Lassen 1852, lE74) as Sisikyptos without stating
that this was a conjecture. One must wonder whether Greeks in the 4rh century would really have

rendered OIA (or MIA) a by plain ypsilon. For lndian (MIA) c > Grcek s see Divatia 1931.
43 Schwar¿ 1g70,272f. & 1978. I am not here suggesting that Indian literature was actually read in

the West - of this we still have no evidence. The immediare source of Trogus or of his Grcek
source might still have been oral. On exlant lndian legends on Candragupta, see Schwarz 1970,
1972 & 1978. Further, Breloer 1929, 29lff., Stein 1929, Bussagli 1956, and Bongard-Levin 1982.

44 Not identified by Schwarz. See Bloomfield 1920 on the motif.
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VI. Greeks in the East

we have only brief references,4s as no fuU history of the period has been preserved. In
any case Ta¡n seems to have been right in supposing that Seleucus did not do so badly.aó

He ceded lands which he did not really possess or, at least" could not keep, and gained in
exchange 500 elephants, which were a considerable force in successive wars in ttre West,

where his opponents still had very few specimens of this new and for a while much

appreciated weapon (cf. IV.4). What happened before this agreement we do not know. Of
our sources only Appianus says so much as that there was war, but only the outcome is

clear. Nevertheless some scholars have reached unwarranted conclusions. There a¡e those

who like to see Seleucus' position in a worse light and speak of his crushing defeat in
battle against the Mauryan army.aT But when such a defeat is not recounted in the

sources, certainly the opinion held by some Westem scholars, who talk of a victorious

campaign of Seleucus intermrpted only by the need to attend to his Hellenistic enemies
(Antigonus) in the West, is pure speculation.aS Although Appianus referred to war, this
does not even indicate, as was noted by McCrindle (1896, 407), "whether the hostile
armies came into actual conflict".

Be this as it may, by threat or by violence Seleucus was convinced that û was no
longer profitable, probably not even possible for him to keep the eastern sarapies of
Alexander. He probably knew that he had already lost them, and the best altemative was

no\ry to obtain some fecompensation by negotiation. Thus a treaty was formulated and

signed. The lands were ceded, the elephant force won. The üeâty also included an agree-

ment variously called rflôoç (Appianus) and Ênr1c.¡río (Strabo) While the former word
refers to a relationship achieved through marriage, especially to the relationship between
father- and son-in-law, the latter has often been used for the right of intermarriage (ias

connubium) between states, but also for actual cases of intermarriage.ag What kind of
marriage treaty was it here? The question has aroused much discussion. The primâry

sources are Strabo and Appianos, while Pluta¡ch just briefty mentions the elephants.so A
û€aty brween two countries being sealed by a marriage between the dynasúes had been

normal policy both in lndia and in the West. In the case of polygamous kings this was es-
pecially feasible as there was normally a good supply of daughters and there was enough

45 Justinus 15,4; Appianus ll, 9, 55; Srabo 15, l, l0 & 15,2,9 (perhaps quoting Eratosthenes);
Pliny, N. H. 6,22-25: Plutarch, Al. 62,4.

Tarn 1940a, and before him Bunbury I 879, 555. See also Fouche¡ 1947 ,208f.
Smith l90.l (cf. Scharfe 1971,217), also Wecker 1916, 1293.

So e.g. Bevan 1902,296, Beloch 1925, 142, and Berve 1952, 230. We may in passing mention
here ¡he old idea of the early modem period, which made Seleucus penetrate as far as the Ganges. It
was based on a wrong interpretation of the passage of Pliny (N. H. 6, 2l, 63), probably refening ro
Megasthenes. h was still mentioned by Robenson 1819, 305f., Heeren 1821. 306f., and Benfey
1840. but disproved by Lassen 1826. ó1, Schlegel 1829, 31, and Schwanbeck 1846, l2ff. See also
McCrindle 1E77, lOff.. Bunbury 1879,555, Stein 1920,4, andTimmer 1930,7f. The problem
was that Strabo (15, t,27) and Pliny (6,2t, 63) inform us of the "discovery" of India east of the
Hypasis made under Seleucus. This passage was supposed to refer to Seleucus' eastem campaign
against Sandrocottus, but now it is mostly connected with Megasthenes and other diplomats travel-
ling in India.

Examples in Liddell & Scon & Jones, ss vv. See also Tam 1951, 174, note 3, and Sircar 1968.

Strabo 15, I, l0 (end) & 15,2,9; Appianos I 1.9, 55f.; Plutarch, Alexander 62,4.
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VI. Greeks in the East

room in the harem for a few additional wives.Sl The problem arose with the hiera¡chical
social system of India, which, at least in its later form, seems to have made such an alli-
ance impossible in the case of a foreign monarch. Opinions have differred widely. rWhile

some schola¡s plainly stated that Seleucus gave his daughter in marriage to Sandrocottus
(which is never stated in any tex$ and others have suggested a general agreement of a
matrimonial right benveen the two peoples, some have ried to deny it altogether.s2

It is true that no intermarriage was permitted between castes in the later sense. They
were strictly endogamous, and therefore there could be no ius connubium within the caste

society. But was the Indian caste society already evolved to the point of having strictly
separated, endogamous castes? This is what seems to be stated by Megasthenes, whose
seven classes were endogamous (see IIL3 above). However, with the a¡rcient var4a sys-
tem the incorporation of new elements was still easier than with the later jãtis, and it could
well be that the Greeks were granted the status of Kçatriyas. It might also be that the

Kgatriyahood of Candragupta himself was still very new, and came from his position, not
from his birth.53 Despite Megasthenes, it has also been claimed that the caste hierarchy in
its most rigid and most complicated form developed only much later as a reacúon against

Muslim rule.

In this connection it has often been pointed out that Brahmans certairùy denied inter-

caste marriages (caste here understood as var¡a). It seems rather unlikely that råey would
have easily granted the high status of a Kgauiya to foreigners. True, but did they acnr,ally

exercise an influence strong enough in a country where upstarts Qike Mauryas) were still
rapidly kætriyanÞed, and where various mendicant sects such as Buddhism, Jainism and

Ã¡ivifas apparently enjoyed much greater royal supports4 than orthodox Brahmans, who

often seemed to have an arogant and iniating habit of introducing their religious beliefs

and prejudices into politics?5s Perhaps the i¡¡s connubium was granted without ever

asking their opinion. And if it was not a general agreement, but only a marriage between

5 I Some scholars have pointed out that we do not know of a Seleucid princess who could have been
given in such a marriage (see e.g. Stein 1920,5f.), but (as Tam 1951, 174, rightly poin¡s out) we

do not know the Seleucid genealogy so completely. Moreover, whilst a daughter is still possible,
there is nothing unlikely about a niece. And instead of the Seleucid princess favoured by most
scholars, it might also have been a Maurya princess marrying in the West.

52 A daughter of Seleucus suggested by McCrindle 1896,40? & 1901,43f., note l, more hesitatingly
e.g. Bevan 190.2,296, Rawlinson 1926,39, Seth 1937a,651, Tam 1951, 174, and Sircar 1968.
Thapar 1963, 20, seems to be the only scholar to consider the second altemative, a Maurya princess

in the Seleucid court, The general right of matrimony or rather between the Creeks and the Kçarri-
yas e.g. by F. W. Thomas in The Camhridge History of India, Foucher 1947. 313f.. Skuzak
1964,Schwarz l9ó8,226 &1970,28lff., Bema¡d 1985a.92f., and Holt 1989, l0l. Vr'hile Stein
1920, 5f.; seems to accept neither position, Scharfe 1971, 2l1,left the question open.

53 t would prefer not to discuss the various traditions about ¡he origin ofCandragupta. The evidence is
legendaryandratherhardtoevaluatewith any reliability. In any case, he is ratheroften ascribed a

humble origin. See Schwarz 1972b &. 1978.
54 In the ca:e of the Ãjivikas and especially of the Buddhist Sangha rhis is clearly seen in contem-

porary inscriptions. Jaina legendary history makes Candragupta their patron and lay follower, and

Aéoka's great piety (after initial wickedness) is similarly remembered in Buddhist sources.
55 Note here the many traditions of antagonism between Brahmans and Kgatriyas found in lndian

(mostly Brahman) literature. See Schwarz 1980, 83f.
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VL Greeks in the East

the ruling houses, even they probably had little to which they could object. A Seleucid
princess in the royal ha¡em of Candragupta would have been only a case of an anuloma
marriage, and as such no sacrilege, at least as far as one of her offspring was not to suc-
ceedhisfatheron the th¡one.só So, fa¡ewell to the fascinating but unfounded hypothesis
of A6oka having Greek blood.57

A royal marriage is not impossible, but there is no clear evidence for it. The best way
to explain the nan¡re of the agreement seems to be that suggested by Foucher and Ber-
na¡d.58 With the lands ceded by Seleucus to Candragupta a number of Greek settlers came
under Mauryan suzerainty and thus outside the sphere of Greek legislation. It is quite
possible that the main intention of the ènlopíc was to give them some guÍüantee of social
status. For Seleucus as a Hellenistic monarch it would have been nannal to be concemed
about their position, and he could have made it a condition of ceding these lands. In this
way he also cut short the criticism his Western antagonists otherwise would have inevi-
tably directed at him. Perhaps the Greeks were now given the stanrs of Kgatriyas that they
often have in Indian sources.59

Next we must consider the new boundary between the Mauryas and Seleucids. Early
attempts to minimize the a¡ea ceded to the Mauryas (e.g. Krom 1909) have become some-
what antiquated rvith the finds of Aéokan inscriptions in Greek and Aramaic in Afghani-
stan. Tam (195 1, 100f.) still argued for the cessation of a small area firsr, and then further
conquests made by A6oka, but there is no evidence for this, and why not the larger area?

A6oka certafuly ruled this larger area, as his westem edicts were found at such places as

Taxila, Kandahar (Arachosia), Laghman and Pul-e Dan¡nta (Paropamisadae). Not alt earty
scholars were as stingy in their allocation of the ceded lands. Senart allowed the whole
country to the Hindukush together with Aria and Seistan, while Vincent Smith allowed
the Paropamisadae, Aria, Arachosia and eastem Gedrosia.óo

unfortunately, we know very little about the seleucids and Mauryas, and of thei¡
mutual relations,6l A present of a strong Indian aphrodisiac given by candragupta to
seleucus is mentioned by Phylarchus (F 35b in Athenaeus l, 32, l8e). Relations may
well have been friendly, as both evidently felt the importance of protecting their back.
After Megasthenes (chapter III) there were funher diplomatic conracrs. We know of Dai-

On anuloma and even pratiloma marriages in Indian royal houses as well as on numerous cases
where a marriage was between an Indian and a foreign dynasty see Sircar 1968.

Actually the amount of his "Greek blood" would have been thin indeed. We have seen rhar Seleucus
kept his lranian wife, while other followers of Alexander desened theirs. This means thar Antiochus
I, too, was half-Bactrian, although this did not help him keep Bactria when Diodorus chose to ¡e-
volt. See Holt 1989, 65f, note 63 and t00 on Seleucid marriages, Schwarz 1968,226 on A6oka.
FunherTam 1951.1521.

Foucher 1947,313f., and Bemard 1985a,92f.

See e.g. Mahabharata ¡3, 33, 19; Manu 10,43f.; and several Purã¡as (Pañcalaksa4a2).

The minimalist position has been recenrly renewed by L. Schober, but convincingly criticized by
Bemard 1985a,85ff.

56

57

58

59

60

6l I find rarher unlikely the hyporhesis of Scharfe ( l97l ) rhat since the treaty Candragupta might have
been a vassal ofSeleucus. The same was apparently earlier suggested by Niese, but rightly rejeacd
as speculative by Wecker t916, 1293.
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machus of Plataea sent by Anriochus and of Dionysius who came from Ptolemaic Egypt
and ¡herefore acted againsr Seleucid interests (see ltr.5 above).

Candragupta was succeeded by his raùer little-known son Bindusãra.62 In Greek
sources he is called Aprtpø¡úrr¡ç (by Athenaeus) or 'AÀIrrpol,iôqc þy Strabo, apparent-
ly with the common texh¡al enor Â¡r < M). The name is clearly Indian (with amíra
'enemy'!), but has been variously explained as Amitrakh la ('devouring enemies', at-
tested as an epithet of hdm)63 or rather Amitraghãta ('killer of enemies').64 In tlre West
we hea¡ of him only nricq once when Antiochus sent Daimachus to his court, and a

second time when he wrote a lener to Antiochus asking for a gift including sophists.ós

His son and successor, ASoka, was again imponant enough to be discussed in a separate

chapter (VI.2 below).

2. Aíoka and the West

Among early Indian monarchs the grandson of Candragupta certainly seems to be closest
to us, thanks to his many inscriptions (so-called edicæ) and thei¡ exceptionally personal

tone. From these we also know well that he continued relations not only with the Seleu-

cids but with all Hellenistic monarchs. He favoured Buddhism, and Buddhist literature

has preserved his memory, but in Westem sources he is never mentioned at all, a good
example of how random our preserved Westem evidence on India can be.66

Of his names and titles, King Devãnampiya Piyadassi (nroõooortç of Greek inscrip-
tions)ó7 is the normal form, but occasionally the name Asoka (with s in MIA form instead

of OIA $ is also mentioned in the inscriptions (but not in the Greek ones). In literature he

is mainly known as A6oka. Both Piyadassi (OIA Priyadaréin) and Aéoka can be consid-
ered personal n¿ìmes, while Devã¡¡ampiya (DevãnãrTrpriya) is a title (Scharfe l97l). \f/ith-
out implying any further conclusion about priorities I am here following the practice of
calling him by the OIA name A6oka.

62 On him sce S¡rabo 2, 1,9 and Athenaeus 14,652f453a,discussed e.g. by Schwarz lg6E, 227f . &
t970, 297tf . & 1975a, 184f.

ó3 Heet 1909a and 1909b, and Charpentier 1928a"
64 Cf. Pâoini 3,2, 88, wirh Parañjali: supponed e.g. by Schwanbeck 1846, Lassen 1852, 213, Keirh

1909 (criticizing Fleet), and Lamone 1958,243.
65 Cf. vll.l. Of course, ¡his leuer made such a good story for a Greek audience rhat it may well be

fictitious.
6ó There is no end to literaturc on Aóoka, we mention here only Lamone 1958, 244ff ., Thapar l9ó3,

and the relevant pan of Schwaø 1970 (300ff.).
67 For the benefit of my Indologist rcaders it is perhaps in order to explain that for a name attested in

inscriptions only, and ¡hereforc withou¡ the evidence of the Byzantine manuscript tradition, rle
cannot always know ¡he right position of ¡he accent.
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It seems clear that Aioka himself was a Buddhist, but another question is, how
Buddhist his policy actually was.68 Some have made him a royal monk, but this is unlike-

ly; probably he remained a layman. It is not so clear whether the politics proclaimed in his

edicts actually meant propagating Buddhism or merely general religiosiry. Generally

speaking, religious feelings and measures taken by rulers are to a great extent dictated by
political expediency. Legends are not a good source of history (though they have been

frequently used, indeed),69 therefore the inscriptions are all-important here.7o But I have a

feeling (and, of course, I am not the fint to think so) that perhaps their seemingly personal

and sincere tone has sometimes been overemphasized. They are, after all, not personal

notes, but royal proclamations insc¡ibed on stone. In spite of the religious and ethical con-

siderations expressed in the inscriptions, tough realism was apparently always preserved

in Aéoka's politics. Buddhism and Buddhist Sangha are often mentioned, but the royal

favour also extended to other religious groups.Tl On the other hand, ASoka had apparent-

ly made a pilgrimage to the birth-place of the Buddha.72 lVhilst this might have been polit-

ically wise, one is also bound to suspect some personal motives.

One problem closely connected with A6oka is the origin of writing in tndia. Both

Brehml- and Kharosthi (in the Northwest) a¡e for the first ti¡ne attested only in A5okan

inscriptions. Was writing then an old nadition, perhaps only used on some perishable

material (as Bühler 1895 and his many followers supposed), or wâs it just in its infancy?

On an earlier occasion?3 I still stated my opinion somewhat too cautiously, and must

corect it now in the light of recent studies.T4

When we consider the origin of writing in India, one important stafing-point is the

incontestable fact that Kharosthi is a development of the A¡amaic script. The origin of
Brãhmî is more problematic. Among Indologists, lVestem scholars have tended to side

with Bühler (1895) and derived it, too, from some form of Aramaic, while Indian scholars

have been understandably fascinated with the possibility of an independent origin. The

suggested Aramaic parallels of BrãhmI, however, arc very early, and thei¡ number is
rather small.?S

Recently it has been suggestedTó that Kharoçül came first, in the northwest, and

developed the semi-syllabic system afterwa¡ds characteristic of all Indian writing systems.

68

69

70

7l

See Thapar 1963, I37ff. and especially l¿l4ff., also Lamotte 1958,249îf.
tilhen Buddhists remember the king ¿rs a great patron of their religion, it is only natural thar he was

described as a pious Buddhist himseli especially in later sources of a legendary charader (such as

¡he Aíokãvadãn¿ and even the Sinhala chronicles).

Editions used are Bloch 1950, Schneider 1978, and Andersen 1990.

B¡ahmans and Sramanas are often mentioned together, and the Barãbar cave inscriptions conøin
donations ro rhe Ãjivikas. Cf. Thapar 1963, 154.

The Rummindei inscription (Bloch 1950, 157). Cf. Thapar 1963,49f.

Kantunen 1989a with funher rcferences, especially Goyal 19E5.

See Hinüber 1990, Daffinà 1992, and especially Falk 1993. Cf. lIL2 above on Megasthenian evi-
dence (F 32) of writing in lndia.

Hinüber 1990, l2ff.. Falk 1993. Il2ff.
Hinüber 1990,59ff., Falk 1993. 337ff.
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We might also note that a related system was alleady in use in Old Persian Cuneiform.TT
Brãhmt was then created on the same principle, but with entirely new, invented lecers.
And as there is no earlier evidence æ all, perhaps this happened only during Aéoka's
reign. There is a possibiliry that the Greek script, certainly known in the northwest since
Alexander, contributed to this development.

Aéoka's missionaries or ambassadors were sent to the lffestem kings (Schwan 1970,
307f.). These Greek þoza) kings, when flpir names were fi¡st read in tlre lE30s by
James Prinsep, gave the fi¡st fixed point in ancient Indian history.78 The kings were
mostly easy to identiS: Arfrtiyokâ is Antiochus II Theos (261-246), Tulamaya is Ptole-
maeus II Philadelphos (285-247), Arntekina is Antigonus Gonatas (2'76-239) and Maka
is Magas of Cyrene (died before 250).79 Only one problem remained and still remains:

was the flfth Yona king, Alikasudala, Alexander of Epirus (272-255) or Alexander of
Corinth (252-24Ð?80 Thelatterseems to have been somewhat too insignificant, but cer-

tainty is not possible to attain.

These names certainly give us some help with üre chronology of Aóoka. But it has

been rarely noted8l that this help is not as exact as many have supposed. Communications

were so slow that a couple of years could well have eþsed before tt¡e news of the death

of a distant and minor ruler, such as Magas and Alexander certainly were, was hea¡d and

noæd in India
There is no further evidence about these missions. Aóoka's affi¡mation úrat because

of them his principles were followed everywhereS2 can be dismissed as mere rhetoric.

Nevertheless, 'lV'ecker's (1916, 1324) suggestion ttrat Aéoka's missionaries never went

beyond frontier regions seems unnecessary (and what would it mean in the cases of
Altigonus, Magas and Alexander?). There had now for quiæ a long time been contact

between Mauryas and Hellenistic monarchs on an official level, and, at leåst laær, in Bud-

dhist countries monks were often entrusted with diplomæic missions. Probably ASoka's
monks, or some of them, reached their goals and, in addition to possible other, mor€

17

78

The very word for writing, lipi,in nofhwestern MIA (Aóoka's Kharoçgu-) also dipi, is derived from
OP dip(y). See Benveniste l9&, l4O and Mayrhofer, EWA s.v. Further, instead of the normal
likhita'wnuen', the word nipism, nipesiø (cf. OP nipoiita) was used at Shahbazgarhi (Benveniste,
ibid.).

This is a slight overstatement as i¡ can be argued that the first fixed point of Indian history was the
identiñcation of Candragupta of the Purãnas with the Sandrocotn¡s of classical sources, but the
importance of Prinsep's fìnd lies in the fact that here was the first possibility to connect con-
temporary (epigraphical) evidence with tùy'estem sources.

R. E. XItr Q (Schneider) se Ícal ¡nana ladhe devãnarTpiyasa hida ca ssvesu ca awtesu ö sasu þíl
yojanasatesu ata aryuiyoke nåma yorulãja pala4 ca rcnã u¡ttiyokenå catåli låjönc tulanaye nfuna
(ca) aqtekine na¡¡a (ca) nuhã (-gã) nama (ca) alikasudale nãna, Anliochus also in R. E. II. For
their idenrificaúon, see e.g. Charpentier 1931,303ff.

Epirus: Charpentier 1931, 306, Thapar 1963,41, Schwar¿ 1970, 308; on Corinth I have a ¡efe¡errce

to Beloch, Griechische Geschichte 3:2, 105, but the edition I have used (Beloch 1927, 150) accepa
Alexanderof Epirus without comment; uncertain: Schwa¿ 1968,229.

At least by Bhauasali 1932,287.

R. E. II & XNI.
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worldly commissions, also fulfilled their spiritual mission, which, howeve¡ was neither
really understood, nor much appreciated, and therefore soon forgotten.

Buddhist ch¡onicles and commenta¡ies mention the Yona[ka]s as members of the
Sangha in the time of Aóoka. Thera Yona Dhamma¡akkhita83 carried Dhamma to western
lands (Aparantaka, more or less corresponding to the modern Gujarat; Schwarz 1970,
308f.), and Thera Mahãrakkhita went to the Greek country (called Yonakarafiha or
Yonakaloka). It is pity ttrat the account of his journey8a is so exclusively concerned with
spreading Buddhism (he preached ¡he Kâlakãrãmasuttanta there and made many con-
verts) that no further details a¡e included. We would really appreciate his vision of the
Hellenistic world, if this really was the goal of his mission.

However, perhaps he went only to the Northwest, where some Greeks had been
living at least since the days of Alexander. Additional colonisation during the early years
after Alexander's death is possible, but the eastern sarapies \¡/ere never left empty before
they were ceded to Candragupta, and then the Greek population was already so rooted in
the country that at least part remained under Mauryan govemment (when new coloniza-
tion from the West seems hardly thinkable). The provenance of our two Greek edicts in
Kandaha¡ allows us to locate at least some of these people in A¡achosia. In Indian sources
this Greek population is often mentioned together with the Kambojas, who a¡e mostly
identified with the Iranian population. These Yonas and Kambojas of the Northwest were
mentioned (separately from the Greek kings) in A6oka's inscriptions.ss A related account
is found in tlre Pãli canon.86 Both stress the lack of the Indian varna hierarchy arnong
these rwo peoples, who knew only freemen and slaves.

A certain YavanarãjaTusãspa is mentioned in Rudradãman's inscription as A6oka's
governor of Gujarat. His lranian name (with lranian aspa 'horse') points clearly to ttre

Northwest. The fact that a man with an I¡anian name was styled yavana (and moreover, a
yavanarãja) has puzzled scholars, while others have used it as an argument in support of
the opinion tlrat the word yavana did not refer to Greeks. But this is not necessarily so
difficult to explain. Firstly, we may note that a difference between the Macedonians and
the Greeks, already then rapidly dissolving even ¿ìmong themselves, was hardly important
enough to the Indians to make a distinction. After all, they were never too meticulous with
names of peoples whom they in any case considered ba¡ba¡ian.

There was later another Yona Dhammarakkhita who came from the city of Alasanda (probably
Alexandria in the Caucasus) to ceylon to celebrale Dullhagãmani's victory over El*a. see Mahõ-
vamsa 19, 39 þtonanagaràlasandã yonamahãdhammarakkhito I thero timsasahassäni hhikkhti
âdâ¡"a âgama) andThùpavamsa p.224 (Law 72f.).

Both stories belong to the same tradi¡ion of the propagation of dharma after ¡he council of Pãlali-
putra- They arc found in various versions in the Vinaya Commentary I, p. & & 67, Dîpavamsc
8,9, MahãvarVsa 12.39,Thúpavamsa p. 192 (Lar¡'43), and Mahåbodhivamsa p. I l3 & I l4f.
Yonas alone in the R. E.Xlll nathi ca se janapade ata nathi ime nikãyö a4tnarã yonesu: hãbhane
ca sctnane c¿- Some northwestem peoples including the Yonas and the Kambojas enumerated ir.
the R. E. V.

86 Majjhimanilca-',ra 93 (vol. 2, p, 149): yonakambojesu øññesu ca paccantimesu janapadesu dveve
vannã, ayyo c'eva dõso ca; ayyo hunå dãso hoti, döso hun'ã ayyo hotîti.
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Alexander's companions and successors were probably called yavanas and Macedo-
nian rule a yavanarãjya8? The ASokan inscriptions in rvestem languages (Greek and
Aramaic) discovered in the Northwest of the Mauryan Empire point to the concìusion that
with the lands Seleucus had also ceded the administrative organizaúon. And the adminis-
tration had included Iranians since the days of Alexander. It is possible that Oxyartes was
still the satrap of the Paropamisadae when the country fell to Candragupta, and perhaps he
was also allowed to sefle this new master in the same office. As for Tugãspa, yavanarãja

as his title should perhaps be translated as a Greek official, a (high) member of the Greek
(originally Macedonian) local administration of the Mauryan Yavana land in A¡achosia or
Paropamisadae. He was thus a Yavana through his offìce, albeit hanian by birth.

Several Greek and Aramaic edicrs of Aéoka have been found in Afghanistan, in
Kandaha¡ and Laghman. Even before these, the A¡amaic fragment of Taxila was found as

early as 1914, and after more or less unsuccessful attempts at decipherment, it was shown
by Humbach that it is not a document issued by a young viceroy, but merely a version of
an edict, to be exact, a translation of the central portion of the R. E. IV.88

In 1932 a bilingual A¡amaic and Aramaeo-Indian8g fragment was found æ pol-e

Darunta, nea¡ the confluence of the Laghman and the Kabul rivers. After a preliminary
discussion by Birkeland (1938) it was deciphered by Henning (1950) as a series ofquora-
tions taken from A6oka's edicts. The bilingual Greek and A¡amaic fragment confaining a

ftee rendering of the short version of the R. E. IV was found at Old Kandahar in 1958

and independently published by French (Schlumberger et al. 1958) and Italian (Pugliese

Canatelli et al. 1958) scholars.eo

The second Greek version, containing the end of ¡he R. E. XII and the beginning of
the R. E. XIII was also found at Old Kandahar, in 1963, and published by Sctrlumberger
and Benveniste (both 196+¡.rt Again in Kandahar, a further A¡amaic (or Aramaeo-
Iranian) and Aramaee.Indian fragment containing part of the P. E. VII was found in 196ó
(Benveniste & Dupont-Sommer 1966). The Laghman valley in Afghanistan fumished
two further Aramaic (or Aramaeo-Iranian) fragmenrs, found in 1969 and 1973 (Humbach

1973 and Davary & Humbach 1974).

The language of the Greek edicts has atracted much attention.92 Instead of making a

servile reproduction of the MIA original the unknown translator has achieved an elabora¡e

paraphrase. It is generally correct Greek showing some features of Hellenistic koiné and

even some knowledge of Greek philosophical terminology, which is valuable for us. For
instance, it is very interesting to know that eúoepeîo was considered to be the proper
87 The word is anested in a later inscription probably referring to Indo-Greeks. Sec VI.5 below.
88 Humbach l969ab& 1978a; for eadier interprctations see Cowley l9l5 (with Bamet l9l5), Herz-

feld 192E, Andreas 1932, Bongard-Levin 195ó, and Altheim & Stiehl l95E & ¡959.
89 The terms Aramaeo-tndian and Aramaeo-lranian refer to inscriptions which are wrinen in Aramaic

let¡ers but contain Aramaic and MIA viz. Iranian words mixed, more or less in the same way as the
la¡er Book Pahlavi.

Sec also e.g. Lamotte 1958,789ff., Pugliese Carratelli et al.1964, and Schwarz 1970,309f.

See also e.g. Schwarz 1970, 3 I I f.

See e.g. Roben 1958 (and again in notes to Schlumberger l9ó4, l36ff.), Bcnveniste 1964, Hurnat-
ta 1966, Schwar¿ 1970,312, Chrisrol 1982, Gallavoui 1992.

90
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equivalent of. dhamma. Some two centuries later, on the coins of Indo-Greek kings,
dhramika is translated as õíraroç.93 Another example is Greek ôrctpr.p{ as a translation of
pasamda'sect'.

A comparison with MIA versions shows clearly that the Greek and Aramaic edicts
rePresent an abridged version.94 The existence of longer and shorter versions is also
attested in MIA. But the question which was the original of the Greek and A¡amaic edics
has aroused much discussion. The problem is whether they belong together or not and
whether ttre original(s) were wrinen in Northwestern MIA (Kharoç1hi), Eastem MIA
(Brâhml) or even Sanskrit. The Aramaic is easily connected with Northwestem KharoçþI
edicts, but as regards the Greek, opinions have differed. \ilhile Benveniste in 1958 com-
pared the Greek with the Shahbazgarhi Kharogfhi edict, Alsdorf (1960) preferred Eastem
versions representing the language of the capital, and Norman (1972) suggested the

Yerragu{i version, which he considers to be the best representative of the supposed
original.

The name of the king, in Greek fitoôoaorlç, in A¡amaic Prydrí, is important. In the
first place, it is noteworthy ttrat it is not translated, and therefore must be taken as a per-
sonal name, unlike the trtke devanamp(r)iya, which in A¡amaic is rendered as mãrõn,
while it is omined in Greek.es Therefore both Piyadassi and Aéoka seem ro be penonal
names.9ó Now the A¡amaic form can be derived from Priyadra6i of the Kharo;thí edicts
(Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra) and thus represents the Northwestem MIA, while the

Greek is clearty derived from eastern Piyadassí.g1 But here we must note a difference in
the position of the n¡¿o languages.

The role of A¡amaic as the chancellary language of the Achaemenid Empire also used

in Northwestem India (where it was used as the model of the Kharolthî) and the number
of evidently Iranian words in Aramaic edicts seem to prove thæ these were meant for the

Iranian population.e8 But they did not speak Aramaic, which was probably still a knd of
chancellary language. Therefore we can seek a literary model fo¡ everything mentioned in
A¡amaic edicts, including the king's name. With Greek the situation was different. The
language was actually spoken by the people for whom the Greek edicts were inscribed,
and certainly they had a name for thei¡ king even before there were any edicts. Thus the

form rhoõcoc4ç, though otherwise interesting enough, says nothing of the actual trans-
lation of edicts into Greek.

93 The question of the Greek language in the East is discussed in more detail below in chap¡€r VI.5.
94 The omissions of the Greek version have been anal¡rzed by Norman (19?2).
95 Benveniste lgæ, l43.The Aramaic title is also attested in the Achaemenid Aramaic of Egypt. That

the Indian word is merely a title is also attested by the fact that it is once used in the plural
refening to former kings.

9ó While a majority of scholars seem to prefer A6oka as the original name and take Piyadassi,Priya-
dan0i as a kind of additional, probably honorific, name, Benveniste (1964, l43ff.) argues for the
opposite view (as did Senart much earlier, in l8Eó).

97 On the Grcek see Benveniste in Schlumberge r et alia 1958, 3?f.; on the Aramaic Benveniste l9ó4,
145.

98 So e.g. Benveniste 1964, l4l.
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ÏVhen lftoôooor¡ç ca¡mot be used, we must probably follow Harmatta (1966, 83) and

draw our conclusions from the fact that the words ppa¡revar and opa¡revar in Greek are
probably derived from Northwestem MIA, where the closely related îorms bramaqa and
írama4a were used, while these words can be connected neither with the ppol¡rôveç and

oappúveg of Alexander's historians nor with the bamhanalbambhanalbãbhana and sama-
¿a of the common MIA of ASoka. However, we are not ready to accept Harmatta's fur-
therconclusion that the Aramaic translation was fi¡st made from the Northwestern MIA
origin and that this A¡amaic version was fr¡rther translated into Greek.gg

The fact that the Greek translator used what was then modem language (with koiné
expressions) and that he was versed in philosophical terminology seems to de out

Narain's suggestion (1958) of an independent Greek population in the East going back to

Achaemenid times. It has been pointed out by Harman^ (1966,78f.) that such an isolared
remnânt could hardly have produced the Greek edicts in the form in which they are writ-
ten. Therefore we must think of the colonies of Alexander and his immediate successors.

The Aramaic also offen its own problems, and I am not qualified to say much about

tl em.I00 One problem is tha¡ of ttre language: was it real A¡amaic (with local loans) or
A¡amaeo-Iranian and Aramaeo-Indian as has been claimed" apparently on good grounds,

e.g.by Humbach and Ito? In Iran the Aramaic script was preserved, and later became the

basis of Pahlavi script (where a great number of A¡amaic ideograms *ere used). In the

Farther East there is æ least one A¡amaic ostracon (or Aramaeo-Iranian, it seems to be

very difficult to say) from Ai Khanum.lol

While AÉoka still maintained his relations with the Hellenisúc TVest, it was also during his
rule (albeit not though him) that the two worlds began drifting aparl ln the second half of
the third century the Parthians and the Graeco-Bactrians (who soon tumed into Indo-
Greeks) seceded and soon formed an important new political factor between the Mauryas
and Seleucids. Our evidence is meagre, but it seems likely that the independence of Bac-

tria and Pa¡thia on the one hand, and the apparent weakening of the Mauryas, on the oÍher

hand, diminished the contact between East and West. For the Seleucids there were also

other, and often more important and soon much more urgent interests in the Vfest. In the

end, the once so proud empire of Seleucus and Antiochus was reduced to a sad rernnant

between two powers, Rome and Parthia.

Only once do the sources mention a renewed contact before the opening of the di¡ect
sea route between Egypt and India. This was in connection with the Eastern campaigns of
Anúochus III (as told by Polybius)lo2 and his meeting in Paropamisadae with the Indian

99 Harmatta lg66,U.The Sanskrit hypoúcsis of Renou (in a nore on Schlumberger 1g64, 134) must
be rejected as lhere is no funher evidence for a Sanskrit version oi the edicts and as the philo-
sophical terminology of the Greek edic¡s does not really require such an intermediary. The MIA was
cenainly not incapable of exprcssing philosophical concepts.

100 See e.g. Attheim & Sriehl 1958, 1959 etc., Humbach l9ó9ab, l97l erc., Mukherjee 1984a and lro
1977. 1979. 1981.

fol Bemard 1972,631f.
| 02 Polybiur I l, 39. On the Bactrian part of this campaign see VI.3.
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king Sophagasenus (Xo<papoivoE). Normally this name is explained as Subhagasena, but

it can also be a MIA form for Saubhagasena (or Saubhãgyasena). He might have been a

local ruler, but because Antiochus renewed the alliance with him (t{v te qtÀíav dve-

veóocrto) and because he was called the king of India(ns) (tòv Baoùéc tôv 'Ivôôrv), üke

Candragupta before him, it has been commonly supposed that he was one of the later

Mauryas.l03

3. BetweenTwo Cultures

Next we must consider the origin and development of Greek states in Bacria and India.
There has been a conrov€rsy of viewpoints: Hellenistic in Tam (1951): Indian in Narain
(1957) - and both to excess. In fact both did rather well from their particular viewpoints,

Tam, however, in addition to his daring hypotheses, could not really understand Eastem

history (and was much too sure that he did),loa while Narain seems to have had an

erroneous idea of the meaning of Hellenism. Both failed to see the importance of the

hanian element. Perhaps a more b¿lanced approach is now possible, with so much new
numismatic and archaeological evidence available. After Tam and Narain, who, in addi-
tion to texts, mainly had to rely on evidence east of the Hindukush, the position of Bactria

as the "kemland" is now re-established by archaeology.l05

It is no wonder that it was Bactria, ¡he land a¡ound the Oxus, that became the nucleus

of the new state. When Alexander a¡rived there, the country already had a long and flour-
ishing history going back to at least the second millennium B.C. This was due to two
factors: uade and a well{eveloped inigation system (which was destroyed only by the

Mongols).106 Ties with Northwestem India on the other side of the Hindukush were

old and close. A¡chaeology has also shown that the "thousand cities of BacEia" were not
a merc new development of the Greek period.loT

103 OriginallysuggestedbyLassen 1821,441.;latere.g.Tam 195t, l30,Narain lg57,g,Thapar1963,
190f., Schwaø 1970, 314î.

I 04 I 
""nnot 

,efrain from quoting Tam's own words, used in a review (in /flS 59, 1939) of a hypothesis
proposed by another scholar, as it is often so perfectly applicable to his own work: "h is as exciting
as any detective story; but it is true?"

105 See now Hol¡ l9E9 on Bactria; also Bema¡d 1985a and Bopearachi l99l and their many anicles;
earlier sources are listed in Holt 1984a & 198?.

I0ó See e.g. Gardin & Cen¡elle 1976 and Cardin 1980.
107 As suggested by Tam lgil,Tzand I l8f. Apparently he had not thought ùat in a society with an

extensive irrigation system, villages necessarily tend to grow in size. For him, however, Bactria
was still an archaeological terra incognita. This has now been completely changed by excavations
ca¡ried out in the l9ó0s and 1970s at Surkh Kotal, Ai Khanum, Dilberjin and other sites in
Afghanistan and until ¡he present day in the Middle Asian Republics.
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In the Achaemenid period, Bactria was an important pa¡t of the empire, but also a
quite loosely ruled, often semi-independent vassal-state.lo8 Alexander faced great diffi-
culties there, when he, as the self-elected successor of the Achaemenids, fied to tighten
the reins.lo9 For a while, the Seleucids, who apparently had strong ties to Bactria (the

Bactrian princess Apama was the wife of Seleucus Nicator and the morher of Antiochus
Soter), succeeded in keeping Bacria, although Seleucus had to campaign there in order to
secure his tol".l l0 During his later years and those of his son Antiochus Seleucid n¡le in
Bactria seems to have been secure,l I I though the literary sources do not say much about

early Seleucid history and still less about Eastem affairs. It may well be that Bactria was
always a source of trouble and that it was on the fi¡st possible occasion tÌrat the satrap

Diodotus revolted in or soon after the middle of the third century and at a stroke success-

fully separated his satrapy from tt¡e rest of the Seleucid Empire. In this he was soon
helped by the secession of Parthia, which virn¡ally cut Bactria off from the remaining

Seleucid sÞte. From now on Bactria was an independent Hellenistic (and at the same time,
Iranian) kingdom. It is a pity that we have so few details of Greek rule, but its mere length

suggests some kind of partnenhip between Greeks and Bactrians.l I 2

A summary of the few classical sources on them is given below (for Indian sources

see VI.9 below). Our meagre Westem evidence is mostly found in extant parts of the

History of Polybius, in Strabo (going back to Apollodorus of A¡temita) and in Justinus
(going back to Pompeius Trogus).1 I 3 In addition, there are some occasional references in
Aelianus (N. An.15, 8 and 16,3), Pliny, the Periplus (chapter 47 on coins), and Plutarch
(Moralia 82lDE on Menander's funeral). In his criticism of historical writing Lucianus

demanded that any war, be it Cela against Getans or Indians against Bactrians, must be

described according to the same rules. The extant summary of the Parthian søtions by
Isidorus of Charax belongs to the late lndo-Greek era.

From a combination of numismatic evidence and these meagrc literary sources we
can only d¡aw the ba¡est outline of Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek history, though it can

now to some extent be added to by archaeological and epigraphical evidence (see VI.4
and VI.5 below). Generally, much more than this outline is found in published studies -
mostly from various interpretations of numismatic evidence, which often seems rather

controversial. Being myself no numismatist, I hardly dare take any stand on the issues,
108 9n Bacuia in the Achaemenid period see Holt 1989, llff., some no¡es also in Kar¡tunen l9E9a,

39ff.
¡09 A good survey is found in Holt 19E9,52ff. (bur see also Bemard 1990).
I l0 Justinus 15,4 principio Babyloniam cepit; inde et auctis ex victoria viribus Bactrianos exputnav-it.

Transituntdeinde inlndiamfecit... This does not say much, but at least the mention of the sub-
sequent Indian expedition provides a chronological framework. Apparently the Bactrians had risen
in revolt just like the Indians, but in Bactria there was no Candragupta. For possible numismatic
evidence of these Bacrrian rebels see Bemard & Guillaume 1980, for a more general discussion
Bema¡d 1985a, l27ff . and Holt 1989, 87ff., and on the role of Apama e.g. Bemard 1987b, 108.

I I I For archaeological evidence of Seleucid rule in Bacria see VI.4 below and Bernard lgg4, s}lff .
ll2 Cf.Tam t95t,125.
l13 5"" Tam (1951, 44f1.) on supposed Hellenis¡ic sources: .Apollodorus of Anemita (FGrH 244),

Trogus' source (see also Bussagli 1947 & 1956), the Greek of Mesopotamia and Isidorus of
Charax.
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which seem to allow for so many different interpretations, but it is at least inæresting to

see what a¡e the bones beneath them. I do not mean, however, that the following would þ
all that can be said with any certainty about the Graeco-Bacrians and the Indo-Greeks.

As was stated above, this history begins in or somewhat after the middle of the third
century 8.C., when the Seleucid satrap of Bactria, Diodotus, revolted and declared him-
setf king.tla A little later the westem neighbour, Parthia, followed this example, frst
under the satrap Andragoras, soon under banian rulers. In Bactria Diodotus I was prob-
ably succeeded by his son, a second Diodonrs, who made peace with Parthia,l15 but was

then overth¡own and probably kled by Euthydemus of Magnesia.l16 \ryhen during his
eastem campaign Antiochus Itr invaded Bactria, Euthydemus was thus capable of claim-
ing that he was no rebel; on the contrary, he had ousted the rebels from Bactria. There has

been much speculation about the nature of the subsequent agreement between the two
kings; in any case Antiochus gained elephants, and Euthydemus wâs allowed to continue
to rule in Bactria.l l?

Demerius, the son of Euthydemus, invaded India and ruled some part of it,1l8
though opinions as to the extent of his rule differ widely. For Tarn he was a grear con-
queror, comparable to Alexander, while some others (Narain) have allowed him only a

l14 ThedatehasbeenrccentlydiscussedbyBopearachchi(1994,514ff.).SeealsoBemardlgg4.
ll5 Justinus 41,4,sff. Eodemrcmpore etianTheodotus, (so edd., but the bener form of the name

Diodotus is acrually given in two manuscripts and in the text of the Prologues) mille urbium
Bactrianarum praefectus, defecit regemque se appellari i¡ssi¡... 8. Non mdgno deinde post tem-
pore Hyrcanorum quoque regnum (scíl. Arsaces) occupavít, atque ita duarun civitatium imperio
praeditus grandem exercitum parat metu cum Seleuci et Theodoti, Bac¡rianorm regis. 9. Sed cito
mone Theodoti metu liberatus cum ftlio eius, et ipso Theodoto, loedus ad pacem fecit...'[\at
Diodo¡uslwasanenemyof ArsacesisborneoutbyStrabo ll,9,3 ôrò roú¡o¡v [tôv Eru0ôv] ô'
oõv ä?.rs¡v gcoi tö 1évoç tòv 'Apoúr¡v, oi 6è Bcrtpravi¡v Àépuor.v aùtóv, 9eúyovta ôè rùv
cð(4ow tôv repi ôróôotov <i¡ootîvar ri¡v flapOucícv. Further Strabo ll, ll, I (at rhe
beginning) fç ôè Bcnpíaç pépî pév twc tfl 'Apíç napapÉplr¡rar npòç ðprtov, ¡à lroÀ1,ù ô'
ÛnÉprettar ltpòç ëro' roLÀi¡ ô' èorì rcì ró¡rgopoç rl.ì¡v èIcíou. roooûtov õà io¡uocv oî
<inootriocvteç "Eì"À¡veç cùd¡v ôrù d¡v dperi¡v rflç Xópoç, ióote tffç te 'Aprcvfrç èrerpótouv
raì tôv 'lvôôv, öç 9qow 'AroÀMõopoç ô 'Aptegru¡vóç. The name Diodotus (instead of
Justinus'Theodotus) for the two kings is confirmed by their coins. See further Tam 1951, 74ft,
Narain 1957, l2ff.

I 16 Therc a¡e two Hellenis¡ic cities of this name, both in Asia Minor, cf. Tam 1951, 74f. Bema¡d
1985a, I 3 I ff., & 1987b, I 03f., argues convincingly for Magnesia on rhe Maeander.

| ¡ 7 Polybirr 10, 49 and I t, 39 (too long to be quoted), briefly in Strabo I l, 9. 2. On Euthydemus see

also Tam 1951, 74ff., Narain 1957, l9ff. One is struck by the parallel. A hundrcd years earlier
Seleucus campaigned against Candragupta, and after ân apparent military failure acceped the fic¡ce
of500 elephants as compensation for lands which he alrcady had lost. Perhaps Antiochus repeated
the rrick, and the victorious campaign was not as successful as Tam would have us believe. In any
case the rcsult seems lo have been exactly the sarne as with Seleucus and Candragupu- On a recent
claim (by Sherwin-rühite and Kuhrt) that Seleucid suzerainty continued in Bactria until the dearh of
Antiochus III see the criticism by Bemard 1994,477îf .

I l8 Sûabo I l, I l, I (Apollodorus F ?a, the beginning is quoted below under Menander) rà ¡rÈv yù.p

uòtóç [Mévcvôpoç], tà ôÈ Àqpílrproç ò Eri0r¡õi¡ror uïóç, toû Bcrrpíorv paorléoç.où ¡róvov ôè
d¡v llatolr¡vi¡v ratÉo¡ov. d.À]'ò xaì dç tII¡ç ncpcrl"íaç r¡v te Ecpcóotou rcrlou¡rév¡v xcì
tì¡v lr1épôrôoç paorl,eíav. The lndian invasion is also mentioned (without the name of the
invader) in Strabo 15, l, 3 (Apollodorus F 7b). On Demetrius see Tarn 195t, t30ff. (obs. 144, also
75ff.) and Narain 1957,21ff.
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small advance on the Indian frontier, and made Menander the main conqueror of India.
Still, on the testimony of Apollodorus it seems clear that Demetrius conquered the Indus
Detta and then advanced to fhe presentday Gujarat,l le though Pãlatiputra perhaps was
not among his conquests. Unfortunately, the supposed lndian evidence on Demetrius
is too controversial to be used.l2o rù/hatever his plans might have been, they were marred

by Eucratides, who raised a revolt in Bacria. Tam gives a fascinating chain of evidence

and conclusions in order to show that Eucratides was in fact a Seleucid general and a

relative of Antiochus Epiphanes, but in the end he fails to convince his reader, as is often
the case with his bolder hypotheses. At first the revolt seems to have been successful, al-
though Eucratides had to fight hard, but in the end he was kilIed by his own son.l2l
From Strabo (ll, 9, 2) we further leam that Parthians took part of Bactria from Eucra-

tides.

After this there were clearty two rival royal houses,t22 gr" Eucratids in Bactria and

the Euthydemids in India. We know also that the former, too, had a foothold on the Indian

side of the Hindukush, originally gained by Eucratides himself. He was succeeded by his
son Heliocles (the parricide?), and numismatic sources offer us several fr¡rther rulers of
the same line. In Bacria tÌ¡eir rule was ended by a nomad conquest, probably by the

¡t9 Whil" Patalene is cenainly in the lndus Del¡a, I also see no reâson to doubt the iden¡ifica¡ion of
Saraostos and Sigerdis of Strabo (Apollodorus) with Surastrene (Iupaorpqví¡, i.e. Sauraç¡ra) of
holemy (7, l, 55) andthe Periplus (41) and Zigerus of Pliny (N. H. 6,26, l0l; cf. Mrl.t(ry¡píç in
Ptolemy 7,1,95, and MeÀt(erltipc in the Periplus 53). The main argument of Narain (1957, 68f.
& 93f.) against (perhaps not very long) Indo-Greek rule, tha¡ no Indo-Greek coins have been found
in this region, is no longer true (Deyell 1984, on morc recent finds oral informalion by Mac-
Dowall). These new finds also neatly bear out the testimony of the Periplus 47 on these coins used

in Barygaza- At the same time, however, the conclusions musr no! be drawn too far. The Gogha
hoard described by Deyell connins only coins of Apollodotus lI and his successor Dionysius, that
means the lare Indo-Creek period, when lndo-Creek rule in Gujarat was no longer possible. When
the Periplus mentioned Apollodotus and Menander, Apollodotus I as Menander's prcdecessor is
most probably meant, Deyell (19E4, l2óf.) further mentions a few coins of Apollodotus and
Menander as local f¡nds in museums of Gujarat.

120 On theYugapura4a see Mitchiner 1986, on the Hã¡higumpha inscription Tam 1951, 457ff. King
Dattãnitra of the Mahãbhãra¡a is no! peninent (Johnston 1939, Mayrtrofer l99l). See funher
Bagchi 1946 for the hypothesis ¡hat Demetrius is mentioned in Buddhist narrative literature.

l2l Justinus 41,6,4f. Muba tamen Eucratides bella magna vinure gessit, quihus adrrirus, cwn
obsidionem Demetrii, regis Indorwn, pateretur, cum CCC militibus LX milia hostium adsiduis
eruptionibus vicit. Quinto ¡raque mense liberatus Indiam in potestatem redegi.5. Unde cum se

reciperet, a ft.lio, quem socium regni fecerat, in itinere interJicitur, qui non dissimulato parricidio,
velut host¿m, non patrem interfecisset, et per sanguinem eius currum egit et corpus ahici
insepubum i¡ssi¡. Tam l95l,2l9ff. (followed by Smith 1978) suggested a corruption in the text of
Justinus and thus made this son not a parricide, but a son of Demetrius or some other Euthydemid
prince. Another, somewhat problematic account of ¡he might of Eucratides is found in Strabo
15, l,3 (Eùrpctíôcv 1oõv róll.erç lrllíaç irg' öortQ fterv). Aelianus, N. A¡. 15, 8 might refer to
(commercial) rclations between Eucratides and South India (cf. Dihle 1974, 9f. & 1978, 554f.), and

Lucianus' mention of war between lndia and Bacrria perhaps refers lo the war between Demetrius
and Eucratides. On Eucratides in general, see Tam 1951, l96ff., Narain 1957, 53ff., and Bema¡d
1985a,97ff.

122 Witl¡ the grear number of rulers known from coins there is always the possibility of a third dynasry
(so Narain t957) as well as ofthe exislence ofsome upsuns. Still I fail to see adequate grounds for
supposing (with Oekonomides I 987) mercenary leaders producing their own coinage.
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Yuezhi, in the second half of the second century B.C.;123 in India they seem to have
lasted some generations more.

As to the Euthydemids, they continued thei¡ line in India, where the Pañjab was

probably their sronghold. Gandhãra's position between the rival lines is problematic.

Westem literary sources give us two further names, Apollodotus (reading uncertain) and

Menander.l24 The latter was without doubt a great king; some echo of this has even

reached classical literature.l2s The major conquest of India is often, and pertraps with
reason, ascribed to him.

Thus fa¡ we can follow Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek history from a combinæion

of numismatic and literary evidence. After this, there was perhaps a century, and a great

number of kings, of Greek rule in Northwest India, testified to solely by coins and a few
short Indian inscriptions. Various reconstructions, widely differing dates, hot controversy
about the question whether different series of coins with the same name belong to one,
two or perhaps th¡ee kings - all this is a jungle I would not like, and do not feel myself
competent, to enter. It is not made easier by the fact that the mere number of kings shows
that there were probably many sub-kings. As to the question of several kings with the

sarne name, in a Hellenistic royal line this was certainly very common, but it also does not
make the reconstruction any easier.l26

Because of all this I da¡e not say much on the later political history of Indo-Greek
kings. At least there seems to be a consensus that Menander was followed by Strato,
probably his son. Coins seem to bear out that he r¡'as a minor when he succeeded his
father, and ruled at first jointly with his mother Agathocleia.

This led Tam (1951, 226) to a somewhat questionable argument with regard to the

death of Menancler. He first takes what he calls extremes: that Menander married in 166

and that Strato was only twelve when his father died, or that Menander married in about

l6l and that Strato was fifteen. Thus he produces the limits 153-145 B.C. for the death of
Menander. This presupposes that Menander's queen Agathocleia was an Euthydemid
princess and Menander himself only a general and a commoner. Both cases arc possible,

but not really proven by Tam. And even if both are true, it is not necessary to wait for
123 5¡o6q I l, 8, 2, Pompeius Trogus (Justinus), Prologi 4l; cf. Tarn lg5l,zl}ff.,Narain 1957, l0lff

and l28ff. Both allow the Indo-Greeks a rump s¡ate in Badakshan on numismatic grounds, but æe
Bemard I985a, t03ff.; further Dobbins l97l and Bopearachchi 1990b, and the table at ¡he end of
this chapter. Some tombs of these nomad conquerors, with rich gold prcsents, have been found at
Russo-Afghan excavations at Tillya Tepe (according to Sarianidi, Yuezhi, according to Pugaðen-

kova ând Rempel', Saka, see Bemard in Abstacta lranica 10, 1987, 67ff .).
124 Strabo I I, I I, I (Apollodorus F ?a) raì nl.eíor ËOvn rcteotpÉycvto fi 'AÀrÇovõpoç, rci ¡¡óhota

Mévcvôpoç (ei 7e roì tòv "Y¡qv¡v ôÉB¡ npòç Ëo. raì ¡ré1pr toõ 'l¡rtiou [mss. better 'loó¡rou]
rpofil0e) (the end quoted above on Demetrius); Pompeius Trogus, Pro!. 4l Indicae quoque res
additae, gestae per Apollodotum et Menandrum, reges eorum. To this can be added the øther
legendary Indian evidence on Menander (Milinda) conmined in the Milindapañha. On Apollodorus,
see Tam 1951, I40ff. artd l62ff. (especially ló5). further 3l7ff. on Apollodotus II. Narain 1957,
64ff. denied the existence of the ñrst Apollodotus and criticized the emended text, but see Egger-
mont 1961, 173. On Menander, see Tam 1951,225ff., Narain 1957, 74ff. and Bopearachchi l99Oa,
onthe Milindapañhd rîost recently Fussman 1993.

125 Plutarch, Praecepra ger. reipublicae 82lDE.
126 For the problems involved see also Guillaume 1990, 4gf .
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Menander to become a king fi¡st; there are many examples of Hellenistic princesses'

marrying generals (fam himself mentions several). Therefore the upper limit is not valid.
As to the lower limit, Tam supposes that Strato was bom soon after the marriage. An

interval of some years would, according to him, be "unlikely in that age". V/hy unlikely?
While in a royal house the birth of a male hei¡ was certainly desired, it was not always
easy to achieve. It is quiæ possible that this heir, when at last bom, already had several

elder sisters. Furthermore, at that time there was no guarantee that the first prince would
survive. Thus both limits vanish into thin air, and we have to find other means for
establishing Menander's chronology. Unforrunately, this is not an easy task. To quote a

recent author (Guillaume 1990,77) "one will... have to come to terms with ttre idea that

BIG [Bactrian-Indo-Greek] chronology cannot be known in detail."

Coins point to Agathocles' having occupied an important position,l2? though history
completely ignores him. King Antialcidas is menúoned in the famous Besnagar Garuda

Pillar inscription of Heliodorus of Taxila" his ambassador to VidiÉã.128 6n numismatic

grounds Tam makes the latter an Eucratid, and his rule seems indeed to have belonged to

Gandhãra. A joint-coin seerns to connect him with King Lysias (but see Narain).
V/ith any certainty, we can hardly say more than that in the late period Greek n¡le

was divided into two spheres, the Pañjab in the East, and Paropamisadae, for a while
including Gandhã¡a, in the West. In the middle (Taxila) was already the Saka kingdom of
Maues. Of the Greek rulers we have coins (e.g. the superb silver pieces of Amyntas), but

no more. The kings are linle more than mere names. lam and Narain agree in regarding

Hippostratus as the last Greek king in the Pañjab or in Gandhãra,l29 and, somewhat later,

Hermaeus (who was perhaps Hippostratus' son-inìaw) in Paropamisud"r.l30 The end,

probably some time in the second half of the first century B.C. was brought by the Sakas

and Parthians, who finally succeeded the Greek princes, and were then themselves suc-

ceeded by the mighty Kushans (Yuezhi). For their subjects the change was probably not
particulady rema¡kable.

Wittrout saying more, we shall here represent the widely differing ideas about the end

of Greek rule in its various centres, in the form of a table:l 3l

127 T^m ¡951, l56ff. and Na¡ain 1957, 59ff. On the much discussed issue of the so-called "pedigree

coins", see now Holt 1984b-
128 ¡¡.r¡ pubtished by Vogel 1909, see VI.5 below. On Antialcidas see e.g. Tam 1951, 3l3ff., and

Narain 1957, lló.
129 Tam l95l,3l?ff., Narain 1957, 149f.
130 Tarn ¡951.331ff., Narain 1957, l57lf. Oikonomides l9?3 makes the nameless king, "soter

Megas",too.anlndo-Greckruler, but fails to convince us of his point. Now Bopearachchi 1990b

has changed this chronology (see table), and a recently found (lÐ4) Hermaeus-Calliope coin over-

struck by Anemidorus confirms the point (Bopearachchi 1995,626).
l3l When nor expressly stated otherwise, all dates a¡e B.C.
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Paropamisadae Gandhãra/
Taxila

Tarn l95l

Narain 1957

Dobbins 1971

Morton Smith
L978

Bopearachchi
l99l

Bactria

Heliocles
between l4lll28

Hermaeus
after 30

Archebius
80

Telephus &
Hippostratus 85

Pañjab

Hipposratus &
Nicias c. 40

Strato II
75

Eucratides II
t30

before 120

?Heliocles
t29

Heliocles
129

Hermaeus

55 by Azes I

Hermaeus
c. I 15 (!)

He¡maeus

Hermaeus

55 (?)

Hippostratus
c. 58

Hippostratus

Archebius

Zoilus, Apollo-
phanes, Strato c. 35

Strato Il in Mathura
r0r/100

Strato II
r0/20 A.D.

38

85

29

Probably we should also pay some attention to the vexed question of ttre geographical

extent of Greek rule in India. The widest extent for it was suggested by Tam, who was

consequently much criticized.l32 Narain and some other Indian scholars have tried to
minimizÊ its extent, again perhaps on insufficient evidence. In the East, Greek rule in the

Pæ1jab seems certain, probably in Gujarat and Mathura too, but Pãþliputa u/as perhaps

merely raided and then deseræd.

4. Hellenísm in the East

Now it is time to think about the position of the Graeco-Macedonian population and
Hellenism in these Eastem kingdoms and their relations with the Iranian and Indian ele-

ments. There probably was an opposition between Greekpo/rs (perhaps there were only a

few! Ai Khanum is this far the only certain case) - the Íatiye metopolis (with Hellenistic
influence; as in Taxila) - and the purely native countryside. We may well assume that in-
teraction took place mainly in the cities, was reflected also in the metropolises, too, and re-
sulted in a Míschkultur (and as such rightly styled Hellenistic, cf. the Introduction), while
the counoryside probably remained to a great extent intact.

The Greek element (including the Macedonian) in this Fanher E¿st was never very
strong,l33 and, with the a¡rival of new waves from Central Asia, there soon began a

132 Tam 1951. l47ff. & 216 (in the southeast), 175f. (on Surigas),230ff. (on provinces).
133 9¡ the question ofmixed population see Tam 1951,34ff.; on "hill Greeks" ib. 301f., on Indianiza-

tion 387ff. Though Tam was much influenced by the prcjudiced, even racist ideas of his time, tre
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gradual process of de-Hellenization, which left only a few remaining influences of a more

or less lasting character. They are seen especially in art and a¡chitectu¡e. Gandhãran a¡t

can no longer be considered Indo-Roman, not after Surkh Kotal and other excavations in
Bactia.l3a In the Kushan period the Greek alphabet was adapted to an Iranian language
(so-called Bactrian) and thus had a long afterlife extending to the 9th century 4.D.,
although the Creek language \¡/as soon wholly forgotten there. The system of govemment
(of which we know very little) was apparently accepæd, as we find some Greek titles

(strategos, meridarchos, atankaios) still in use in the first century 4.p.135 Perhaps some

religious elements were also accepted due to the meagreness of the evidence it is rather

difficult to say (see VI.7 below)

For a while, howeveç there were real Hellenistic cities in the Farther East. For some,

atleast, we have literary evidence.l36 For lndia there is not much direct evidence, but in

Bactia the excavations have bome out what was surmised by Tam (1951) and others

from literary and numismatic evidence. The most important, and thus far only certain

example of a Greek polis n Bactria is Ai Khanum on the left bank of the Oxus at the

confluence of the Kokcha in Afghanistan. It s€ems to have contained all the requisite

buildings and institutions of a Greek city.
In 1965-1978 French excavations uncovered the remains of Ai Khanum. The build-

ings have been rougtrly divided into two groups. Those specifically connected with Greek

institutions and customs often closely follow Hellenistic models, while others a¡e rather

of an Iranian conception, often supplemented by Hellenistic columns.l3T The most im-
portant include a gymnasium (with a dedication to Hermes and Heracles¡t38 ¡t¿ a Greek

theaue,l39 both impossible to imagine without a considerable Greek population, further an

acropolis and an a¡senal,l4o a palace or administrative cenre,l4l temples such as the

was right in assuming ¡hat in¡ermarriage was widespread in lilestem Hellenism and therefore prob-
ably still more so in the disunt East.

I 3a S"hlu.b*rger 19ó l. Here it may be noted that Wheeler, who was one of the most authoritative pro-

ponenls of the Indo-Roman hypothesis, yielded to the new evidence collected by Schlumberger.

The clue given by Surkh Kotal was soon bome out by Ai Khanum, where early excavations rapidly
yielded the first examples ofpure Greek art in the Farther East. The whole question as well as his
own viewpoint was summarieed by Wheeler 1968, l49ff.

135 cf. Tam 1951,35Ef. and Vt.5 below.
13á See Tam 1951,94, I 18f., 159, 168, 243ff. On an enoneously surmised "Demetrias" in Sind (there

was one in Afghanisnn), see Tam 1940b & 1951, 142 & 243, shown to be wrong by Johnston

1939.SeealsoMayrhofer 1991, who sugges¡s an hanian name (rDãtami0ra alias *Mieradãtp) for
the Mahâbhãratan King Dattãmitra.

137 These rwo ¡ypes have been defined and rhe laner rype analyzed by Bemard 1976b. See also rhe

morc general discussion of rhe a¡chitectural remains of Bactria and the relation between Hellenis¡ic
and Hellenizing types on the one hand and (the more importan¡) Iranian/Bactrian type on the other

hand, in Pichikyan 1996,212ff.
138 Bemard Ig78,42lff.& t980a, 437,and especially Veuve 19E7. To quote R. Boucharlat (note on

Veuve 1987 inAbstr. lr. 12, 1989,5l): "C'est I'un des meilleurs exemples de gymnase de tout Ie
monde grec, par Éférence aux recommandations, postérieures, de Vitruve, et le plus sûr que l'on
connaisse à I'est de I'Euphrate".

139 3ç-¡r¿ l9?6a, 3l4ff. and 1978, 429ff. This find has led Bemard ro re-open rhe old question of
possible liy'estern infl uence on Indian theatre (see also Tam I 95 l, 38 I ff.).

140 OnbothseeBemard lgE0ab,onrheacropolisandotherforrificationsalsoLeriche 1986.
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Heroon of Kineasla2 and a temple of hariian q¡pe,l43 ñ¡rther a necropolis outside the city
(with Greek funerary inscriptions).Ia4 To tlrese may be added a number of Greek inscrip-

tions, Hellenistic-type pottery and Hellenistic works of art. Despite the criticism of Na¡ain

I agree with the French schola¡s that the site as an important cente of Hellenistic Bactria

probably was the ancient Alexandria on the Oxus, originally founded by Alexander as a

military colony, though the question seems to remain un¡esolved.l45 Its importance for
the Graeco-Bactrian period is added to by the fact that it was destroyed during the nomad

conquest and was only sparcely occupied in subsequent periods.

When we hrrn our attention to other excavated sites, the evidence of the Graeco-

Bacuian period is much less, but still occasionally corroborates that of Ai Khanum. We

begin the survey in ancient Bactria: The capiøl Bacua (modern Balkh, see Tam 1951,

114f.) has been excavated several times (the first a¡chaeologist on the spot was Foucher in
the 1920s), but has not been very rewarding. Much of ancient Bactra lies under the pres-

ent city, and the finds are mostly from laterperiods. Qunduz to the south of Ai Khanum is

famous for a major hoard of Graeco-Bactrian coins.146 Several other famous sites of
Afgtranisan can here be passed over, as the finds are mainly from the Kushan period (or

still later), so e.g. Bamiyan, Hadda, and Surkh Kotal.

To the west of Balkh lies Dilberjin, sometimes supposed to be the ancient Eucratidia

of Ptolemy (6, I l, 8). Russian and Afghan archaeologists here uneartlrcd n 197l-1977 a

major æmple of the Dioscuri. It was probably built in the late Graeco-Bactian period, but

subsequently enlarged and modified in Kushan 'Tes.147 The "Great House" outside the

(Kushan) walls of Dilberjin seems to have close parallels to some buildings of Ai
Khanum.l4S As is often the case, the architecture here seems to be mainly lranian, while a

number of pieces of Hellenistic art have been found. At the neighbouring site of Djiga
Tepe a Greek funerary inscription (see VI.5 below) and cerarnic parallels prove that the

first occupation here, too, belongs to the Greek period.lag

Further interesting sites a¡e known from former Soviet Middle Asia (Uzbekistan and

Tadzhikisan). .4 site of special inærest is Takht-i Sangin, situated on the right side of the

t4l Bema¡detal. inBemard 1973, lTff.,andBemard 1976b,252tr.&. 1978,444f1.& 1980a,43?ff. h
is not Hellenistic (though omated with Hellenistic columns), but has been compared to the l¡anian
palace in Susa and through it to Neo-Babylonian palaces.

142 Bemud et al. in Bemard t9?3, 85tr, cf. VI.8 below
143 variously called the "temple à reda¡s" and (since 1984) "temple à niches indentées". Bema¡d 1972,

625ÍÍ.,1974,295ff. &.1916b,267ff., and on material finds Francfon 1984. Though fumished with
Hellenistic columns and containing works of Hellenizing art, its closest parallels are found among
Parrhian temples in Dura-Europos and in lran.

144 Bema¡d lg7z,ff¡ïff.
145 Nerain 198?abc: Bema¡d 1982å & 1985a,33ff.; Lyonnet 1996,561. Before Ai Khanum was found,

Tam supposed that Termez was the site of Alexandria on the Oxus,
146 curi€l & Fussman 1965.
147 See e.g. Kruglikova 1917, and as the definitive publication Kruglikova 1986 (with notes by

Bemard in AÞs¡r- /r. 10, 1987, 60ff.).
148 K-glikona & Pugaõenkova, excavation rcport in 1977, according to Grcnet, Aås¡r. Ir. l,1978,24.
I 49 Kn glikon a 1977 , 425f., on ceramics see Pidaev I 984.
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Oxus (Amu Darya) at the confluence of its tributa¡y rWakhsh (preserving ü¡e ancient name
of the main dver). Its remains were excavated by Russian archaeologisß (8. A. Liwinskij
and I. R. Piõikjan) in 1976-91.150 The mosr important find here is rhe famous remple,
testifying, with the votive statuette of Marsyas with a Greek inscription, to a cult of the
river-god Oxus. The temple itself is entirely un-Greek in conception, but furnished with
Greek architectural elements (such as Ionian columns and Greek altars). According to
Piðikjan, it has actually contributed much to our understanding of kanian fue temples. A
river cult of the Oxus (Vax5u) is probably local, Bactrian (Iranian), but ir could easily
have been adopted by the Greeks, too, who were convinced of the divine characær of
rivers.lsl Thesuggesteddatesofirsfoundationvaryfromthe late fourth (Piðikjan) to ttre
eady third century B.c.,ls2 and it was then used for many centuries. This magnificent
edifice must therefore hail from the time of Seleucus I. Takht-i Sangin is an early site,
which also gives a kind of a¡chaeological context þ the famous Oxus Treasure, found in
the neighbourhood in the l9th century.In addition to the temple and the l{ellenistic works
of a¡t found in it, ¡he site has, however, yielded little, if anything, relating to Graeco-
Bactrian history.¡53

Whilst most sites to the north of the Oxus (such as Termez, Saksan Okhur,
Dalverzin Tepe and Khalðayan) have been extremely rich in Kushan antiquities, the sha¡e

of Graeco-Bactrian ñnds has been rather meagre. Only recently have some ceramics simi-
lar to Ai Khanum been found at Termez.l54 Termez, on the right bank of the Oxus at the

confluence of the Surkhan Darya, seems to be one of the ancient Antiochs. 155 Recent ex-
cavations in the far north, in ancient Sogdiana, at the site of Afrasiab or Old Sama¡kand
have considerably added to our knowledge of the Hellenistic period.l56 The Hellenistic
cha¡acter of the mighty walls of Afrasiab is furrher proved by two Greek graffiti (see

VI.S) and Ai Khanum-type ceramics, Hellenistic fortifications and Ai Khanum-type
ceramics have been further reported from Khojent, the ancient Alexandria Eschate.l5T

150 ïre excavations and their va¡ious finds have been described and discussed in several artictes. See

e.g. Litvinskiy & Pichikyan 1980, l98lab, Litvinskij & Vinogradov & Piðikjan 1985, Pichikyan
l987ab, 1996, and Bemard 1987b.

l5l For thc most rccenr discussion see Pichikyan t99ó, who, however, seems somewhat too positive
about the complete absence of religious syncrctism in Hellenisric Bac¡ria. Such a view seems ro be
possible on the basis of the material evidence, bu¡ i! seems inconceivable thar the Grceks in Bacria
would have ignored the Oxus. Even Alexande¡ during his lndian campaigns did not neglect to
worship local riven. For the Hellenistic links of the cult see Bemard 1987b, 109f., for rhe altars
Pichikyan 1987b, and for the char¿cteristics of fire-temples Pichikyan 1987a. According to Crenet
(Abstr. Ir. 14, 1991, ó9), the temple of Ajnam (18 km from Termez) has been compared with that
ofTakht-i Sangin.

152 Be-"'d 1994,507ff.
153 As late as 1989, commenting on the 1988 season, Piðikjan (1989, I l3ff.) had to state rhat Graeco

Bactrian remains srill await discovery.
| 54 Pid"", commented on by Bemard in Abstr. /r. I l, 1988. 60f.
155 Bemard 1982b, 235f.
t56 g"" e.g. Bernard 1985a, 138f. & lgg},29ff., Chichkina 1986, and Rapin & lslamiddinov 1994.
157 See Bemard in Aåslr. Ir. lO, 1987,56. In the l9E0s the site was also known by its Soviet name

Leninabad. See furthcrAåstr. lr. lI,1988,59 on Bokhara-
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Tuming to Arachosia, we may well suppose that old Kandahar by the Arghandab
River was the ancient Alexandria in Arachosia or the Alexandropolis of Stephanus and
Isidorus,l58 founded on the site of an ea¡lier lranian settlement, which had been founded

- according to archaeological evidence (including a fragment of an Elamite tablet) - in the
first half of the first millennium B.C. Before the new foundation by Alexander it was
probably called by an Iranian n¿¡me corresponding to A¡achotoi ( Apclotoí), a name attest-
ed by Strabo (ll, 8, 9), Pliny (N. H.6,25,92) and Srephanus.r5e lts sraregic location in
a well-watered region in the middle of Arachosia and at the crossroads of ancient roads
coming from Kabul and the Paropamisadae, from the Bolan Pass and Sind, and from
Herat (Alexandria in Aria) and Seistan (Drangiana) has always added to its imporrance.
Excavations ca¡ried out there have yielded Hellenistic buildings, such as temples, and
some Greek epigraphy (see VI.5 trlow¡.tóo The Greek inscriptions of A6oka found here
prove that even so far to the east a considerable Greek population element existed from the
days of Alexander on as there are no grounds for supposing colonization during the time

of the immediate successors of Alexander, not to speak of the Mauryas. In the late 4th
century it was probably the capital of the Arachosian satrap Sibyrtius. It seems likely tlrat
the Greeks occupied the place conúnuously until the Indo-Greek period, when its impor-
tance is testified to by finds of Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek coins. In the first century
B.C. Isidorus claimed that, though Arachosia as far as Alexandropolis and the Arachotos
River(Arghandab) was under Panhian rule, the city was Hellenistic.lól Isidorus funher
stâted thåt the Pa¡thians called Arachosia by the name "'white India", and the counüy
seems always to have had close ties with the East as well as the West. ló2

The country of Paropamisadae was probably one of the most important Indo-Greek
strongholds, especially after the fall of Bactria. Here Begram (Kapisa) on the plain of
Kohdaman northeast of Kabul was an important centre with far-reaching uade relations
(including the import of Hellenistic wares from the West as well as of Indian and Chinese
trade a¡ticles¡.t63 1¡ was the first major site excavated in Afghanistan, by Hackin and
others in the 1930s. However, although we assume from literary evidence that the place
was occupied as early as the early Achaemenid period, the excavated remains mainly
belong to the Kushan period (including the import of Alexandrian wares) and very litte
from the Indo-Greek period has been found there (cf. tr.5 above).164

I58 1"ro'5 hypothesis locating Alexandria in Arachosia in the region of Ghazni has been disproven by
both archaeological and geographical evidence. See Wheeler 1967,75Íf., and Bemard 1974b.

I 59 For the various names of ancient Kandahar see Bemard 1974b.
ló0 ¡6oulKandaharand its excavations sec Fischer l9ó?, Wheeler l9ó8, 75ff., and Vogelsang 19E5.

The English elcava¡ions in 1974-78 are summarized by Helms in AJþhan S¡udies 34, 1982, llL
(not available to me, cf. Bemard in Abstr. 1r.7, 1984,37).

l6l Isidorus, Mansiones Parthicae l9 eitc 'Al,elav6póaol,rç. ¡r¡rpónoirç 'Apclooíeç- Ëorr ôÈ 'EÀl,r¡-

vìç, raì tcpcpþei cúti¡v totc¡ròç 'Apc.1<otóç. 'Alpr toúrou êotìv Í¡ tôv fltip0rov ôntrprirerc.
162 S"" 

"rp."ially 
Vogelsang 1985.

163 For Begram and irs excavations see e.g. Hackin 1939 & 1954, Ghirshman 1946, Tam 1951, 460ff.,
Vy'heeler 1954.162ff. & 1968,90ff., and Bemard 1982b.

I 64 See Bemard 1974a.1974b, l7gff. & 1982b for a somewhat differen¡ interpretation. Though deny-
ing the identity of Begram with Achaemenid Kapisa, he argued strongly for the site being
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In present-day Pakistan the two best-known sites are Charsada and Taxila. Charsada
was the ancient Puçkalâvatl, the Peucelaotis of Alexander (cf. tr.5 above). It was ex-
cavated by Wheeler in 1958 and by Dani in 1963--64.tøs The site consists of several

mounds, of which Baia Hisa¡ has been identified as the Peucelaotis of Alexander and

Shaikhan Deri as the lndo€reek city, built according to a grid plan. The latter has yielded

a number of Indo-Greek coins and some Hellenistic works of art. In the Kushan period
the town was moved to a more eastem location. The neighbouring Peshawar (Purugapura)

is a later (Kushan) foundation.

Taxila (Takçaéilã), too, was visited by Alexander,ló6 and excavations by Manhall
and othen have shown its continuous importance, which lasted long after the Indo-Greek
period.l ór Though Taxila was never a Greek potis, it was nevertheless an imponant centre

in the Indo-Greek period. Ma¡shall's original interpretation of the different sites of Taxila
as th¡ee successive towns - Achaemenid Bhir Mound, Hellenistic Sirkap and Kushan Sir-
sukh - has been somewhat modified in more recent studies. While the beginning of occu-

pation has been extended to a much eadier date by excavations of the Hathial mound, this
new site, excavated in the 1980s, also seems to contain the remains of the Achaemenid

Ta,rfla, and the Bhir Mound belongs to ¡he times of Alexander and the Mauryas and per-

haps extends until the frnt century B.C. Sirkap is an Indo-Greek city with a Hellenistic

town plan, fortifications, temples, a¡chitecnral elemenß and material finds.ló8 This was

the city desnoyed in the earthquake of 20/30 A.D. and described in the Vita Apollonii by

Philostratus. As always, the change from Indo-Greek n¡le to Scythian and Pa¡thian suze-

rainty is hardly noúceable in archaeological material, which remains Hellenistic or at least

Hellenizing with a mixture of l¡anian, Indian, and local elements.

The valley of Swat (ct II.5 above) was a rich and flourishing land according to the

historians of Alexander, and much later Chinese pilgrims testify to the same. The testi-

mony ofboth groups of sources has also been amply proven by archaeology, even for a
much earlier period. The Italian excavations were sta¡ted here soon after the middle of the

1950s by G. Tucci, who also summarized thei¡ historical significance in his last major

work (Iucci 1977).For a long time, however, the Swat excavations have been much more

rewarding from the viewpoint of prehistoric (and Kushan) archaeology than of the Helle-

nistic and Indo.Greek period. But since the early 1980s we also have evidence for the

period after Alexander. The few sherds with Greek leuen will be discussed in VI.5 be-

low. Here we mây note the rampart of Bt-kot-Ghwandai (ancient Bazira), which, accord-

Alexandria and suggested that modem me¡hods of excavation and analysis could have brought out
more ancient levels.

165 5." Wheeler 1962 and 1968, 95ff., and for a recent summary Callieri 1995, 299f.
ló6 5". IL5 above and Callieri 1995, 302ff. The Greek name, Taxila. is discussed in II.3.
167 On the position ofTaxila and its excavations see e.g. Marshall 1951, Tam 1951, l3?, 179, 359ff.,

Wheeler l9ó8, l02ff., for a more recent interpretation Dar 1984, Dani 1986, Erdosy 1990,

Kantunen 1990a and Callieri 1995,294ff.
168 9n Sirkap in general, see Manhall 1951, I l2ff. and Dani 1986, 88ff.; on Hellenistic elemens Dar

198429f1., and Dani 1986 l5óff. (all summarized in Kantunen ¡990a,9lff.).
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ing to archaeologists, is of a purely Hellenistic type (cf. Afrasiab above). The site has also
yielded some Westem-type pottery and Indo-Greek coins.ló9

From literary and numismatic (and to some extent epigraphic) evidence we may
surmise that there should be important Indo-Greek remains to the east of the Indus.
Unfortrrnately, the Pañjab sites a¡e still unexcavated, even unlocated. Here on a plain ttre
rivers have often changed course, and the towns were mostly located by the rivers (as in
the case of Alexander's Nicaea and Bucephala). Therefore we may sadly conclude Éræ

much valuable evidence has probably been washed away.

The most important Greek cenue in the Pañjab was probably Sat¿a or Sãgala, the

Greek Eó1aÀa, Menander's capital.lT0 Sãgala as rhe town of the Yonakas and Milinda's
capital with its well-planned streets, crossroads and squares, its parks and warerworks, its
strong walls, towers and moats is described at the beginning of úe Milindapañha, al-
though the description is rather formal and cannot be much relied on. The town is also
mentioned in further Pãli, Sanskrit and Chinese sources. Ptolemy (7, l, 46) locaæd it at

the Bidaspes and gave it an alærnative name, which has called forth much discussion. The
manuscript variants listed by Renou contain Ei0úôr¡, Eù0qpía, Eö0upnôío, and Etr0u¡réôtc,

the first hailing from what is comrnonly considered the best manuscript. Tarn argued
strongly for EùOu¡r¡õía, which he derived from a supposed original Eri0o¡rÉõerc, but his
argument involving entirely conjectural Indo-Greek poetry is hard to accept.tT¡ Even
though Euthydimeia in Nonnus 26,338, is just a modern emendaúon for the Eristobareia
('Eprotopúpao) of tt¡e manuscript tradition,lT2 Bayer's emended form Euthydemia (EùOu-

ôq¡río) for Ptolemy seems to me to have sufficient manuscript support to be accepted, as it
is accepted by Renou in his edition.

ln this connection we may note that there are perhaps some Western literary allusions to
Indo-Greek ar¡, which can be dated to the first century A.D. These a¡e contained in the

Vita Apolloníi by Flavius Philostratus, and in spite of úreir possible fictitious nature they
cannot be overlooked. Some coincidences with the archaeological evidence have been
found in his description of Taxila.l73 These archaeological parallels are restricted to archi-
tecture, but Philostratus funher described reliefs made of various metals on bronze plates

in a temple, which are not preserved. The critical anin¡de of SmithlTa seems to me

169 5Es II.5 above.
I 70 JJ.5 abovc, Fleet 1906, Tam 1951,486ff., Narain 195?. ll}f. andl-aw 1969
I 7l Tam lg5l,247f . & 486ff. Tam's view (in his first edition of 1938) was well criricized by Keirh

t940,220f.
172 The ¡ecent Budé edition of Nonnus by Vian does not even mention such an emendation, and the

other editions available lo me (Keydell, Ludwich, and Loeb) atl read 'Eptotopóp¿rc. In his nore to
this verse Vian apprcvingly notes Koechly's emendation 'Aptotopópara and compares this to
'AprotoBúOgc of Ptolemy 7, l, 57 (in the Indus region). This lauer has been identified by Dey
(Dicr.) with Ariç¡apura (indicated in Pãnini 6, 2, 100), Pãli (Jãtaka) Ari¡gapura, rhe city of Sivi (or
tne Sib¡s).

173 5"" Ma¡shall 1951, 63f., l3gf.,175f. A.221.
174 S-ith 1914, 336ff. He still supposed that the Hellenization of Nonhwest India was always ex-

tremely slight, but later archeological finds have shown his viewpoint to be more or less erroneous.
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somelvhat erroneous. These reliefs are said to describe Alexander's Indian campaignr,t?5

and to be dedicated by Porus himself after the death of Alexander. Unlike Smith I think
we can partly accept Philostratus' account without believing that they were actually made

in the fourth century B.C. Alexander's exploits were cenainly a familiar subject in east-

emmost Hellenism, and most probably the Indian campaigns were also depicted here. [n
the middle of the ñrst century 4.D., Indo-Greek reliefs in Taxila might have been as much
as two centuries old. Their real origin might have been forgonen, and a still greaær antiq-

uity supposed instead. If this was the cause, Philostratus' source could sincerely have

related that he saw such pictures. It is also possible that the part mentioning Porus himself
was added by Philostratus, who certainly knew that his readers wished to hea¡ remi-

niscences of Alexander and were not interested at all in the nearly forgotten Indo-Greeks.

A relaæd enor is made by Smith conceming the elephant Ajax living in Taxila-176 It
is quite possible that the elephant was indeed there, that it was said by the local people to

be the elephant of Porus and therefore approx. 350 years old. As we have seen (V.3), ele-

phants were often ascribed much too high an age, and while we may accuse Philostratus

and his source of credulity, this does not mean thæ ttre apparent eye-witness account of
Taxila is therefore false (as supposed by Smith). Philostratus himself knew from what he

apparently had good reasons to consider a reüable and well-informed source that African
elephants werc supposed to reach an age of 400 yearslTT and had therefore no reason to

doubt his source about Ajax.

There seem to be furttrer Hellenistic works of art menúoned in Philostrarus' account

of India. The battlefield of Alexander and Porus by the Hydaspes is said to be marked by

uiumphal arches or gates (nóÀcr) with statues of Alexander and Porus. We are also told

that the altars of Alexander were still to be seen by the Hyphasis,lTS and that they were

accompanied by a brass column (oqrq) and two Greek inscriptions.lT9

All these could well be real, but without fuither evidence we must leave the question

open. While it is certainly tn¡e that Philostratus derived much from existing literan¡re on

India, it is also quite clear that he had a suong tendency to depict his Indians (even the

sages!) as totally Hellenized.lso And in any case, tbe Viø Apottonii contains a suspi-

ciously high proportion of material tha¡ cannot be tn¡e.

However, Philostratus is not our only æxnral authority on Hellenistic remains in the

Farther East. The Periplus (41 and 47) refers to Greek remains in Ariake and even in

Barygaza. [n the former passage, old temples, foundations of camps and large wells a¡e

Gandhara an was certainly not produced only by aniss imported by the Kushans from the Helle-

nistic Near East. See also Charpentier 1934,49.
175 V. Ap.2,20 lalroî 1òp nívcreç... ïeypol¡¡¡évor tò ltópol te roì 'Al"e(óvðpou Ëp1c.
176 v.ep.2, 12, See furrherTam 1951, 164, with anote on p.527, and Charpentier 1934.45f.
f77 Jub" F 50 quored in V. Ap. 2, t3.
l?8 C"t.. in V. Ap. 2, 42, alørs 2, 43. O¡ the original altars see II.4 above.
f79 Plurarch,Al.62,7î.claimedthatAlexander'saltarswercstillrcvercdbythekingsofthePraesii,

who offered rhem sacrifices in the Hellenistic manner. Perhaps this was another reminiscence of the

Indo-Greeks as it seems very unlikely that the Prasians were following Hellenistic cults and offering
sacrifice to Alexander.

l80 see Hopfner 1934.
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mentioned in the area of Minnagar, and they were thought to be memorials to Alexander's
campaigns. This, of course, is unlikely, but in order to be interpreted in this way the

remains probably must have been Hellenistic. Just as in Philosnatus' description of Tæiila
we cannot here deny the possibility of Indo-Greek remains reinterpreted in this way. In
Barygaza, says the Periplus, the old coins of Apollodotos and Menander were still in
circulation.

In addition to Hellenistic art and coins, the Greeks in the East must necessarily have

had Greek literatr¡¡e. Unfortunately, Tarn's so-called arguments for it in Menander's king-
dom are, to say the least, higtrly doubtful.lsl Of Indo-Gree& literature we still have no
evidence at a[,l82 but still I think Tam would have been happy with the direct evidence

we nor¡,, have for Greek literature in Bacria. The excavations at Ai Khanum have shown

that Greek literature existed in Hellenistic Bacria, and we may suppose that it was prob-

ably also read on the other side of the Hindukush. Two easily identifiable Gandhã¡a

reliefs depict scenes of the Trojan r¡¿rt.l83 It is still possible that Dio's famous rema¡k on

Homer's being read in India might be a veiled account of the Mahãbhãrata, but it could
as well refer to literary activities among Indo-Greeks.lSa y¿r can hardly imagine a Greek

library without a copy of Homer. And though we cannot follow Tarn in all his conclu-

sions, Plutarch's reference to Sophocles and Euripides being read in Gedrosia,lss brought
together with the Greek theatne excavated at Ai Khanum and the remains of a manuscript

of a Greek drama at the same site, may well be true.

Although all evidence of the Graeco-Bactrians and Indo-Greeks is meagre, we know
that they had connections both with the Hellenistic TVest and with India. Much less is
known in other di¡ections. Strabo (11, 11, l, from Apollodorus) claims that the Bacrian
Greeks annexed the Seres and Phryni. It is, of course, impossible thæ the Seres here

could denote the Chinese as in later classical literature. After all, the name Seres could
perhaps merely denote people üading in silk, without any definite ethnic significance.

Perhaps they were a people of Central Asia.lsó

l8l Tam 1951,245ff., criticism in Keith lg4},22Oîf.
182 Fo¡ a Graeco-Bactrian literature we can at least note the funerary epigram at Djiga Tepe, though the

works found in the manuscript remains of Ai Khanum were probably bought from ùe West.
I 83 ïre first was originally published in rhe twenties (Hargreaves 1924) andsuccessfully identified frrst

by Vogel in an anonymous survey (in ABIA2,1929, óf.), then by Allan (1946, independently also
Hansen l95l). Despite Foucher 1950 and Rosu 1958 its content seems to me wholly clear. The
second has only recently been published and analysed by Khan 1990. See further Bemard 1971,
433, for a plaster work with a Trojan theme found at Ai Khanum.

184 Dio Chrysostomus 53, óf. (with Aelianus, v. H, 12,48). Indian epics suggested by \Ueber 1853.
See also Tam 1951, 379f. To be exact, both reliefs depid the last phase of the Trojan War (the
str¡rtagem with the wooden horse), which was not described in the lliad, but in one of the Cyclic
epics. A similar ruse with a wooden elephant is known in Indian literaturc.

185 De Alex. vir'¡. l, 5, 328D. The place-name herc is probably a general literary indication of the
Fanher East, not an exad geographical indication.

I 86 H"r.-*n 1938 identified the Phryni (or Phauni) as Xiongnu (Hiung-nu, Huns), Seres as the ¡n-
habitants of the Tarim basin, who dealt in Chinese silk. See also Herrmann 19l0, Tam 195 l , 84ff.,
l09fî. &474ff.,and Narain 1957, l?0f.
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For Tam (1951, 79) it was still easy to see the frontier as a barrier of civilization
against the hordes of barba¡ian nomads. Now we see tha¡ the relation was a more
complicated one. There were wars, of course, but also peaceñrl contact, commerce and
interaction. At the end of the second century B.C. a new factor interposed, when the first
chinese expedition anived in Bactria (l 14 B.c.), then akeady ruled by the yuezhi.lsT [r
is quite possible that the Indo-Greeks had made an attempt to extend their power to the
northeast in order to gain control of what was later to become the famous 5¡¡¡ p6u1¿.1 88

Even when direct connection with, and even knowledge of, China was still non+xistent,
trade was certainly flourishing through middlemen.

We see that around ttre first centuries B.C. and A.D. the knowledge of Central Asian
geographycontains some new elements (in Strabo, Mela, and Pliny).t8e In some cases

(Strabo) this information is ascribed to Apollodorus, and it may be that more of ir comes

from him. In any case it rather originates in üre Indo-Greek period than in the contem-
porary commercial ventures, which soon reached China proper and a¡e only reflected in
Ptolemy.l90

The rule of tt¡e Indo-Greeks left very few visible traces, and soon their very existence
was nearly forgotten in India as well as in the West. As we have seen, what is presewed,

is only scanty rcferences in a few history books. The most curious, howeveç is Chaucer's
"grete Emetrëus, the kyng o¡¡t¿"-.191 Could there really have survived until so late a

period some tradition no longer known ro us. At the opposite end Menander had as King
Milinda conversing with the Buddhist saint Nãgasena a long afterlife in India and in
Buddhist uudi¡¡on.le2

I 87 TaIn lg5l,274ff.,on the account ofBactria ib. 198f. Also Na¡ain 195?, l35ff.
I 8E g¡ Chinese trade, Tam l95l, 363f. As this extends well beyond the period dealt wi¡h in the pres-

ent study, its full discussion is reserved for the next volume.
t 89 On the two tatter cf. Herrmann 1938, 46f.
190 So." knowledge of China, however, must perhaps be allowed to Latin geographers, as I find it

impossible to believe with Herrmann (1938, 33 & 47) that their Oceanus S¿ric¡s could be a

confuscd account of Lake Issyk-kul. Who has ever heard of a lake with moderate dimensions having
been mistaken for an ocean?

19l 5". Tam 1951, 154, Biva¡ 1950 (not wholly convincing) and Narain 1957,37f.
192 Tam LgSl,267f.,now Fussman 1993.
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5. Eastern¡nost Greek Epigraphy

The purpose of this chapter is to attempt a survey of the epigraphic evidence on Graeco-
Bactrian and Indo-Greek history - Greek as well as Indian.l93 First we take the Greek
(and other Western) inscriptions found in the eastemmost regions, where the presence of
Hellenism and of the Greek language was feh Geographically this includes the [ndo-
Iranian borderlands and Cennal Asia, in modern terms, Afghanistan, Pakistan, eastem-

most kan, Uzbekistan, and Tadzhikistan. lran proper - includin-g Parthia - is excluded.

In Greek epigraphy this area was for long a completely white speck. In 1938, when
both literary and numismatic evidence for the history of Greeks in Bactria and India had

already been known for two hundred years, Tam (in the first edition of Tam l95l) still
had to conclude that not a single Greek inscription had been found. He lived long enough

to see the first find, though only a small sherd, and could wisely point out that even at

such an important Hellenistic site as Susa the excavations continued for yean before

Greek inscriptions were found. In the Farther East, the sensational finds at Ai Khanum
have given entirely new dimensions to our idea of Hellenistic Bactria. And probably Ai
Khanum was not the only place where the Greek presence was felt, though the epigraphic

ha¡vest of other sites is rather meagre. Still, our half-adozen ñnds in diffe¡ent parts of the

Graeco-Bactrian/[ndo-Greek a¡eq chronologically extending from c. 300 B.C. to 200 or
300 A.D add considerably to our understanding of this chapter in history.

A particular point of interest in Greek epigraphy lies in the fact that it is (with the

total lack of really significant literary sources) our only reliable means of tracing the extent
to which the Greek language was used and understood in this Hellenistic Farther East. We
know that artistic inspiration easily crosses linguistic boundaries, and nothing short of a
full Hellenistic polis of the kind we acnrally have in Ai Khanum is of any value as evi-
dence in this respect. Another source for the linguistic situation a¡e coins, although one

cannot always deduce from a coin legend that its language was in actual spoken use.

However, the fact that the language in eastem coin legends develops from good Helle-
nistic usage into ungrammaúcal jargon before giving way to the I¡anian Bactrian language,
gives interesting hints for linguistic history (see VI.6 below).

The survey of GB/IG epigraphy is somewhat hampered by the fact ttrat tlre material
is not easily available. From the 6th volume of the Fouílles d'Ai Khanoun 194 we leam
that the edition prepared by Louis Robert for the Corpus Inscriptionum lranicarum is to
be completed, after the death of Robert, by Bema¡d and Pouilloux, but for a while we are

left with dispened notes in various archaeological publications. I have tried to collect as

many as I can find.l95
I 93 This chapter consists of reviscd versions of two papers both published in SAA, viz. Karnunen 1993

and 1994.
194 B"-"rd t987a, I 12, nore l, and l9E7b, I I l.
195 See also MacDowall & Taddei in Allchin & Hammond 1978, lglff.. Vinogradov in Litvinskij &

Vinogradov & Piðikjan 1985,94ff., and Schmirt 1990.
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For the Present purpose, it seems feasible to divide the maærial into four different
categories: l. Monumental and funerary inscriptions; 2. other inscriptions of a sedentary
character; 3. inscriptions on easily movable objects; and 4. single sherds.

The most important, but also the rarest category thus consists of monumental and
funerary inscriptions. It is in their natue that they were inscribed in sítu and therefore can
provide proof of a degree of linguistic knowledge at the time of their origin. There are

some splendid examples of this kind which have become quite well known among schol-
an. First and foremost comes, of course, Ai Khanum, a regular Hellenistic polis with its
municipal buildings and institutions, and consequently also with appropriate inscriptions.
Robert's original dates in the middle of the third century B.C. have later met well-founded
criticism, and perhaps some of these inscriptions belong only to the second century

3.6.196 Nevertheless, they testify in favour of a strong Greek presence in Ai Khanum,
which well corresponds to the a¡chaeological evidence. These monumental inscripúons
include the Clearchus inscription with the fragmentary copy of the maxims originally
inscribed at Delphi and also anesþd in the West both epigraphically and in literanue. In
his bold hypothesis Robert ascribed this to the well-known Peripatetic philosopher and

traveller Clea¡chus of Soloi.l97 Another imponant inscription is the dedication by Strato's
sons, Strato and Triballos.l9E From the necropolis outside the municipal area come a

series of brief funerary inscriptions.l99
But there are important inscriptions of this kind elsewhere, too. Ai Khanum was

clearly apolis with Hellenistic govemment, and the use of Greek was somehow obvious
there, but the same caff¡ot be said of Arachosia, which was ruled by the Mauryas.

However, as we have seen, it r{ras thought useful enough to translate at least some of the

Aiokan edicts into Greek and inscribe them on stone. Two Greek inscriptions by this

Indian monarch have been found in Kandahar, and in addition, several in Aramaic, the old
official language of the Achaemenid Empire (see VI.2 above). Even on the Indian
(A¡achosian) side of the Hindukush there were, even before the advent of Bacrrian Helle-
nism, people who could read ASoka's words in Greek, and also one or more persons who
could translate these words into good Greek.

There is fr¡rther one dedicatory inscription from Kandahar, which has been the cause

of some speculation. Unfornrnately, this metric piece is preserved in too poor a state to

really justify the conclusion that it was dedicated to Alexander himself as the founder-hero

of the Greek settlement. The hypothesis is a tempting one, but the emendations needed to

196 Roben 1968 (also in Bemard l9?3), Narain 198?a, b & c, Bernard 1987a.
197 Publirh"d inRobert 1968 (alsoin Bemard 1973). Schmiu l99O,56,accepts rhe Clearchus hyporh-

esis "ohne Zweifel". The hypothesis of Yailenko 1990, supposing direct influence of the Delphic
maxims on the ethics of Aioka, I find quite unlikely and speculative.

198 Rob"n 1968 (also in Bemard t973). lt is interesting to note that one of rhe brothers bears a
Thracian name, Triballus, while the other is a namesake of the later lndo-Greek king. There reæ
Thr¿cians in the Fanher East at the very bcginning of the Hellenistic period. Arrianus, á¿aå.
6, 15, 2 tells us that Alexander left his Thracian troops to sewe under Philip, the satrap of north-
westem India.

I 99 9...6 tg72,618 a¡d 622. Bemard 198?b, I 13 refers to an unpublished funerary epigram from Ai
Khanum.
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support it go much too far.200 We do not know who the god was, and neither do we have

the name of the dedicator, the son of Aristonax in the ciry (of Alexandria/I(andahar). The

inscription has been dated somewhat earlier than those of Aéoka(c.2708.C.).
Another interesting metric inscription was found by the Soviet-Afghan joint excava-

tions at the Djiga Tepe site near Dilberjin, 40 km to the northwest of Balkh. [n the pre-

liminary publication only a few words were explained of this fragmentary inscription,2ol
and Robert inhts Bulletin épigraphique only briefly noted its meuic cha¡acter. In fact, the

good photograph published by Mrs. Kruglikova allowed us to read nearly everything that

is preserved and showed clearly that it is most probably a funerary epigram. All this is
now confirmed by the complete interpreation by Yu. Vinogradov, who dates it around

200 8.c.202

To these we may perhaps add two finds of rock inscriptions, which do not really

belong to GBÂG epigraphy. A fragment of a monumental inscription in the magnificent

Kushan temple at Surkh Kotal, in the Bacrian language, concludes with the Greek words

ôro [Icl.cr¡11ôou.203 1rya cannot really say who this Palamedes was. He seems to have been

a Greek working for the Kushans; was he a Bactrian or Indian Greek (or at least bearing a
Greek name) or had he come from the Hellenistic West?204

A recent find has ¡evealed some new rock inscriptions from the northwestern comer
of ancient Bacuia, the Kara-Kamar câves in Uzbekistan, near the Turkmenian border.

They include - in addition to later A¡abic ones - several Bactrian, one short Greek and

nryo l-atin inscriptions. The importance of this find is enhanced by the fact that previously

the eastemmost Latin inscriptions were only found in the Caucasus. And in addition,

these Kara Kamar inscriptions seem to have a clear and interesting historical context. One

of the Latin inscriptions mentions the Roman XV or Apollinaris legion, and the other

probably contains a dedication to Mithra. The fifteenth legion, which was othenvise too

connected with the Mithra cult, was defeated by the Parthians in Armenia in 66 4.D., and

many soldiers were taken prisoner. Perhaps some of them entered Bacaia and bequeathed

to us these L¿tin testimonies. The Greek inscription is very short and of the type met

everywhere as graffiti. It states only "Ripos made (me)".205 Of the position of the Greek

language in Bacnia these inscriptions tell us nothing.

200 Oikono.ides 1984, criticized by Schmitt 1990, 5lf. For another bold interpretation, see Peek
1985, who at least noted the metric character of the inscription.

2ol Kruglikova 1977.
202 Litrinski¡ & Vinogradov & Piðikjan 1985, 99, also quoted in Bemard 1987b, I l2f. Serdityh &

Koõelenko (1981,246) refer to Kruglikova, who (in Drevnjaja Baktrija 2, 1919, 74f.) suggested
that it was a dedica¡ion, but emphasize themselves its funerary character on ¡he basis of extemal

evidence. This seems to be conf¡rmed by the text itself, where the first line can probably be restored

as oïoç üveu 0o[vdtou.,.
203 6ur¡.¡ 1954, l94ff.
204 See Bemard's notes in Abstr. 1r.7, 1984, 35 on P. M. Fraser, ?alamedes at Baglan", A!þhan

Studies 34, 1982,77f . (unavailable to me).
205 Publirh"d and discussed by Rtveladze 1990 and Ustinova 1990, bu¡ see also the sceptical notes by

F. Grenet in. åsrr. Ir. 14, 1991,75.
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Our second group includes so-called economic texts of Ai Khanum, and here also
belong the important literary remains found a¡ the same place. The laner contain remains
of two manuscripts, one on papyn¡s ând one on parchment, both found in a small room in
the palace area. According to c. Rapin, the room must have been a library. The fust is
well enough presenred to allow an identification as a passage from a philosophical
dialogue, although its exact nature cannot be defined. It would be tempting to think of it as

Peripatetic - which is possible - and thus connect it with Clearchus of the Delphi inscrip-
úon. Another, consisting of two fragments in a very poor state of preservation, seems to
belong to some dramatic piece.2oó Together they splendidly corroborate the evidence of
the Delphi inscrþtion and show that even Greek literan¡r€ w¿ts known and understood in
this sole Hellenistic polis so far excavated in the area (or, at least, show'n to be such by
excavations). While the manuscripts themselves were perhaps imported from the West,
they were evidently read and understood here. The conservation of these remains was a
great feat of archaeological techniques and it is a source of great regret to hear that further
simila¡ remains were waiting for conservation when the political situation compelled all
work at Ai Khanum to cease, These, like so much else at Ai Khanum and in Afghanistan
in general, were later destroyed.2o?

The so-called economic texts of Ai Khanum offer valuable information about the
trade, economy, metrology and onomastics (cf. vI.7) of Hellenistic Bactria, about the
constant interrelationship between the various civilizations and ethnic elements repre-
sented here, but also about the strong position of Greek even on the level of everyday
¡¡".208 On the other hand, there is no material ar all belonging to this second group with
certain provenance in sites other than Ai Khanum.

However, we must here note a piece of parchment found in Afghanistan (according

to the seller in Sangcharak, west of Balkh) and sold on the black ma¡ket to a collector,
who kindly let P. Bernard examine and publish it. It is a document of a financial and reli-
gious character written in Greek and dated according to the Macedonian calenda¡ in the
month of Olôios. The year - 4 - Bernard dates according to the era of Eucratides (c. 170
B.C.). Five personal na¡nes are mentioned, all purely Greek: Anrimachus (rwice), Eume-
nes, Menodotus, Demonax, and Diodorus.2o9

Our thi¡d group is more difficult. Here we mus¡ first consider whether the objects
bearing Greek inscriptions or labels were made, or at least inscribed, locally or just
brought from the V/est by way of commerce. It is evident that we cannot pay much
attention to such things as the pieces ofjewellery found at the Tillya Tepe excavations and
containing a Westem-style image of Athena and Greek leners indicating the name.2lo

Such finds can be and actually have been found in places where a Greek-speaking
population is clearly out of the question.

20ó R"pin & Hado¡ 1987. It is one ofrhe oldest extan¡ manuscripr remains on parchmenL
20? Bemad 1987b, I I I, no¡e 23.
208 Edired by Rapin 1983. See also Bemard t985a, 99ff., and Narain 198?bc.
209 Announced in Bemard 1994, 509f., edited and discussed in Bemard & Rapin 1994, and again in

Rea & Senior & Hollis 1994. The documenr is now kept in the Ashmolean Museum.
2lo Sarianidi 1985,53.
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There is only one example in this group ùat really matters: the inscribed stan¡ene

found at Takht-i Sangin in Northern Bactria, now Tadzhikistan. The site is also otherwise
rema¡kable for its Hellenistic remains. The statuette itself with its Silenus or Marsyas
figure is Hellenistic and not particularly linked to its eastem place of discovery. The in-
scription, however, is a dedication to the river-god Oxus, and the dedicator bears the

Iranian name Atrosoces. Otherwise the short inscription is in good Greek. Vinogradov

dates it to the fi¡st half of the second century 8.C., before the nomad conquest of Bacuia
while Bema¡d argues for the possibility of a slightly later date.2l I

In the fourth group we meet the same difficulty as in the third one. In most cases it is
still âggravated by the fragmentary state of the inscriptions, which in any case are mostly
very short. Often we are not even able to say with certainty whe¡her a particular inscrip-
tion is wrinen in Greek or in Bactrian. Another difFrculty is to say whether a sherd with
perhaps only a few letters contains the remains of an inscription belonging to the original
vessel (like the Ai Khanum economic texts) or is parr of a larger piece used âs an ostra-

con. On the other hand, our scanty list of places of discovery of easternmost Greek epi-
graphy is much enlarged by such sherds. Therefore they cannot be discarded.

The very first piece with Greek letters - in addition to coins - found in the Hellenistic
Far East was the sherd found n 1947 at Nimlik Tepe, 35 km west of Balkh. [t contains

the Greek leners .lATPgç.212 At the beginning the remnant of a preceding letter is seen

and the end is cut off abruptly. It could be anything, e.g. part of a name (Atrosoces would
be too much to expect).

There a¡e several sherds found at the Ai Khanum excavations which we may pres-

ently pass over, as there is so much more important evidence from the site.2l3 From
Afghanistan comes further a short fragment from Emshi Tepe containing the initial leners

^IO[.,2 

] 4 perhaps of a Greek nâme.2l 5

In the far nofh, at Afrasiab (Old Sama¡kand) in Sogdiana, a sherd with the name

Nicias was found in the 1970s and a more recent find contains the letters KTHC, perhaps

again part of a personal nâme.2l6

At the westem end of our Íìrea, ltalian excavations in Seistan have produced at least

seven inscribed sherds, one with remnants of a long inscription. [t contains some 12 or 13

lines but only six are pardy legible. At least it is clearly written in Greek.2r?

In the east, Italian excavations (again) in Swat have brought to light, in the form of
three short fragments, our only examples of Greek epigraphy from Pakistan (from India

2ll Litvinskiy & Pichikyan 1980, l98la & b, Litvinskij & Vinogradov & Piðikjan 1985, see also Ber-
nard 1987b, I lOff., and Harmatta 1994,407. The text (with accents added) runs Eù¿ì¡v ôvÉO¡rev
'Atpooórnç "OEç.

212 schlu-b"rger 1947.
213 See e.g. Schlumberger & Bemard 1965,663f. (also Bernard 1973, I7lff.) and Bemard 1971,432.
214 S." Rapin 19E3, 316 (nore 5).
21 5 5.. Harmar¡a 1994. 408 for two sherds from the Kushan period found at Dilberjin, which he tenta-

tively interprer as highly abbreviated accounts of the contents of the amphoras (sesame oil).
216 Bemard 1985a, 139 & 1994,510f.
2l 7 Pugliese Carratelli 1966, 34f.
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there are none). One (from Bir-kot Ghwandai) contains just one leÍe¡218 another (from
Udegram) the th¡ee letters NOY. This again might be part of a personal name; there is no
reason, at leâsq þ exp€ct aphilosophical term like vo!ç on a potsherd.2lg The third sherd,
from the Bi¡-kot Ghwandai site, contains rcmnants of two lines, and though lacking
whole words, it has a definitely Greek appearance (wirh ÂH and YNTA¡.2:o

Further to the east, India has virnrally nothing to add to our sufley. Her sha¡e in
Western epignphy consists only of stamps on imported Italian amphoras - at Arikamedu
and Mathura22l - and a few other impoß.222

To round off our survey, there a¡e a few rock-inscriptions reported fufher east in
Central Asia that closely resemble Greek letten.223 3u¡ as far as I can judge, they do not

make any sense in Greek, and thei¡ location distant from any area of Hellenistic influence

- in Kirghizistan, in Altai and perhaps even further into the northeast - makes it rather

unlikely that we are here dealing with genuine Greek inscriptions.

From the Aramaic versions of A5okan edicts found at various sites in Afghanistan
(I-aghman and Kandahar) and Pakistan Ctaxila) as well as from the existence of the

Kharosfhî script clearly based on A¡amaic a cenain knowledge of this chancellary lan-

guage of the Achaemenid Empire in Bactria and Northwest India in the Hellenistic period

can be deduced. To this can be added at least one Aramaeo-hanian ostracon found at Ai
Khanum (and apparently containing several Iranian names).224

Fifty years ago there was not a single inscription in Greek letters found in the a¡ea of
easternmost Hellenism. Ever¡hing was open to speculation. Later, the splendid finds at

Ai Khanum have in many ways revolutionized our conceptions. Epigraphically, too, it is
by far tlre most important site, but we have seen that the Greek language was also used

elsewhere, and future excavations are likely to enrich our epigraphic material.

There was a time when the whole of Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek history was

viewed more or less from an Indian viewpoint, Bactria being still an archaeological terra
incognita. Since then new finds have shifted the focus to Bactria, and this is also where

218 Cuüi"ri in Faccennaet al. 1984,488 and fig. 14 on p. 499. New figure in Callieri 1990, 6?8
(Fig. 1.7) shows it clearly as N.

219 Pugliese Carratelli 19ó6, 35f.
220 Culli"ri 1984. The tentative interpretation suggested by Harmatta 1994, 408 - [EùOu]ô![¡rq/

'A¡rlúvtc[ç] - is possible, but far from cenain.
221 On Ma¡hura see Dåoii & Sinha 1990 and Joshi & Sinha 1991.
222 gu"¡ as some Westem terracott¡ls with Creek inscriptions found in Bengal (Das Gup¡a l9ó0, 390).

Unlortunately they have never been properly edired, and the notes of Das Gupta only convey his
ignorance of Greek. Similar finds are reported funher to the east (even in China), but as they are

clearly imporrs, they have little relevance to our present discussion.
223 6 KirghÞisøn (Amanãolov 1965), and in Altai (Nadeljajev 1984, 103). The short Kirghizian

inscription was actually rpad in Greek (not very convincingly) by ir editor, and the Altai
inscription s€ems very much like Grcek, but makes no sense. ln any case G¡eek seems to be out of
question for a third inscriprion reported from Siberia, west of Lake Baikal (Okladnikov &
Zaporoåkaja 1959, pl. xlii, n. 857). The laner one might also be in Cyrillic letters, but ùe Altai
inscripúon is certainly not.

224 BemaÃ 1971,432& 1972,631f., Allchin & Hammond 1978, t99. For Aramaic used in Bac¡rian
coin legends see lüidemann 1989.
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most of ourepigaphic materiâl originates. Beginning with the colonies founded by Alex-
ander, ancient Bactria and Arachosia had, in addition to local ethnic groups, a considerable
Greek (Hellenistic) population (including Macedonians, Th¡acians and other Hellenized
elements from the West) following more or less traditional Greek ways of living but also

exchanging ideas and accepting influence from local traditions in the good Hellenistic
manner (which included intermarriage). But even here Greeks were an urban minorig, and

further to the east (which also means, later in history) their posirion (and number) grew
still less. In accordance with this, our only Greek inscriptions from Pakistan come from
Swat, and the country east of the lndus has yielded nothing relevant to our survey.22s

tr * *

Now it is time to tum our attention to Indian epigraphy and give a summary of such
testimonies in Brãhmi and Kharoçfhí inscriptions which deal with or are supposed to be

dealing with Greeks. It seems reasonable to discuss all epigraphic evidence in a single
chapte¡ though it does not always refer to the Indo-Greeks.

At the hginning comes, of course, A6oka, but as the evidence has been well known
for more than 150 years and as there is no end of studies discussing his inscriptions I can

pass over him briefly (cf. also VI.2 above). In the R. E. II an amtiyolca yonalajã is refer-
rcd to, and the comparison with R. E. XIII shows beyond doubt that Antiochus must be

meant. In this latter edict no fewer than five Westem kings are mentioned" Antiochus and

four others besides him: amtiyoke nãma yonalajõ palam ca tenã amtiyokenã catãli lãjõne
tulamaye ndma (ca) amtekine nãma (ca) makã nãma (ca) alikasudale nãma. As early as

the 1830s these names were identified by James Prinsep as Antiochus II Theos of the

Seleucids, Ptolemy II Philadelphus of Egypt, Antigonus of Macedonia, Magas of Cyrene,
and Alexander of Epirus. It cannot be seriously questioned that these third-century Helle-
nistic n¡lers were meant.2zó It also seems clea¡ that the nùe yonalãjäcan be translated as a

Greek king or king of the Greeks.227

In another passage of the same R. E. XIII we leam that among the Yonas there a¡e

no other classes than the Brãhmanas and the Srama4as. As there are no such classes in the
West, the Greek population of Arachosia must be meant, the same for whom the Greek
edicts of Kandaha¡ were written. In the R. E. V we find thern again, mentioned together
with the Kambojas, and both a¡e said to have accepted Aioka's Dhamma.228

225 H.r.*" may parricularly note the absence of Greek epigraphy in Taxila, where many excavations
have been conducted, a¡d numerous remains of Hellenistic art and archi¡ecturc were found-

226 fterc is the possibility that instead of Alexander of Epirus, Alexander of Corinth w¡N meanr,
though he was ralher insignificant a ruler, but the chronological problems involved with these
altematives do not interes¡ us at present. See also Vl.2 above.

227 Cf . Kanrunen forthcoming onearly uses of the words ¡,a tana and yona.
228 cf. Mukherjee 1984b.
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Next we have to consider the Indo-Greeks and the Kharoçthi epigraphy.2zg 'While
numismatics gives ample evidence of lndo-Greek kingdoms, tlreir epigraphic remains are
much scarcer. Among KharoçlhI inscriptions, the only Indo-Greek king certainly men-
tioned by name is Menandros (Menander), on the lid of the Bajaur casket-230 The majori-
ty of Kharo-s¡hi inscriptions seem in fact to belong to the Saka and Kushan periods, but
even these can be considered here.

There is a group of inscriptions which apparently contain Greek personal names: the
Merida¡ch Theodorus (theüdorena) in the Swat Relic Vase Inscription, a Theodamas (?)

in a Bajaur Seal Inscription (theüdamasa), another (?) Menander in a Peshawar sculpnrre
(minamdrasa) and a third one in the Reliquary of Bhagamoya (menaqndre¿ra), and per-
haps an Agesilaos (agiíala) in the Kaniçka Casket.23l To this may be added a few others
which might be explained as Greek names but certainly in other *ays, too.232 Probably
we should not be too quick to accept Greek derivations. The only certain cases seem to be

Theodorus and Menander.

We may especially note the Menander of the Reliquary of Bhagamoya. He was rhe

second son of Satrolika, son of Subhutika, an officer of Vijayamitra, the king of Apraca
or Avaca, a peüy kingdom somewhere in the Northwest. He ¿lso had an uncle and a
brother named Indrasena. Although Fussman's inæqpretation of some of these names

might not be conclusive, at least we can see ¡hat our Menander belonged to a family in
which Indian names werc commonly used. Still, he himself had a Greek name. Was it tha¡

Greek and Indian names (and probably lranian, too) were indiscriminately used in this
period,233 orhad justMenander, the name of the famous king, who was the only one to
be remembered in Indian (BuddhisÐ tradition, become krdianized?

More interesting are perhaps the Greek titles occasionally found in Kharoçthî in-
scriptions. Merida¡ch (¡reprõúp¡nç), a local offîcer, is menúoned, in addition to the Swar
Relic Vase (above; meridarkhena), on a Taxila copperplate (meridakhena),23t and in the

229 An Kharoslhî inscriptions (with the exception of those by A6oka) known until 1929 werc published
in Konow 1929. An older list with bibliographical notes is to be found in Majumdar 1924. For a

similar lis¡ of Brãhmi inscriptions see Lüders 1912.
230 As Mine[ry]drasa (genitive, wirh an unwri¡¡en anusvâra), cf. rhe Mena(qt¡drasa of coins and rhe

PàliMilinda (fortheseseeFussman 1993,72f.). OntheBajaurCasketsee Konow 1939, 1940 a¡d
1956, Majumdar 1942, Sircar 1952, Narain 1957, plare VI, and Fussman 1993, 95ff.

231 The Swar Relic Vase Inscription is Konow 1929, number I (see also Thomas l9l4), the Bajaur
Seal Konow 1929, ¡.3 (cf. Stein 1935a, 352f.), Peshawa¡ sculpture Konow 1929, n. 70, for the
Reliquary ofBhagamoyasee Fussman 1984,35 & 37 (also Salomon 1984) and the KaniEka Casket
Konow 1929, n. 72. This AgiSala was an architect, but also a slave. See also Stein 1935, 355f. and

Tam l95l, 355 & 388ff. Rather problematic is the case of Theodamas in the Bajaur seal. The actual
lection is s¡'Theodamas with the same unexplained syllable as in the coins of BAEI^EO! ITHPOt
¿Y EPMAIOY and ofXOÞAN IY EAOOY KOZO^A KAAAoE'.

232 The datiaputra thaidora (Theodorus, son of Dates?, wi¡h a non-Grcek patronymic) of ùe Kaldarra
inscription ofthe year l13 (Konow 1929,n.21),rheütara (Theodorus?) anddenipa (Deinippus?) of
Taxila inscriptions (Konow 1929, n. 3?:l and 7). These and a few others have been criticized by
Stein 1935a,352ff.

233 According to Fussman 1984, 35, the inscriprion can be dated to 20 A.D.
234 Taxila Copper Plate Konow 1929, n. 2 (see also Thomas 19ló). The name of this Taxila meridarch

is not preserved. On the Creek title meridarch and its Egyptian parallels see Thomas l9l4 and
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inscription of King Se4avarma of Odi (line 14 meriakhena).235 Anankaios (ova6aîoE), a

royal kinsman, is found at the bottom of the Bajaur Casket (above; viípilena aryamkayelza

Konow, -katelta Majumdar), and n¡¡ice in the inscription of King Se4avarma (lines 9 &
13 anakaena); in alt th¡ee cases the personal names are not Greek.236 A strategos
(otpcrqlóE) with the lrano-Indian name Aépavarma is mentioned on a Taxila silver saucer,

another (according to Fussman his grand-uncle) called Vaga in ttre Reliquary of Indra-
varma, the king of Apraca.231 It is clear thæ at least some Greek titles were used long
after the fall of the Indo-Greek principalities. To these we may add the I¡anian title
kgatrapa, also imponed into India. However, from the coins of the Indo-Greek kings
themselves and thei¡ successors we know that quite a number of Greek titles and epithes
were also customarily translated into Prãkrit (VI.6 below).

In addition. the Ãrã inscription of Kaniçka has been supposed to contain the Roman

title Caesa¡, this, of course, not being of Indo-Greek origi¡.238
We may also briefly note that some Greek weights and measures, such as the stater,

drachma, obol, and medimnos were used in northwestern South Asia. In many cases (e.g.

in the Taxila inscriptions) abbreviations (sa, dra, o) only were used.239 From here they

were carried fi¡rther to distant parts of Cenral Asia.

In the great majority of Kharoçghí inscriptions the date (if there is any) is given
according to the Indian nakçatra calendar, but sometimes we also find the months of the

Macedonian calendar mentioned with thei¡ Greek names. These include the Panemos
(pa[ne]ma), the Apellaios (apela), the Daisios (dai'silca), the Artemisios (arthamisiya),
the Audunaios (avadunakalga), andthe Gorpiaios (gurppiya).2a0 The majority, if not all,

1916, andTam 1951,241Í. According to Konow, the palaeography of this inscription is early, but
not as early as in the Swat relic vase. Tarn 195t, 35Ef., argues that he must have becn Indian, as he
conforms to the Buddhist usage of mentioning the mother before the father, but I see no reason why
a Greek living in isolation in a far-off country could not conform to a Buddhist usage, especially if
he was a Buddhist himself. And the inscription is, after all, in MIA and Kharoçthi, and the order of
parens might even be due to an Indian scribe.

235 B"il"y 1980 and Fussman 1982. The name ofthis Odi merida¡ch is ga{i'a, son ofsacaka.
236 gnthetitlesee Konow 1939. Fussman (1993, lO9) does not like the inrerpretarion as ùvo1rcîoç

'royal kinsman' ("cela me paraît bizarre, mais je n'ai rien de mieux à proposer"), but thinking of the
imponance of kinsmen and titular brothers in the period after the Indo-Greeks (see e.g. Manhall
1951,775f.), this seems not so biearre a all. It is curious to note rhat the name of rhe Bajaur Anan-
kaios, Viipila, is found again in the B¡hatkathãSlokasarygraha 5, 20tff., wheæ a certain Vi6vila
living in Ujjayinî is either a Yavana himself or a pupil of the Yavanas. According ¡o Konow 1956,
58 and Fussman 1993, 109, Viépila might be Iranian (with íp), but in a¡swer to my letter Profes-
sor von Hinüber gives his opinion that it might rather be lndian, an abbreviarion of Vi6vãmitra. ln
any case it is not Greek. The title-bearers of Odi (Swat) are called Suhasoma and Sanghamitra.

?37 Fo, oiporormasa stratega.ç¿ see Marshall lg31,62f . & 195 l, 613 & 777f ., and Whitehead 1944.
The man is also known from coins of Azes and Gondopharcs. For vaga stratego se¡ Fussman
1980. 4 & 25, for both also Fussman 1980. 28f.

238 Kono* 1929,n.85. Actually a greater pan ofrhe name is conjectured by the edítor: [ka]i[saJrasa.
239 Pøkit forms sa¡era forotctÍ¡p, drakhma for Epcl¡r{. See Konow 1928, Konow 1929, no. 37,

Marshall 1930 and Gupta 1978 for Pakistan (Taxila), for Middle Asia (Dalver¿in-Tepe) Vorobjova-
Desjatovskaja l976and on the long afterlife of these terms and for further rcfercncts Kanrunen
1990a,95 (note 52).

240 Pun..otontheTaxilacopper-plateof Patikaof theyearTS(Konow 1929,n. l3), Apellaios in rhe
Hidda(i.s. Hadda)earthen jarinscriptionof the year 2E (Konow 1929, n. 82), Daisios on the Sui
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hail from tlre Kushan period, more exactly from the time of Kaniska. As we have seen
above, the first Greek æstimony to this calendar in the Fa¡ther East has been found only
recently, with the month Oloios).2al

rJVith Gorpiaios we have a¡rived at the Bñhmt- epigraphy, where quiæ a number of
instances of the Yavanas and Yonas a¡e found.

A recently discovered inscription from the neighbourhood of Mathu¡a is dated ac-
cording to ttre ll6th year of trrc yøvanarãjya, the Greek kingdom. The editor of ttris
inscription suggested an unknown era starting from the accession of Menander, as he was
the most important Indo-Greek king, especially in the a¡ea of lvfathura" but it seems some-
what doubtfr¡l to construct new efas on such meagre evidence. Against this, Mukherjee
prefers the Old Saka era (beginning from Azes and identical to the Vikrama era), thus
giving the date some time in the middle of the first century A.D. Fussman adds that palae-

ographically it can as well be dated to the first century B.C. as to the firsr cenrury 6-9.2a2

The most famous Brãhmi testimony of the Indo-Greeks is, of course, the Besnagar

inscription of the Yonadút4 the Greek ambassador, Heliodorus, son of Dio from Taril4
who represented King Antialcidas at the court of Vidi6ä243 rile a¡e struck by the good
transcription of Greek names, which well equals the coins. Thus we have the instn¡ment¿l

heliodore4a for Heliodorus, and the genitives diyasa md ar.rxalikiøsa (øttialikidasa of
coins) for Dio and Antialcidas. Here we also get a glimpse of the relæions between Indo-
Greek and Indian n¡lers, and of a Greek (or at least someone using a Greek name even in
an Indian inscription) anending an Indian cult (ofVãsudeva).

Another direct Brãhml testimony for an Indo-Greek ruler might be se¿n in the mys-
terious "Reh inscription of Menandef' (Minãnadarasa), which is, however, inaccessible

to scholars, and has received some harsh criticism. The reading of the name Menander,

only partially preserved on the stone, has been questioned as suspect, and cannot be re-

"*rtt¡rr"¿.2a4

Viharcopper-plateof the year ll (Konow 1929, ¡.74), Anemisios on the boxJid of the year lE
(Konow 1929, n. 79) and in the Wa¡dak Vase inscription of the year 51 (Konow 1929, n. 8ó),
Audunaios on the Kurr¿m Casket of the year 20 (Konow 1929, n 80) and in the Spinwam inscrip-
tion (Salomon l98l), Gorpiaios in the Mathura Brãt¡mi (!) inscription of the year 28 (Konow 1933),
in a Bactrian inscription from Dasht-e Nawur in Afghanisun (in Greek letters) and probably (as

gapiu(sa ¡nasasa)) in a Kha¡osgu- inscription from the same place. For these see Fussman 1972,
l2f. and 20. A further Greek month, Heraion, is read by Fussman (1985, 39) in ¡he dedication of
Trasaka in Kha¡ostl¡i irar.n. According to Fussman, this same inscription also contains the inær-
calary Gorpiaos as gupriya yarybulima ¡nasa $aqbulitna <Greek ÈppoÀr¡roç = intercalary!), and the
personal name Heliophilos (hiliupila).

241 Berna¡d&Rapin lgg4,275ff.('Ol,{¡ocbeingavariant,alsoanestedelsewhere,ofthemorecom-
mon ÂQoE).

242 Thakurel 1991, sidedbyFussman 1993, lllff.; Mukerdãi 1992.
243 tæaving out early discussions (cf. in the JRI{S for 1909 and 1910, and Lüden 1912, n. 669), see

e.g. Narain 1957, 118ff. & plaæ VL
244 5""Sharma lgS0,Mukherjee 1979(1986mostly repeats ùe same), Gupta 1985, 200f., and Fuss-

man 1993, ll7ff. Thecritics tend to ascribe this inscription to the Sakas (Mulfierjee) or Kusha¡s
(Gupta to Wima Kadphises).
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In the N-asik inscription of Sri Pulumãvi (c. 149 A.D.) ttre Yavanas a¡e mentioned

together with the Sakas and Pahlavas @arthians) among conquered peoples,2as and the

He[Hgumphã Cave inscription of Khfuavela mentions a Yavanarãja, whose more or less

iltegibte n¿ìme has led to some controversy.246

Among the Nagarjunakonda cave inscriptions of ttrc thi¡d century A.D. ttre Yavanas

are mentioned among peoples having convefed to Buddhism.241 'ln another inscription
from the same site there should be, according to Sirca¡'s emendation, Yonarãjas (in the

plurat) mentioned immedialely before the Satca Ru¿ra¿¡man (Sircar 1963). An inscription
from Allam (Krishna distict) dated to tfre 2nd or 3rd century A.D. mentions Yavana-

made lamps shaped like the mouth of a fish (Ray 1995, 81).

lve must not forget the Yavanarãja Tu-sãspha, a govemor of Aéoka according to the

Yunãga{h Rock Inscription of Rudrad¿nt-.2a8 This brings us to the problem of persons

styled Yonas or Yavanas, but bearing hanian or Indian ¡rames. rti'/e meet several such

cases among the dedicatory inscriptions of Buddhist sites in Western India. In many cases

they have also been given an Indian place of residence or origin.
A Nãsik cave inscription is dedicated by ttre Yonaka Indrãgnidatt4 the son of

Dhammadeva and the father of Dhamma¡akthita all purely lndian names.2a9 ¡¡s ca¡ne

from Dãtämiti or Dattilmiti, which was apparently in the Northwest, but tlre hypothesis

that it was a Greek polis named after Demetius has been definitely disproven,2so and

thus warrants no conclusions about his ethnic background. In Sãñci a donation by an

unnamed Yona is recorded.2sl In the Karle cave inscriptions no fewer than six Yavanas

a¡e mentioned, most, if not all, of them with Indian na¡nes.252 More curious is the case of

245 S.n"rt l9Oó, n. 2 = Lüders l9l2,n.1123. See funher Stein 1935a, 351, and Vasant 1989, 333f.
246 Sir"", l965b,2l3ff. (n.91)= Lüden 1912, n. 1345. For the name Dimita orDimita,Demetrius

(dimetriyasa of coins) has been suggested, but even if the reading is correct (ar¡d this is far ftom
cerrain), the equation with Demetrius is doubtful. Se¿ Sirca¡'s note ad l. On the other hand, Gupta
1985, 201, assens that he was able to read the same name from the slone as Vimaka, which he
equates with Wima Kadphises.

241 The Second Apsidal Temple Inscription F of Vogel (1933,22). This can be compared with the æ-
counts of Buddhist mission in the Yona¡atlha or Yonaloka found in the Pãli canon, commcntaries
and ch¡onicles.

248 Kielho- 1906 = Lüders 1912, n. 965; cf. VI.2 above. See further Stein 1935a, 343, Laeuchli 1984,
220 (note 44), and Vasant 1989,332.

249 Sun"n1906,n.2=Lüdersl9l2,n.tl40.SeefurtherSteinl935a,35l,andVasanr1989,333.
250 Johnron 1939, and again Mayrhofer 1991.
251 Bühl"r 1894, n. 364. See fu¡rher Stein 1935a,344.
252 Youo- Sihadhaya from Dhenukãkata in Senart 1903, n. 7 (Lüders 1912, n. lO93), Yavana

Dhamma (orperhapsjustDhammayavana,cf. Stein 1935a,3a7) from Dhenukãkata in Senart n. l0
(n. 1096), Yavana Ci¡asa(q)gata (see below) from Umehanãka.ta in Vas 1926, o. l, Yavana
Dhamadhaya from Dhenukãkala in n. 4, Y avana Chulayakha from Dhenukâkaþ in Vats n. 6, same
as Senart n.7 in Vats n. ?, and Yavana Yasavadhana from Dhenukãkata in Vats n. 10. Obs. the
gen. pl. of the personal name used with the sg. of the etlnic (¿avat.tasa sihadhayana etc.). Cf. Stein
1935a,344ff., who interprets these plurals as family n¿rmes or names of guilds and corporations.
Laeuchli 1984,209ff., takes them as personal names, the plural as honorific, and the yavanas them-
selves not as merchants or traders (the ñost common hypothesis), but as me¡cena¡ies and high
officers of the Saka KSatrapas. This sounds somewhat speculative. See further Vasant 1989, 335f.
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Junnar,2s3 where only one ofthe th¡ee Yavanas has a conspicuously Indian name, Candra
(ca¡fida). The two others are CiF and lrila, of the Gatas, which has led some schola¡s to
suggest even Goths. The same Cita seems to be present in one Karle inscription, too.254

In a later age the word Yavana was used for the Muslims, and in this sense it is also
found in some inscriptions, but these do not belong within the sphere of our present

survey. In conclusion we may to some extent repeat what was said by Stein 6O yea$ ago,
but witl¡ some modification. It is still tn¡e that the harvest is meagre, but linle by little our
material seems to be increasing. It is also true that with confidence the Yona,/Yavana crrn

be only connecûed with the Greeks in the earliest inscriptions, but to me it seems quite

likely that in all our cases the word is somehow related to the Greeks. For the Indo-
Greeks the word is anested in liærary sources, too. As to rhe "Indian Yavanas" of Bud-
dhist caves some further consideration is needed.25s

There a¡e several possibilities as to how to explain them. It has been pointed out that,
unlike in many other cave inscriptions, occupations a.re never indicated for these Yavanas.

Perhaps it was obvious that a Yavana was a merchant.256 Perhaps they were only Indian
merchants involved in the then flourishing trade between India and Roman Egypt. In two
cases at least we can even suppose Indian personal names containing the word ycMana,

Yavanacandra (Junnar) and Dharmayavana (Karle), comparable to a few known from lite-
rary tradition, such as Yavanasena and especially Vrddhayavana and Yavaneévara. These

names of ancient astrologers are cenainly connected with the Greeks or at least with
Greek þseudo-)science. Our inscriptional Yavanas may also have been Greeks, or Indo-
Greeks, or at least Hellenized enough to identify themselves as Greeks. In the Hellenisúc
period it is often difficult to say who really were Greeks in the more or less narrow ethnic

sense of the word. Many others participated in Greek culture, and in the Hellenistic Nea¡

East an increasing number of people of different ethnic origins adopted Greek ways and

the Greek language. For the cave inscriptions it has been claimed that Greeks never took
local names, but this is not entirely true. In the Semitic West (e.g. at Palmyra) there are

bilingual inscriptions where the same men identify themselves as well as thei¡ gods by
both a Greek and a Semitic name. In the Hellenisúc world being Greek was more a social

than an ethnic matter.

To re¡¡rn to the hrdo-Greeks, we may here briefly note some possible linguistic evi-
dence (loan-words). In addition to months, which were quickly forgotten, and weights,

253 ¡-¡¿"rs 1912, n. 1156, 1154, and 1t82. Vasant 1989 suggesr that Junnar, supposedly < JÍ¡a-
nagara, would originally be < Yavananagara. See also Laeuchli 1984,215f.

254 Vats n. l, where yavarutsa ci¡asagatõna can also be rcad as yavanasa Ci¡asa gatõna. L¿euchli
eliminæes Goths in Junnar, roo, reading the names as Ci¡asagau and lrilasagata- For the Gothic
hypothesis see Konow 1912, and again Mayrhofer 1958, for its criticism Stein 1935a, 349f.
Personally I find this hypothesis rather doubtful, and therefo¡e mention only in this footnote that
perhaps Agila, mentioned in Ka¡le, Vas n. 5, could then also be identified as a Goth. He might
also be a Greek, if we emend to Agifsa]la,brt. this kind of speculation could hardly lead us to any
lasting conclusion. Another hypothesis (Ray 1995, 80) derived gata from garra, found in the OIA
place-name Trigarta

255 see furtherthevariousexplanarions offercd by Stein 1935a, Keirh 1940, 228f., Tam lg5l,254ff.
&. 37 If . I-aeuchli l9U. 2@ff .

25ó Rây t995, 80f., referring to V. Dehejia.
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which were often established, some further words are quoted from Indian and Central

Asian languages as probable westem loans transmined by the lndo-Greeks. But here it is
often difhcult to say what was actually part of the Indo-Greek heritage and what was

imported by merchants from the 1ry"r¡.2s?

6. Kings andTheir Coins

It has al¡eady been clearly stated that the history of Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek
kingdoms is to a very great extent a history of coins.258 For lack of other evidence
(though this siruation has already somewhat changed, with Ai Khanum and other a¡chae-

ological finds) coins have occupied an exceptionally important position in attempts at

reconstruction of the GB & IG history and civilization (e.g. in both classics, Tam and
Narain). In addition to the meagrc 6 names (Diodotus, Euthydemus, Demetrius, Eucra-
tides, Menander, Apollodonrs) given in classical literature as Bactrian or Indo-Greek
kings, Indian sources supply us with only two: Menander is mentioned in epigraphy and

in Buddhist literature, and Antialcidas in the Besnagar inscription.zs9 1¡" coins, however,
give no fewer than some 40 different n¡lers (the exact number is not certain, as there were

sometimes several kings with the same name, and the evidence is not always con-
clusive).2óo

The study of these coins began very early, in the early l Sth cennrry wirh T. S. Bayer
and his single coin, a tetradrachm of Eucratides.2ó I 6¡ the beginning of the lgth century

the corpus of GB & IG coins was still very meagre, but then it was soon substantially
added to by travellers, collectors and archaeologists of British India. The fint major

257 Onrcpe¡rþotí¡seeTam 1951,86; oncampusandróp¡ÀoçLiebich 1924& l93l;onoiprfstein
1925. Cunius 9, 8, l3f. tells that the underground passage, used by Alexander in the banle againsr
Sambus, was unknown to the lndians. On a supposed 1aipe, see tileber 1890, 9l I and Tarn 195t,
235 &.530.

258 Bein-e no numismatis¡ I have not used earlier corpuses and only occasionally Mirchiner 1975-1976
(unfortunarely the much-used Lahiri t965 was unavailable to me). Three recen¡ works, Bema¡d
l9E5a, Bopearachchi 1991, and Bopearachchi & Rahman 1995, are mines of information (and the
las¡-mentioned with very high quality illus¡ntions of every coin described). On the methodological
side Guillaume 1990 is extrcmely instructive.

259 Funher literary rcfererrces in Indian sources wilh supposed 6reek kings, such as Demerrius and
Apollodotus as Dattãmitra and Bhagadana in the Mah,ãbhãrata (so e.g. Webe r 1890, 906f., but see

Johnston 1939 and Mayrhofer l99l) and Demetrius in the Yugapura4a (so e.g. Jayaswal and
Sircar, but see Narain 1957 and Mitchiner 1986). are only misinrerpretadons.

260 ç¡. Tam 1951,312, where 36 names are listed.
261 As Eucratides was also mentioned in literary sourc€s, this single coin was already enough for the

basic concordance. In some sources Bayer is erroneously attributed with two coins, see Babinger
t9t5, 47.
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collection was formed by James Tod, and in tlre 1830s French officers in Latrore (e.g.

Court) and British travellers (e.g. Masson) made numerous additions. Many finds were
published (e.g. in the"IÁSB andNC) and the reconstruction of history sta¡ted soon (e.g. by
Lassen and wilson), supponed by the decipherment of Kharoçfhî legends by prinsep.

The work went on, and little by linle the picture gained more details. But all the time it was
seriously one-sided. Until World \Mar II most finds came from the area of present-day
Pakistan, some also from Afghanistan south of the Hindukush. Until the great Qunduz
Hoard (in 1946) and subsequent finds in northem Afghanistan and in the Middle Asian
republics,262 Graeco-Bactrian numismatics, and consequently history, was known only
from occasional stray finds. This situation lasted long enough, the Qunduz Hoard being
properly published only in 1965, seriously to hamper the views of Tam and Narain.

The history of Hellenistic numismatics in the GB & IG lands begins, so ro say, be-

fore Hellenism itself. During the Achaemenid period Greek coins, especially Athenian
owls, chculated in every comer of the empire, including Afghanistan, though their mone-
tary character was probably not always completely understood.263 In the next stage, with
and after Alexander's campaigns, coins ofAlexander and Seleucus have been found, and
those of Antiochus I a¡e quite numerous at Ai Kha¡¡um and some other sites,2ø testifying
to the continuous prcsence of the Seleucids in Bactria. Diodotus appears fîrst together

with Antiochus, then on his own. The first kind of coins were probably minted when he

still accepæd his satrapal status and the overlordship of Antiochus.2ó5

Before we go furtlrcr it must be pointed out that Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek a¡e

rwo different conceptions of numismatics and a¡t history. While both represent a mixed
type of Hellenism, the partrrer in the former was Iran @actria), in the latter (northwest)
India. In numismatics, Graeco-Bactrian coinage is more or less purely Hellenistic. It used

the Attic standard, legends are given only in Greek, and the religious and royal symbolism
is Greek, too. On Indo-Greek coins we can see, in addition to a deterioration in the re-

markable portrait aÍ,266 the intr,oduction of a new standard and of bilingual legends in
Greek and MIA, and an occasional use of Indian or mixed religious symbols.

In art history, more styles have been suggested.2ó7 As we can see e.g. in the case of
Ai Khanum, in Greek cities of Bacria there was more or less purely Greek as well as

purely kanian (Bactrian) an to be seen, but at the same ti¡ne there also exisæd a mixed
Graeco-Iranian (Hellenizing) style, which continued well into Kushan times (e.g. in Surkh
Kotal). In India, on the other hand, recent finds have shown that a mixed Graeco-Indian

art was probably established with lndo-Greek rule. For the early period, the evidence is

scanty, but parallels with Bacnian a¡t a¡e clear, and there seems to be no really contra-

262 6the early 1980s it was stated that local museums in then Soviet Middle Asia already had hun-
dreds of GB coins (Bernard in Abstr. /r. ó, t983, 40).

263 Schlu*b"rger 1953 and Altchin & Hammonds l9?8,2Olff.
264 See Bema¡d 1985a, 35ff. for Seteucid coins found at Ai Khanum, Bopearachchi & Rahman t995,

24ff. for both.
265 See e.g. Guillaume 1990, 53ff., and Bopearachchi 1994.
26ó r¡¡¡l excepdons, such as thc superb medallions of Amyntas.
267 S.* e.g. Schlumberger 1960, Wheeler 1968, l49ff, and Pichikyan 1996.
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dictory evidence. Later, this a¡t led to the well-known Gandhã¡an art, $,hich can no longer
be (and probably never should have been) called Romanrlndian, although trade and im-
ported Roman a¡tefacts might have occasionally influenced iL268

Two different standards were used for GB and IG coins. \{hile the so-called Anic
standa¡d (a drachm of 4'20 g) was still used in Bactria, as elsewhere in Hellenism, a nerÀ,

one was intoduced for Greek coinage in India with a drachm of 2.45 g.269 lt is not quite
clear what relation this standa¡d has to tt¡e Indian kãçãpaaa,270 a weight that is atæsted

even in Bactria, in Ai Khanum inscriptions. This new coinage was struck to the southeast

of the Hindukush, though in the Paropamisadae and A¡achosia GB coins, too, were used.

The great innovator was Agathocles or A¡timachur,27l Bo¿t used the Indian standa¡d as

well as Indian-type square coins. Indian legends were inhoduced by Agathocles or
Demetrius çy¡.2t2 The Greek legend was moved to the obverse, and on the reverse was
struck a corrcsponding Indian legend. For these, both KharoSthî and Brãhmr- were used

by Agathocles (as well as Brãhml by Pantaleon, who is supposed to have been his broth-
er). These Bñhmi legends thus belong to the very beginning of Indo-Greek coinage and
never appear again. All later kings used KharoSll¡I. We may further point out that the only
identifiable Indian gods in Indo-Greek numismatics, Vasudeva and Saqlka¡pana, are

found on the hrdian-style coins of Agathocles.

For a while all seemed simple and clea¡: the Attic standad and Greek legends for
BacFia, the Indian standard and bilingual legends for lands south of the Hindukush. But
since the publication ofthe Qunduz Hoa¡d scholars have beenpuzzled by the fact that tre
hoa¡d contains a great number of Anic standard coins with Greek legends only, but
minted by Indo-Greek kings who hardly could have ruled noth of the Hindukush. The
problem has been recently discussed by Bopearachchi (1990b), who has analyzeÅall such
coins, including a number of previously unpublished pieces. rWith the help of monogxams,
which a¡e the same as in the Indo-Greek issues of the same kings, and with an analysis of
the provenance of Bactrian finds he claims that these coins were actually minted south of
the Hindukush. though rarely found there. Iæaving aside the unhappy suggestion of mere
commemorative medallions, he suggests two reasons for these coins. They were either
struck to be used in trade with the new nomad masters of Bactia or given as Eibute to
them to dissuade them from acacking the relatively weak principalities south of the
Hindukush (exactly as a little earlier tt¡e Gauls were paid such tribute in Asia Minor).
While Bopearachchi leaves open the choioe between these two altematives, we can only
add, why not both?

268 SeeTaddei 1993 forarecenr summary.
269 Bop""r""hchi 1991, 27.
270 ¡ ,¡¡¿5 Indian in this period, although the word (the first part of it) was ea¡lier borrowed fr,om

Achaemenid Old Persian.
27l It depends on ¡he reconstruction of their respective chronology. For Na¡ain (1957, 43) Antimachus

was the first, for Bopearachchi (1991) Agathocles.
272 Demetrius according to Tam 1951, 138f., obs. 160 & L62; Na¡ain 1957, 50; Agathocles according

to Bopearachchi ( 199 I ).
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The use of different metals (on metals cf. V.ó above) in coins in interesting. The
rarity of gold issues is significant (cf. Tarn 1951, l04ff.). ¡¡s¡"1273 and other curiosities
were sometimes used. The use of both gold and nickel was restricted to Bactria, while æ

the very end of lndo-Greek rule in the Pañjab some coins were also struck of lead .27a 7¡"
common metals of coins, however, were silver and copper (bronze). While silver (and oc-
casionally gold) commonly had wide distribution (in both the geographical and ch¡onolo-
gical senses), the base metal issues generally had a restricted circulation and rarely crossed

the boundaries ofthe state where they had been issued.

It is also inter€sting to note ttrat the largest denominaúons ever found in Greek

numismatics were struck here. In gold, we have the twenty-stater medallion of Eucratides;

in silver, the double decadrachm of Amyntas.z75 Both are Graeco-Bactrian coins using

the Anic standard. The most common silver coins were drachms (= 6 obols) and æfa-
drachms, and twenty silver drachms corresponded to one gold stater. In the Attic standard

eight copper chalkoi made one obol.

We come to the quesúon of mint ma¡ks and mint cities. When correctly identified,
they could be ofgreat help in reconstructing the urban stn¡cture. That the great number of
Greek (and occasionally Kha¡oçfhi) monograms found in GB & lG coins achrally refers

to mints was first suggested by Prinsep as early as 1836 (for the history, see Thakur
ß91,n). A new analysis has been provided by Bopearachchi (1991), who groups simi-
lar monographs (a total of more than 400 is too much for individual mints) and attempts to
distribute them among different mints. The problem is that we do not know the mint cities;

their identification (anempted e.g. by Tarn and Mitchiner) remains speculative.zTó

Special importance must be given to oversrrucks as a source of history. They have

offered great help forreconstructing the relative chronology between GB & IG kings.277

Especially the coins of the last kings of Bactria and Paropamisadae, Eucratides, Heliocles
(these numerous at Qunduz Hoa¡d), and Hermaeus, were often imitated by later ka¡rian

rulers.278

In one respect the Indo-Greek kingdoms are unique. As far as we know, in other

parts of the Hellenistic world bilingual coins were hardly ever minted.2Te In Indo-Greek
numismatics bilingualism is encountered in exceptionally large measure (and supported by
other evidence such as epigraphy). Coins minted in tndia generally also contain, in

addition to the Greek, Indian legends.

273 Tam 1951, 87 imported from China, cf. Guillaume 1990,70f.
274 Onme¡ds see also Guillaume lgg1,27.
275 Eucratides: série 4 in Bopearachchi 199 l, 202; Amyntas: séries l-2 ibid. 2gg. Cf. Narain lg57 , 62

& 15ó and Bopearachchi 1990a.90ff- On weights also Guillaume 1990.28ff.
276 See, however, Bema¡d 1985a, l2tT. and more generally Guillaume 1990,99ff.
277 Se" e.g. Bopearachchi 1989 and Guillaume 1990, 56ff. & 72ff.
278 ForEu"ratides and Heliocles see Bopearachchi 1991,75, and Bopearachchi & Rahman 1995, 31,

for Hermaeus Bopearachchi l99l, I l8ff., and Bopearachchi & Rahman 1995, 37ff.
279 The bilingual (Greek and Panhian) issues of the Parthians begin only in the middle of the first

century A.D. (Boycc in Yarshater 1983, I t53); before this we only meet an occasional Aramaic ¡itle
(Sellwood in Yarshater 1983,280). On bilingual coins see funherTam 1951, t8l.
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The bilingual coin legends lead us to the question of bilingualism in Hellenisric
states. Certainly it was not unknown elsewhere in the Hellenistic world: in Ptolemaic
Egypt there were Egyptian inscriptions (or bi- or even trilingual ones, e.g. the famous
Rosetta stone), but not coins. In Mesopotamia, both Cuneiform and Greek script were
used (Greek script also for the Akkadian language),z8o but only by Mesopotamians.
However, there a¡e no official bilingual inscriptions and no bilingual coins here. Examples
of bilingual epigraphy can also be quoted from Italy, although the situation is there some-
what differen1.28l ¡ the later period, in the Roman east there were even nilingual inscrip-
tions, but probably few were able to read all the versions (Latin, Greek and Aramaic).

In Pa¡thia bilingual inscriptions and Greek Qater bilingual) coins as well as literary
allusions point to the conclusion that Graeco-Iranian bilingualism must have been com-
mon, and the curious system of Patrlavi writing points to a simila¡ situation between
kanian and Aramaic in Sasanid ¡¡-"r.282 Parthian kings were often known for their
Hellenistic sympathies. They favoured Greek literature and even styled themselves

çrÀéÀl,r¡vor on their coins.

The coins of the Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek kings contain an imposing collec-
tion of Greek royal titles or epithets, most of which a¡e also known in Westem Helle-
nism.283 For most of tt¡em we also have Indian equivalents on bitingual coins. In
particularly early kings also minted coins without a title (Euthydemus always), but even ar

the very beginning Diodorus used the title Soter, and these epithets were in use until the
end of the Greek kingdoms. As these titles also testify to Eastem Hellenism, we shall
make a brief suwey of them, based on the material in Bopearachc¡¡ 1991.28a

To begin with, most kings bear on their coins the normal Hellenistic title for king,
Greek basileus (poorì"eíç, mostly, but not always, in the genitive pcorÀécoç, occasionally
also the participle pacrlróovtoç), in MIA genitive rajasa ot more often mahamjasa (rn

Brãhmi rajane).z?s In the period before Alexander the title of king had been very un-
fashionable in Greece (with the exception of Sparta), where kings had been expelled two
to four centuries earlier. But Alexander as a Macedonian was a king, and for the wide
new lands of the former Persian Empire (in Greek terminology also then subject to a king,

Êcoú¿óE) his royal title was granted so that all his successors took this royal title in 306/
305 B.C. Other titles were soon added, Ptolemaeus becoming Soter, Seleucus Nicator. As

280 au- 1951, -só.
281 Forth"r" seeLeiwo 1994,
282 p¡nç centuries earlier the l¡ano-Aramaic and Indo-Aramaic inscriptions of A6oka offer an early

parallel to Book Pahlavi. I must leave it to Iranian scholars to say whether there is any connection.
283 Sot., was firs¡ used by holemaeus I (ruled 323-2832) of Egypr, Nicator by Selcucus I (322--zEO),

Philadelphus by Ptolemaeus ll (282-246), Theos by Antiochus ll (261-247), Euergeres by
Ptolemaeus lll (246-221), Philopator by Ptolemaeus IV (221-205), Megas by Anriochus lll (227
187), and Epiphanes by Antiochus IV ( 175-ló3). An intercsting case is the title Autocrator, which
was first adopted by Arsaces of Parthia in the third century B.C. (cf. Sellwood in Yarshater t983,
279).ln the Roman East aúroxpótorp was used as an equivalen¡ to Latin imperator (emperor).

284 Fo, Ta-'s and Narain's attempts to interpret some of rhese epithcts see Guillaume 1990, 96ff.
285 ,a¡asa is formed from the secondary a-stem raþ-, while rajane comes from the originat n-stem

rajan- (OlA rajan-). On the Greek forms see also Guillaume 1990, 5lff.
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in the West, tÌ¡e GB and IG titles were personal and their variety has been one of rhe

means of distinguishing between several kings with the same personal name (e.g. Zoilus
Dikaios and Zoilus Soter).

Greek

Aniketos (<ivír¡toq)z 87

King ¡4¡¡286

Autokrator (cùrorpritop)

Dikaios (ôíxaroç)288

Epiphanes (enrçav{ç)

Euergetes (eùeprer¡ìç)

Megas (péraç)

Nicator (v¡rúto¡p)

Nicephorus (vrír9ópoç)

Philopator (gú'oróto:p )

Artemidorus

Demetrius

Lysias

Philoxenus

Theophilus

Agathocles

Archebius
Heliocles

Menander

Peucolaos

Strato

Theophilus

Zoilus

Plato

Polyxenus

Strato

Telephus

Apollodotus

Eucratides

[Hermaeus289

Hipposuatus
Thraso

Amyntas
Antialcidas

Antimachus

Archebius

Epander

Apollodotus

Strato

apadihata

aparajita

apadihata

dh¡amika

pracacha

kalanakrama

mahataka

mahata

jayadhara

jayadhara

priyapitazeo

286 1¡" -s¿ of the genitive is left out.
287 Tarn 1951, 132, notes â connection to Alexander in ¡his dtle.
288 This sêems to be, as an equivalent of dhramika (dharnika),a specifically Indian title.
289 On a posthumous coin GTeekETHPOEEY: Prakrit mahara. Bopearachchi lggl, 124 (in the histori-

cal introduction, in his cæalogue p. 343 rhe legend is, probably erroneously, given as EOTHPOt
f,Y).

290 ¡n Grcek only rhc abbreviation 9rÀ. in Prakrit p utrasa casa priyap¡iasa. The eælier lection potrasa
'ofgrandson',originallysuggested by Rapson and accepted e.g. by Tam and Na¡ain, has been

substituted by putrasa 'of son' by Mitchiner and accepted by Bopearachchi ( l99l, 139f.).
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Soter (oo¡qp)

Theos (0eoq)

Theotropos (0eótponoç)

Apollodonrs

Apollophanes

Diodotus
Diomedes

Dionysius

Eucratides2g l

Hermaeus & Calliope
Hermaeus

Hippostratus

Menander

Nicias
(Pantaleon)2e2

Peucolaos

Polyxenus

Stato & Agathocleia

Strato

Zoilus

Antimachus
(Diodotus)2e3

(Strato &) Agathocleia

tratafa

\ffhile the kings originally had, in the rJ/est as well as in the East, only one royal epithet,
later rulers on both sides often took several titles. Thus Srato is not only Strato Soter, but
Stato Soter Dikaios (trdtarasa dhrømikasa Stransa) or Strato Epiphanes Soter. Epi-
phanes Soter is also Polyxenus, while Peucolaos is known as Dikaios Soter and Arche-
bius as Dikaios Nicephorus. Apollodotus is known as Soter, Soter Philopator and Megas

Soter Philopator, Hippostratus as Soter or Megas Soter, in MIA also as tratarasa
mahatasa jayantasa ( ! ) H ipustratasa.

In addition to Indian legends, we also meet Indian religion on Indo-Greek coins (see

VI.8 below). While Greek gods sometimes show features of Indianization, some purely
Indian gods, too, are depicted on coins. But they are always Hindu gods, in spite of
Graeco'Buddhist epigraphic records; there a¡e never clearly Buddhist symbols on Indo-
Greek coins. These come only in the Kushan period.2s¿

There was a kind of numismatic afterlife of the Greek language in the Farther East.

Sakas and Pa¡thians - in India as well as in han - used Greek in their coin legends.29s

29 1 According to Bopearachch i lggl, 216 (série 25) pothumous.
292 Ona commemorative coin of Agathocles (Bopearachchi 1991, 179, série l8).
293 Ona commcmo¡ative coin of Agathocles (Bopearachchi 1991, l?8, série l5).
294 Tar¡ 1951, l?6. It has been suggested that the wheel on Menander's coins could be ¡he Buddhist

dharmacakra(Narain 1957,97ff.), but seeTam 1951,262: and Bopearachchi 1991, E7f.
295 Transition to l¡anian dominion is immediately reflected in titlcs in coin legends. Even the Last

Indo-Grceks were merely basileis (maharaja), but the lranian rule¡s immediately inrroduced into
their Greek legends the Old Iranian formula (known e.g, from Achaemenid inscriptions) "great king
of kings". For instance BAtl^EO¿ BAEI^EON ME|A^OY AZO'( I maharajan rajarajasa maiø-
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It is stiu found on early Kushan coins, but now no longer in co¡rect language.296 The last
examples are said to be found among the early coins of Kani¡ka, but then Greek is substi-
tuted by Bacrian (written in Greek script), and disappears from eastern numismatics.

7. Graeco-Bactian & Indo-Greek Onomastics: A Sumey

One purpose of our discussion of eastem Hellenism is to ascertain in what respect it can

be styled Hellenism. The reconstruction of history we leave for scholars betær acquainted
with the possibilities of numismatic evidence. An important pan of Hellenism in our sense

is the use of the Greek language. In the two preceding chapters we have sunreyed the evi-
dence of Greek in epigraphy and numismatics. It remains to discuss the gæat number of
Greek names found in these two sources.

The first list contains all the names of Graeco-Bacnian and Indo-Greek n¡lers known
from numismatics.29T The list is composed following Bopearachchi (1991). An asterisk
indicates that the king is also mentioned in lùy'estem literary sources.

Greek ¡4¡¡2e8

Kings:

Agathocles ( Ara0orLîç)
Amyntas ( ApúwaE)

Antialcidas ('evtrcrl,ríôcç)

Antimachus ('nwípcroE)

furtiochus ( Rvtío1oç)299
*Apollodonrs ('eno).Ió6otoç)

Apollophanes ('R¡¡olú,oqúvtç)

A¡chebius ('eméÞroc)

Artemidorus ( Aptapíôarpoç)3oo

(BrãhmÐ Agathuklaya
Note the missing nasal (cf. Epander)

Amølikita of the Besnagar inscription

Name also found in the new parchment

Aioka's Ar¡tiyoka

Agathukreya

Amiø
Arntialkida

A¡ntimakha

Apaladata

Apalaphana

Arkhebiya

A¡temitora Late and ephemeral king

tasa ayasa. But the change was expressed in Grcek, and perhaps it was not just a piece of fiction
when Philost¡atus made the Pa¡thian king of Taxila converse with Apollonius and Damis in good
Grcek.AccordingtoNicolausDamascenus(F I00 in Strabo 15, l, 73), the Indian embassy deliv-
ered to Augustus a letter written in Greek.

29ó 1u. 1951,352ff. (obs.355 BAEI^EYX (nom.) BAII^EON KANEÞKOY (gen.)! See also Davido-
vich 1980, l60ff.TheargumensofKennedy l9l3forGreekbeingalivinglanguagein the Kushan
empire are hardly convincing.

297 A possible further case is the early Kushan king Heraus (?), whose name could be explained as a

Grcek theophoric name (from Hera). See Davidovich 1980.
298 fte ending -sa of the genitive is lefi out. ln feminine names the ending is given in bracke¡s.
299 According to Bopearåchchi 1991, all Antiochus coins hail from the Seleucids.
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*Demetrius (¡tìuú"p,oc)3o l

*Diodon¡s (AróõotoE)

Diomedes (aropi8nç)

Dionysius (-sus) (atovúoroç)

Epander ("Encvôpoç)
*Eucratides (Eùrpctíôqç)
*Euthydemus (¡uêôônpoç)

Heliocles ('HLrod'frç)
(-krea, -kresa)

Hermaeus ("Ep¡rotoç)

Hippostratus ('Ilrnóotparoç)

Lysias (Âuoíua)

Menander (Mwcvôpoç)

Nicias (Nrríaç)

Pantaleon (IlcvtoÀÉor)

Peucolaos (IleuxóÀaoç)

Philoxenus (<ÞrM!evoç)

Plato (nkitow)
Polyxenus (nolúfwoç)
Strato (Xtprítorv)

Teþhus (Til¡qoE)

flheodamas (OeoôrÍpaç)l

Theophilus (OeoqrÀoc)

Thraso (@prioorv)303

Zoilus (ztoil.oç)

Oueeqs:

Agathocleia ('Alcr0oxleîa)

Calliope (Ka?.Àró¡¡q)

Laodice (Àaoôírq)

VL Greeks in the East

Dimetriya

Diyumeta

Diyanisiya
Epadra

Ewk¡atida

Heliyakreya

Heramaya

Hþstrata
Lisia (Lisika)

Menar.ndra

Nikia

P¡u¡u¡o302

Philasina

Palasina

strata

Telipha

Theuphila

Th¡asa

Jhoila

Agathukria(e)

Kaliyapa(ya)

Suggested Indian references

Literary variant Theodotus (Oeóõoroç)

Note the missing nasal (cf. Amynras)

Name earlier anested in Ai Khanum

Epigr. Minemdra, Minar¡dra, lit. Milinda

Name also attested in Afrasiab

(Brãhmî) Paq¡taleva

Name earlier anesæd in Ai Khanum

Namc earlier attested in Ai Khanum

Theudama of KharoçÌhi inscriprion

After the kings come the commoneß. 'l'-hirty years ago this second list was still more or
less non-existent: now the epigraphic finds from Ai Khanum and elsewhere have
furnished us with a long list of names. From Ai Khanum we know some 20 Greek (or at

least Westem) names:

300 Bopearachchi 1991, 3l6ff. ¡eads APTEMIAOPOI, but the omega of -AOPot is clearly seen in his
plates 49f. The same error is repeared in Bopearachchi & Rahman 1995, 140tr

30 I Bopearachchi lggl ,287 reads aEMHTPIYT for the lare King Demetrius III Anicetus, but the eø of
AH- is clearly scen in his plate 43. The Kharotthî form Dimeuiya is âttested only for rhe last one
and it is interesting to note that the unaccented r¡ is rcndered as i, accented í1 as e.

302 See Bopearachchi 1991,309, nore l.
303 A n"* king found only in 1982 and thus unknown to Tam and Narain. See Bopearachchi 199t,

roóf. & 310.
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Apoflo... ('eno?.Ào-)

Aryandes ( Apúavôqç)

Callisth lenes] (raÀhoOÉvqç)

Cineas (Krvécq)

Clearchus (K?.eapxoç)

Cosmus (or -es,) (Kóo¡^roç, Koo¡rqç)

Hermaeus ("Ep¡raroç)

Hippias ('l¡rtcc)
Isidora ('Iorôópc)

Lysanias (Àoocvícç)

Molossus (Moloooóc)

Niceratus (Nrntpctoç)

Philiscus (tDíhoxoç)

Philoxene (Orlo(Év¡)

Sin[...1rus (xrv[.e<o]toç)

Sosipa[ter] (xoroínatpoç)

Strato (:tprirtov)

Theophras [tusJ (Oeo<ppootoc)

Timodemus (T,¡,oôn¡roc)

Triballus (TprÊautnc)

7*no (Zítvov)

Vl. Greeks in the East

many common theophoric names

the philosopher?

twice, hardly Cosmas (Koopôç)

3 times; also a late king

Egyptian theophoric name from the goddess Isis

perhaps twice

female

might also be lranian

3 times; also a royal name

Thracian

Nineæen males, three of them also occurring in our list of 33 kings (+ three queens), and

two females. Among them Lysanias, Molossus and Triballus were familiar in Macedonia
the rest are Greek.3oa In addition, the Greek inscriptions of Ai Khanum contâin some

Iranian names, such as Oxeboaces ('OËnpo"t qç), Oxybazus ('OËuFaÇoC), Tarzus (TopÇoç),

Umanus (oripavoç) and Xatrannus (3atpowoç).30s

The new parchment ûagment of Sangcharak contains no fe¡üer than five names (six
persons), which are all Greek: Antimachus (twice), Eumenes (Eù¡¡Évnc), Menodotus
(Mr¡vóôotoç), Demonax (Ân¡rôva[), and Diodorus (lróôorpoç).

Other sites offer only a few additions to these lists. While Atrosoces ('ntpooólc¡ç) of
Takht-i Sangin is clearly an kanian,3oó the deceased of the Djiga Tepe funerary epigram

has the good Greek name Diogenes (aû¡Évnç). An ostracon from Afrasiab contains the

name Nicias. Ripos ('Pî¡oq) of Kara Karnar, Aristonax ( Aprotôva$ of Kandahar and

Palamedes (naÀapúö¡ç) of Surkh Kotal conclude the list of names from Greek epigraphy.

To this can be still added some names from Indian inscriptions, though their idenú-

fication is often uncertain. In addition to King Antialcidas, the Besnagar inscription
furnishes us with Heliodon¡s ('Hlto6ropoç, Heliodon) and his father Dion (aíow, Diya).

304 Horr 19E9, ó5.
305 For lranian names see Grenet 1983. I have not added Crcek accents to these names not attested in

accented texts,
30ó 9n his name see Litvinskij in Litvinskij & Vinogradov & Piðikjan 1985, l03ff., and Bemard

r987b, I r3f.
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lù/hile Theodorus (@eóôopoç, as Theudora) of the Swat Relic Vase Inscription seems rather
clear, we cannot be certain that Thardora (Datiaputra, perhaps son of Dates [lcqç], with
an I¡a¡rian name) and Theutara really represent different transcriptions of the same name.

Further, Agiíala could be Agesilaos ('.lpoíl,aoç) and Denipa is perhaps Deinippus
(Àeíu,r,ooç).307

All in all, from rather meagre evidence we have a¡ound 60 names, all Greek or Helle-
nistic Cfh¡acian Triballus), representing different types of Greek nomenclature. The great
majority of them a¡e anested in Greek script, in inscriptions and coin legends. I think this
is a rather imposing testimony to Hellenism in Bactria" though the rarity of Indian inscrip-
tions farther in the east diminishes its importance for Northwest India. Here we have only
coins, and in particular late coin legends show occasionally incorrect forms. On the other
hand, until the very end of the line of Indo-Greek kings they also bear Greek titles, and
some Greek names of offices are found in Indian inscriptions even in the Kushan period.

Perhaps there were not so many Greeks in India and perhaps they finatly becârne

Indianized (or iranized), but their existence we cannot deny.

8. Greek Gods Abroad

Though our knowledge of Graeco-Bactrian and Indo-Greek history is so slight, there is
one further field where numismatic and archaeological evidence gives some information
we must briefly discuss. This is the question of religion, of the relation and interaction
between Greek gods and cults (often connected with Greek city govemment) on the one
hand, and Iranian (with Central Asian elements) and Indian religions on the other
hand.308 Much religious evidence is given by coins. In GB coins the obverse normally
contains the portrait of the king, while the reverse is reserved for the legend and for a god
or religious symbol. On bilingual coins legends appear on both sides, Greek on the ob-
verse and Indian on the reverse. In some cases the legends, too, contain religious infor-
mation, but normally they only give the title and the name of the king. Additional evidence
is now offered by archaeology.The Yavanas that a¡e quite often mentioned in Indian
307 Fo, th".u and some funher possibiliries see VI.5 above and Tam 1951, 392.
308 whileTam(1951)ando¡hers(seee.g.Foucherlg47,2i$ff.rhavehadmuchtosayonthissubject,

a special discussion is found in Singh 1971. Bopearachchi 1991, 377ff., gives an index of morifs,
but does not discuss them. Jash l99l seems to think, without knowing Singh's article, that he is
opening fresh ground, bu¡ instead of constructive analysis he mainly gives no more ¡han rhetoric
about the importance of this kind of study. Vr'e hardly need expect much from him. He seems, -'or
instance, to think that already on Bactrian coins Greek gods werc inrerpreted according to lndian
religion and he even explains the owl as A¡hena's symbol from Indian m¡hology (Iash 1991, 4ó).
Evenif alocal(thoughhesays Indian) species of owl was used on some coins, we would like to
have some evidence for his claim that Lakçmi really was theriomorphically represented as an owl
(like Durgã later in her Cãmundâ form) and that she, an Indian goddess, was known and wor-
shipped in lranian Bactria at an early date.
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ePigaPhy (and not orily in the Northwest) were generally Buddhists, with the exception
of Heliodorus, who gave his devotion to Vasudeva. On Indo-Greek coins we sometimes
meet Indian religious symbols, but not Buddhist ones.

In chapter VI.4 above'ffe have mentioned temples found in excavations at such sites

as Ai Khanum, Dilberjin, Kandahar, and Taxila. While the archiæcture is often lranian,
though Hellenizing, there is often epigraphic and iconographical evidence for Greek cults.
The inscriptions in the temenos of Kineas at Ai Khanum, as well as the dedicatory inscrip-
tion from Kandahar, testify to Greek religion, apparently accompanying orher common in-
stitutions of Greek city life (such as the gymnasium and theatre at Ai Khanum). The great

æmple of Dilberjin was originally bui-lt in the late Graeco-Bactrian period (excavations

have also revealed some remains of murals of this age) as a temple of Dioscuri, and

convefed in the Kushan period into what seems to have been a dynastic temple.3og At ttre
same time there are also clear traces of flourishing kanian religion in ancient Bacuia and

temples such as the great temple of Surkh Kotal apparently had nothing to do with Greek

religion.

There a¡e remains of some Greek-style temples found in Pakistan (e. g. at Taxila),
but with them we cannot be sure that a Greek cult was practised in them. Greek cults were

practised in Greek cities, but, with the possible exception of Kandahar, there is not a
single place south of the Hindukush that we could point out and say: This, at least, was a
Greek city. Tam suggested many, probably too many, and even at best they remain

hypotheses. In any case, the majority of the population evidently remained Hindus or
Buddhists, and it is very possible that some of the Indo-Greeks adopted new cults, too
(like Heliodon¡s). The parallel of the Greek and Hellenistic usages of other regions, such

as Egypt, Syria, Asia Minor and Rome, makes it likely that Greek gods and goddesses

were habin¡ally identified with local ones, but in the Farther East we rarely have good
evidence for actual cases of such identification.

Beyond the chronological limits of our study, Hellenistic religious an gave formal

inspiration to the Buddhist a¡t called Gandhãran, according to the earliest finds of this a¡t.

As such it was laær canied far to Central Asia, but its Hellenism was confined to the

form, while the content was clearly Buddhist.3 l0

Many Greek gods are attested on coins, and we may suppose that thei¡ cult was to some

exænt practised in Greek cities of the Farther East, though we can hardly reach any

definite conclusions. A list of Greek gods anesþd on coins is given here in the following
pages.3l l These gods as well as other figures depicted on coins (such as the king on a

309 A frag.entary Bacrian inscription seems to account for this restoration (Kruglikova lg77, 412). lt
has been suggested that this site could be the ancient Eucratidia (Eúxpctr6íc) of Ptolemy 6, I I , 8.

310 I should like ro quote here the words of Gnoli (1992, 32) referring to this very quesrion: "lt is
obvious that, while iconography is cenainly useful to the history of religions (and n orher studies
as well), we must always bear in mind that the diffusion of iconographical motifs does not in i¡self
mean a parallel spreading of the religious ideas that form their background in different historical and
cultural contexts."

3ll ThelistismainlyfoundedonmaterialsinSinghlgTlandBopearachchi lgg1,37?ff.(Indexdes
types monétaires). Anoùer survey by iash ( I 988) did nor add much.
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prancing horse, elephants, hump-backed butls and other animals) have been much used as

evidence in historical rcconstn¡ction.They have been variously interpreted as dynastic

arms, local emblems, or as commemorative of a particular situation, but as the individuat

interpretations have been widely differing and quite speculative in nature we mention them

only occasionally.3 I z

ZeuS, as the main god of the Greek pantheon, was nanrrally found everywhere in

Hellenistic countries where Greek cults were practised at alt. In GB and IG numismatics,

too, he is the most frequently represented god, from Diodotus to laæ IG kings. He is de-

picæd sønding and enthroned, occasionally holding a goddess (Nike, Athena or Hecate).

lranian symbolism (Mithra) has been suggested in Hermaeus'Zeus coins.

Tam seems to have been making up his own mythology when he suggested that

Zeus was locally identified with the "elephant-god of Kapisa". Wiü¡ reason it has been

asked, who was this eþhant-god? The gods in India (or in han as to that) were generally

not animals. Was he thinking of Ga4apati3l3 or a cult of Ai¡avata, the mount of Indra?

hobably he was just misinterpreting the evidence. The Chinese evidence of Xuanzang for

a local god Pilusãra is more than a half millennium later and not too convincing.3 ta In

more recent studies some of Tarn's Kapisan coins have been acoepæd as depicting Zeus,

but not necessarily connected with Kapisa, while the curious bronze of Eucratides (Série

24 of Bopearachchi) with the bust and name of the king on the obverse and the figure and

Kharoç¡h| inscription lcavisiye rurgara devata'the city god(dess) of Kapisa' is no longer

interpreted as Zeus.3 l5

Another type which has caused much speculation is the A¡rtialcidas type of Zeus

holding Nike and an elephant, with a wreath depicted in various tyPes as held by Nike, by

the elephant, or by both. Zeus holding Nike is clea¡ly connected with the king, who called

himself Nikephorus. These coins have often been explained as reflecting some kind of
conflict between rival kings or religious parties,316 but, as Narain (1957,I21f.) noted, the

elephant is Ind¡a's mount and, as an identification of Zeus with Ind¡a is very natural, lhere

is no reason to take the elephant as representing an opposite party'

Apollo was always a major god in Greece, and in the East his cult was imporønt in

the Seleucid Empire CIam 1951, l9l). Even fa¡ther in the East his image is quite often

found on coins. Va¡ious Apollo coins were struck by at least eight GB and IG kings, the

mosr numerous t)?es being naturally those of Apollodotus. Some influence of Apollo has

been suggested in the Gandhãran Buddha and also in Vajrapãqi, though Heracles seems

to be more important as a model here.3l7

312 5"" the criticism of such interprcta¡ion in Guillaume 1990, 78ff.
313 5"" Dhavalikar 1981.
3 14 Tam lg1l, g7 & 212f. See criticism in Bum 1941, 63f., and Na¡ain 195?, 62f. & lzÙff . On Zeus

also Tam 1951, 138, 2û2, Singh 1971, l4f. and Lahiri 1980.
315 Narain lg57,62f.,Bopearachchi 1991,216. Kundu 19E2, 132, acceps the god as Zeus and identi-

fies him with Indra-
316 Tanr 1951,314f., Lahiri lgEO,62ff.
3 17 Tarn 1951, 405, and Roberts 1959, I 10. For Apollo on coins see Singh 197 l, 9.
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Tam (1951, 68) emphasized rt¡ar, unlike many other Greek gods or goddesses,

Athena was never equated with Asiatic cults in the Hellenistic East. In Kushan times,
however, this was done. In the famous mural of the Dilberjin æmple of the Dioscuri
Athena is depicted as a syncretistic figure, clearly identifiable as an lranian goddess,
too.318 In any case, in GB and IG numismatics Athena was one of the most popular gods
or goddesses. Several types of her are found on coins struck by a number of kings rang-
ing from Diodotus to late IC rulers. In a few cases she is holding Nike. Her familia¡ üttle
owl is depicted on coins of Menander and A¡chebius3l9

Even in the West Artemis was worshipped in two different forms. Beside the chaste

virgin of Greek tradition there was always the fertility goddess of Asia Minor, the

A¡temis of Ephesus with her hundred breasts. [n the hanian world she was often identi-
fied with Anãhita/Anaitis. In the FartherEast only five kings stnrck coins with her image,
beginning with Diodotur.32o 6* third major goddess of Greek religion, Aphrodite, was
never depicted on GB and IG 

"o¡*.321To retum to male gods we shall next take Poseidon. Poseidon coins a¡e known from
two or ttuee Indo-Greek rulers,322 Tan took all Poseidon coins as evidence of naval
victories. These a¡e supposed to have taken place even on rivers, Iike the Jhelam, where a
naval battle is said to have been hardly possible (and never attempæd in later history). For
this he was rightly criticized by Bum.323 Poseidon as rhe god of horses is perhaps an im-
ponant aspect here and Bum also refers to the possibility of ttrese coins commemorating

Alexander's river voyage.

Though the DÍoscuri werÊ not so impofant religiously, they were useful as a sym-
bolic figure for joint kings. A real cult in Bacria is suggested by their excavated temple in
Dilbeûin, for which see above. However, only two kings, Eucratides and Diomedes,

used them on their coins (Singh 1971,llf..).
Dionysus with his supposed Indian campaign is a god one would suppose to be

often found in the east. The countries nrled by GB and IG kingdoms also had an old tra-
dition of viticulture and cults connected with it, which could be easily identified with
Dionysus (as actually happened to Alexander's men in Nysa).324 Nevertheless, the only
certain Dionysus coins were struck by Pantaleon and Agathocles, who occupy an excep-
tional posiúon in Indo-Greek numismatics.32s 6tt their coins the god is depicæd with a
leopard, an animal closely connected (together with the tiger) with the god, for instance in

3 I 8 S". Gr"n"t 1987, who identifies her as Ar3rãt.
319 Singhlg?1, lOf.FortheinlluenceofAthenainGandhã¡anartseeRobertslg5g, l14ff.
320 Sitgh 1971,9f. For Anahita, see Tam 1951, 135.
32 I For possible Aphroditean elements in Gandharan art see Robets 1959, I l7f.
322 According to Bopearachchi 1991, Nicias and Anúmachus. See also Singh 1971, 14,
323 T¿lrn 1951,90, 322,32E & 349, Burn lg4l,&î. (funher Na¡ain 195?, index).
324 See Pugaðenkova 1967 for Dionysiac cults in Bactria and Middle Asia.
325 'fhey were probably the first to mint coins in the Indian sundard and to use Indian legends. Theirs

were the only Brãhmí legends known as well as the only identifiable Indian gods.
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Latin poetry.326 1¡¿ Vita ApoIIonü of Philostratus contains a possible reference (2, 9) to
a cult of Þionysus in Northwest ¡t 6t .327

Heracles was the second "Indian" god of Westem tradition, and closely connected

with Alexander, who counted the hero as his ancestor. Therefore he is quiæ often repre-

sented in eastem numismatics, by more than ten different ders.328 There is also archaeo-

logical evidence for Heracles in ancient Bacria. A head of young Heracles has been found
at Takht-i Sangin and several other figures have been guoted from other sites.329 In
Gandhãr¿n a¡t Heracles influenced the common figure of Bodhisattva Vajrapãni.

Though one of ttre major gods of the Greek pantheon, Hermes seems to be very
secondary in the Farther Fqqt. No coins with his picture a¡e found among Indo.Greek
issues, but in the early period he was depicted by Bacrian Diodoti þrobably both¡.s:o

The sun is undentandably impoftant nearly everywhere, and we thus meet Greek
Helios in the Farther East, too, where he seems to be cor¡nected with local (pmbabty

kanian) sun cults. Nevertheless, he is not coflrmon at all. Helios coins are known f¡om
Plato, Philoxenus and Telephus (here together with his female counterpart Selene).331

Even in the West, the old goddess Demeter tended to lose importance as the ferflity
aspect she originally represented was so well served by more fascinating cults, such as

those of Dionysus and Artemis. In the case of Graeco-Bacuian and Indo-Greek coins it is
uncertain whether she is represented at all, though a gfoup of late coins commonly
identified as portraying city goddesses have also been identified with her (Singh 1971,

I 1.).

The ancient chthonic goddess Hecate rvas even in the West often confused with
Artemis and Selene. She was never depicted alone on Indo-Greek coins, but on th¡ee
types of Pantaleon (and on the commemorative issue of Pantaleon by Agathocles) she is
seen together with Zeus.332

326 SinghlgTl, ll.Thepanther(Taml95l, 158f.)wasexplainedbyNanin(1957,59)asamaneless
lion, but is again accepted as a panther by Singh and Bopearachchi. Chaudhary 1983 tries to identi-
fy the Dionysus of these coins with Indian Balarãma This is nor impossible, but some of his argu-
ments are completely unacceptable. lt is serious mistake to accept Nonnus' Dionysiaca as ahistcric-
al source, and though it is formally true that Dionysus and Heracles were brothers (as sons ofZeus),
this brotherhood had no theological significance. Tam (/. c.) noted that as these coins are not
bilingual, there is no ne¿d for an Indian identification (though he was thinking of Siva).

327 It d..i.,", partly from the history of Alexander, but some of its details might be from ano¡her
source. In any câse, it is remarkable that Philostratus claims different cults and myths in diffe¡ent
regions.

328 Singh lg7l, l2f. Chaudhury Ig83, l2g suggested an identification of Heracles on Agarhoctes'
coins wilh Vãsudeva The problem of identification of Heracles and Dionysus in India has been
discussed by me from another angle, that of Alexander's history and Megasthenes, in Ka¡a¡ren
l9E9a,21off.

329 ForTakht-i Sangin see Piðikjan in SÁ 1983:1, 80-90 wirh F. Grener in Abstr. Ir. 7, 1984, 40. by
F. G.); on a late sanctuary of Heracles (3rd/4th century A.D.) at Dilberjin Pugaðenkova 1977 (wirh
important criticism by F. Crenet in Abstr. Ir. 1,26), and on a futher Heracles ñgurc Abstr- Ir. 12,
19E9, 35f.

330 singh l9?t, 13.
33r singh t97t,tz.
332 larn 1951, 158f., Singh 19?1, t2.
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Nike as the symbol of victory was perhaps more important politically than reli-
giously. She was used to celebrate a real victory, but probably also the desi¡e for it.
Accordingly, quite a number of Indo-Greek kings represented her on thei¡ coins. Alone
with a victory wreath she is depicted by 8 to l0 kings, and in some furrher cases she is
held by Zeus or by Athena (Singh 1971, l3f.).

Possible Alexandrian cults a¡e suggested by several figurines of Sarapis and

Harpocrates and on a coin of the Kushan King Huvishka (with the legend "Sara-

po).333 Most of these belong only to the Kushan period, but the name Isidora ("gift of
Isis") is found on an Ai Khanum funerary inscription.33a

In the life of a Greek city, ttre cult of its founder hero was important. It seems likety
that there were some local heroes in Greek style revered in some towns of the Farther
East. Alexander himself, with his many foundations, might have been one, but the

Kandahar inscripúon is inconclusive (cf. II.5). But even if ttre illegible name in this in-
scription was something else, the cult probably existed ùere. Perhaps Kineas in Ai
Khanum was also such a hero, and in cities with Greek cults there were probably more

such heroes. Vy'e can only hope that a¡chaeologists will be able to offer us some in the

fu¡¡re.
Literary evidence for Westem cults in the East is generally not very convincing, but

might still contain a kernel of truth. We have seen that Greek cults were to some extent

practisedinthelndoGreekprincipalities.Thus,if there is any tnrth in Plutarch's account

of Greek-style offerings given by local people on Alexander's altars, it hardly refers to

any Hellenistic influence in Mauryan India,335 but to the Indo.Greek period. A cult
connected with Alexander is easily understood among Indo-Greeks. On another occasion
p¡u¡"r.¡336 asserted that Greek gods were revered in Bacria and the Caucasus (Hindu-

kush). While Pluta¡ch thought that this happened "thanks to Alexander", it might still refer

to the Indo-Greek period. Philostratus' account of Greek temples and cults in Taxila in the

first century A.D. shortly after the Indo-Greek period can also be interpreted in this way.

Local gods were sometimes represented in Greek form. The river-god Oxus is men-

tioned on the votive statueme of Marsyas dedicated by Atrosoces and found at Takht-i
Sangin. It is a remarkable testimony to the mixed Hellenistic culture in ancient Bactria.

The donor, Atrosoces, bears an lranian name, while the name of the god is given in Creek

form (and in the masculine gender). The shift befween Greek and I¡anian was an easy

one, as we see from the I¡anian form Vax5u (Oxus) found in Kushan coins. The cult may

ahvays have been clearly lranian, but loc¿l cults only slightly HellenÞed were a common

feature of Hellenisúc society in the West, too.337 In the case of the Oxus the Hellenization

333 Gr"n"t 1982. Maillard 1975 described Sarapis and Harpocrares frgurines found in the region of
Khotan in Central Asia-

334 tn the popular syncretistic religion of Egyptian origin, but also with many Hellenistic elements, the

main gods werc Sarapis (Osiris-Apis), lsis, and their son Harpocøtes (Horus). See Tam & Griffiû
1952, 355ff.

335 So Schwar¿ 1970,273. SeeTam 1951,380.
336 De Alex. uir¡. 1,5,328D.
337 Think e.g. of tsis, Sarapis, Nanaia and the grear mother-goddex of Asia Minor.
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seems to have included an analogy to the Maeandn¡s in Asia Minor (intimately connected
with Marsyas), perhaps the country of origin of many settlers of Bactria. King Euthy-
demus himself came from Magnesia on the ¡¡u""tr6t rr.338

Other river cults a¡e mentioned in literature. Philostratus (V.Ap.2, 19) refen to a cult
of the Indus. The Greeks were accustomed to honouring rivers and we are told that AIex-
ander offered sacrifice to Indian rivers.339 This might be the explanation of the phito-
stratus passage, too, but, as we have seen, many other details in his description of Taxila
were derived from a source describing a much laærperiod.

Two city god(desse)s a¡e named in coin legends. In the already-mentioned coin of
Eucratides depicting a goddess with a palm the Indian legend (the Greek is the name of
the king) states: Èavísiye rutgara devata,'üre city goddess of Kapisa', i.e. Begram. From
Pu¡kalãvad (Charsada) comes a local coin (probably minted only after the Indo-Greeks)
with the legend: pukhalavati devata ambL who is this Ambi? A local Gandhãran
god(dess)? Pertraps we have here a new explanæion for omphisffophis, the penonal
name of King Taxiles. Bopearachchi (1991, 380f.) lists some local goddesses on late
Indo-Greek coins, depicted with a cornucopia (philoxenus and Hippostratus), with a palm
@eucolaos and Hippostratus), enthroned (Amyntas) etc. Agathocles and Pantaleon depict
a goddess in Indian coshrme, and we have seen that several Greek gods and goddesses
were probably identified with local cults, but the only certainly identified krdian gods in
the whole GBIIG coinage a¡e the famous Vãsudeva and Samka¡¡ana coins of Agathocles
found at Ai Khanum.3ao

rWhile the archaeological evidence gives us testimony of popular Hellenistic cults as
well as of local kanian and Indian religions and mixed phenomena, the general appeamnce
of coins is different. l,eaving aside exceptional and rue cases, the old Greek gods tike
Zeus, Apollo and Athena were mostly represented in a taditional way. We can well be-
lieve that these Greek cults were not so important religiously, but elsewhere, too, they
were useful as a symbol of Greek identity. 'We can surmise that ttre ofñcial Greek state
cult was continued here, too, until the very end of the hdo-Greek period, though the
majority of the population (including many Greeks or people Hellenized enough to have
Greek names) adhered to local Indian and banian cults.

Greek gods were localized and Greek elements were traded to local cr¡lts. In much
laær (so-called Gandhãran) aÍ - but we do not really know how early it began - the
inspiration of Greek (i.e. Hellenistic) art gave Hellenistic form to many Buddhist saints.

338 Fo. the cult of ¡he Oxus and for possibte parallels with the Maeandrus see Bema¡d l9g7b.
Pichiþan 1996, 2lE, mentions a brief dedication in A¡amaic "to Vakhl'found among the Oxus
treasule.

339 A sacrifice on the banks of the Indus, but not to the river in Arrianus, Anab.5,3, 6; but ar the
beginning of the naval voyage both Hydaspes and Acesines were invoked (Anab. 6, 3, l).

340 Narain l9?3, Kundu 1982. On the supposed Gar¡esëa on a coin of Hermaeus see Bopearachchi
1992b & t993a.
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9. Yavanas ín Indian Sources

A possible, but also difficult, source for the lndo-Creeks are the many (but mostly very

short) passages of ancient Indian literatu¡e dealing with Yavanas or Yonas. For tlpse
SylvainLévi's old survey (1890a) is still useful, but much new evidence has nrrned up.

Now it is also necessary to take into account such important works as the critical editions

of úrc Mahâbhãrata Ç*vi still quoted the old Calcutta edition of the 1830s) and Râmã-
yapa.Ínthis chapter I cannot keep to the chronological limits otherwise followed in this

study, and defined purely from a Western perspective. The full account of Indian material

wi[ be published elsewhere; at present my intention is only to give a summary of the

maüer.

In my earlier book I already stated that I consider the evidence both for the ety-
mology OIA yavana < MIA !one34r < OP yauna < Ionian and for rhe identification

Yavana = Greek (or somebody considered æ Hellenized)342 to be conclusive for the early
period of Indo-ïVesærn contacts.343 The word was used both of the Bactrian Greeks liv-
ing in the Northwest of India, and of those living in the Hellenistic West, and even, as in

Tamil literature, of the merchants sailing to the harbours of South India. Laær, when there

were no more real Yavanas in the neighbourhood, the name was used for all westemers,

especially for Arabs.

The most numerous references come from the great Indian epics, the Mahõbhdrata

and the Ramãyarya. Very often the Yavanas and their kings þavanadhipa[ti]) a¡e here

mentioned together with other more or less foreign northwestemers, especially with the

Sakas.344 Like other nofhwestemers they bred excellent horses, were good a¡chers, and

in the great battte they fought on the side of the Kauravas.345 As in other sources, their

social ståtus remained somewhat unclear.34ó In a curious verse the omniscient Yavanas

(perhaps asrologers) are mentioned :lr.the Mahãbhårata.347

34 I In fatcr MIA dialects also 7bv a4a, jo4a.
342 Of 

"ouo", 
Greek was the exact meaning of Yavana only in principle. without doubt, many lndians

did not bother to distinguish belween various nonhwestem ba¡barians.
343 Kurn*"n 1989a &forthcoming, see further Tõttôssy 1955. The material is also briefly surveyed by

Ray 1995,76ff.
344 Together with the Sakas in the Mbh.3, 4E, 20; 3, 18ó, 30; 5, 19, 2l; 5, 196, ?; 6, ZO, 13;

6,71,20:7. 6,5;7, 10, 18; 7, 19,7;7, 68,41:7,97, 13:8, 31, 15; 8, 40, 108; 8, ó4' 16;

9,2, t8;9,7,24;13,33, l9; Rãm1,53,20f.;yavanãdhipa(ti)inMbh.2,4.22& 2, 13, 13.

345 Hoo., inMbh.2,47,L2&.8,64,16;archers Mbh.7,95, 12; on thebaule æee.g. Mhh.6,2O,
13; 6, 83, l0; and especially 7, 95, lZff.

346 Kçatriyas trom ofTurvasu in Mbh. l, 80, 26; Kçatriyas fallen into a low status (vft¿la¡va) because

of theabsenceof Brãhmanas inMbh. 13,33, 19& ¡3, 35, l8: created by Vasig¡ha from the urine

of Kãmadhenu in Mbh. l, 165, 35 & R,õn l,53, ZOf.; one of the sinful Mleccha tribes of the æ-

cursed Kali age in Mbh. 12, 65, 13.

347 Mbh. E, 30, 80: sarrajñö yavanã röjañ ilüraí caiva viSe¡atat.,t I

mlecchãþ svasa4jnãniyatã nõnukta itaro janah ll.
According to Roy (ad /.), "Nilakantha makes a desperaæ ânernpt to explain away the force of the

passage, but fails miserably."
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ln the ArthaSâstra we fTnd a mention of nofhwestem Mlecchas, but not of the Yava-
nas. The import of westem (Alexandrian) red coral is mentioned there (2, 11, 42 pravãla-
kam ãlasandal<aryù, and is fr¡rther anesæd by Pliny and in the Periplus 49 (cf. V.6 above).

Afew law' åao&,r comment briefly on the social status of the Yavanas. According to
the Gøutamadharmasûtra 4,21, they rñ/ere a kind of Sudras, and ttre Mãnnadharma-
íastra (1O,43f.) included them among fallen Ksatriyas.

Gramtnatical literature contains some very old evidence, although not necessarily
going back to the time before Alexander.3as Greek *riting is mentioned by Kãtyãyana
(Vãraika on P. 4, 1,49), and Indo-Greek conquests in India a¡e referred to in tln famous
passage of Patañjali (on P. 3, 2, ll7). Further, their social stanrs (not impure S¡¿ras) is
stated by Kãtyãyana (V-arttika on P.2,4, l0). Yavana eating habits a¡e refened to in a late

source,349 and the bald Yavanas (¿avanamu,!4a) n the Gat.zapatha 178 give an eady
paraltel for an aitia story found in several Purã¡¿5.:so

Among ìJne Sanskrit c/assics some dramas show Yavana girls serving as bodyguards

in the royal palace (their export to Barygæa is mentioned n tlre, Periplus 49 and appar-

ently in the Mahãbharata; see ltr.4 above). In the Mudrãràtsøsa (Act 2) Sakas and

Yavanas a¡e mentioned âmong the allies of Candragupta. In the famous passage of the

Mãlavikãgnimitra ofæn connected with the Indo-Greeks Vasumitra Suúga fights the

Yavanas at the Indus, while during his Dig-r,ijaya Raghu fights the Yavanas in the con-
fines of Persia @ãrasfta) and disapproves of the wine-drinking habit of Yavana
women.35l In story literature we meet Yavanas as a seafaring people,352 and we hear of
merchants with Yavana names.353 Skilful Greek engineers with their artificiat servants
and flying machines were much tauded in narrative literature.354

Even more than as artisans and engineers the Yavanas were famous in the fields of
astronomy and astrology 3s5 ¡1 least from the fi¡st century A.D. onwards the Greeks
were known as grcat masters of astrology. Names such as Yavan4 V¡ddhayavana,

Yavane6va¡a and Yavanãcãrya have been often guoted as authorities in astrology.356 As

348 See chapter I above and Karttunen 1989a, l¿atr.
349 K,ãSitãonP.3,2, 126:íayãnabhuñjateyavanõþ'theYavanaseatlyingdown'.
350 5.. e.g. Kirfel, Pañcalatqa4a2,l&,l}tr.The Purãqas contain a number of Yavana passages, but

as these texts are mostly assigned dates much later than any frcsh memory of the Indo-Creeks, they
are not included in the present survey.

351 Mabuikågnimitra Ãct 5; Raghuvamia 4, 61.
352 Doíoku ãracarita6, p. 155f. Kale. A trade expedition to Yavanadvipa (Javaeaãva) is mention:d

i¡theVasudevahiali p. l4E (Alsdorf 1935.282f.), but this may also refer to Java.
353 Ya"anasena in the Kathãsarisãgara 7 ,36,73, and the merchant's wife Yãvanr-, who came from the

Yavana country, in Buddhasvãmin's Bfiamthailol<asaqtgraha 18. 277 (anotl¡er Yãvar¡i ib¡d.
17, 53).

3to E.g. in the Hargacarita p. 269 Ftihrer; Buddhãsvamin's B¡tntathãílokasamgraha 5, 196tr.;
Vasudcvahindi p. 62 (Alsdorf 1935, 298); and Tibetan Kanjur in Ralsron 1988, 361f.

355 varahamihin: BS 2,32:
mlecchã hi yavanãs tepu samyak íãstra4 idaq sthitaql
¡¡ivat te 'pi pûjyate kiry punar daivavid dvijah ll.

35ó According to Pingree (1963 6¿ 1981, 81tr), a cetain Yavane6vara translated a Greek ast¡ological
work into Sanskrit c. 150 A.D. A versified version of this lost work was the Yavanajãtaka by
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the evidence of these early Yavana schola¡s seems to be concenftated in Gujarat, it seems
plausible to think of the commercial relations of the early centuries A.D. as their origin.
However, as an earlier lndo-Greek presence in Gujarat seems likely, we m¡rnot leave
them out of the picture. Two sun-dials were found during excavations at Ai Khanum.35?
Among the five classical siddhãntas of Indian asrronomy, two, paulisa and Romaka, are
probably of Western origin.3ss

An early work on divination, the Gargasamåi¡¿i, contains an important section called
the Yugapurana, which includes an interesting, but also problematic, reference to Indo-
Greek history.359 It seems to mention a Yavana attack on Pãtaliputra (called Kusuma-
dhvaja) from Sãketa360 and that they soon had to withdraw because of intemal wars. A
deøiled study of the text has led Mitchiner to dismiss the ea¡lier interpretation, claiming
that the name Demetrius was actually mentioned in the texr

Although a number of Indian medicines were imported into the West and although
contacts between the Ãyurveda and Hippocratic medicine have been suggested by scholars
(V.5 above), in Indian medical literature the Yavanas are hardly mentioned u¡ 

"¡1.361InBuddhist literature the early canon of the Theravãda school offers linle (ust one
reference to Yavanas in the Northwest),3ó2 but the Pãli commentaries contain quiæ a
number of references. The Pãli chronicles, too, conüain some interesting notes. There is
even an account of a missionary expedition undertaken by Mah-arakkhitatthem, who was

sent by Moggalipu$a from Aéoka's council to the Greek country (Yonakaloka, -rattha),
but unforn¡nately our sources are interested only in details of Buddhist religion.3ó3 Greek

Yavanaraja Sphujidhvaja" This and another work translated from Greek were used by a certain Sarya
in the third century. On Sphujidhvaja and on Satya's lost work was based Minarãja's extant
Vrddhayavanajãtaka. Yavana as an authority e.g. in Varahamihín's B¡hajjãtaka 7 , l; 8, 9; I l, I ;
L2, l;21,3;27,2,19, 2l; Yavaneivara, Yavanav¡ddha and Sphujidhvaja in Urpala's commenrary
and many later works.

35? S"" Veuve in BCH 1(f., lgE2,23ff. with Aàs¡r. Iran.6,43f.
358 Varãhamihira's Pañcasiddhãntika 1,3f. In boù schools the location of Yavanapura (thibaut: Alex-

andria), in ¡he latter also Romakavigaya, is used as a basis for reckoning.
359 6n the Gargasaryhird see Pingree 1981, 69ff., of rhe Yugapurö4a a critical edition, translation and

study is given in Mitchiner 19E6. The Yavana incursion is mentioned in verses 47f. and 5óf., and
discussed in Mitchincr 1986,55ff. See also Fussman 1993, 84f.

360 Cf. ttrc Mahabhasyaon P. 3, 2, lll arunad yaranaþ sãketam 'rhe Yavana was besieging Sãkera'.
361 ¡ ¡au. come across no references inthe Carakasaqhild, and only one in the Suírutasa¡lthità (Sutra

13, l3 those of the Yavana country as one of the non-poisonous kinds of leech).
362 The Majjhinnnikaya 93 (Assalayanasaaa) stating tha among rhe Yonas and Kambojas and in

neighbouring counries there are only two castes, ¡he master and the slave, and that it was possible
for a master to become a slave and vice versa r¿onakambojesu aññesu ca paccantimesu janapadesu
dvevava44ã,aryoc'eva dõso ca: atyo huna daso hoti, dãso hunö ayyo hotíti). A late canonical
text of commentarial character (the Mahãniddesa) contains an itinerary (p. 154f., cf. Lévi 1925)
including Yona, Paramayona (could these ¡efer to the Indo-Greek Nonhwest and the Near East? or
perhaps ¡o Arabia and the Mediterranian Near East) and Allasanda (Alexandria). The last addilion to
¡he canon, the Apadãna, too, mentions the Yonakas and ¡he Alasandakas in a geographical list
(a06, p. 357).

363 'ITe VinayaCommentaryl,p.63f. & 6'7; the Dîpavamsa E, 7ff; the Mahöva4sa 12,4f. & 39f.;
and laterchronicles such as¡he MahabodhivarVsa,theThùpavamsa, and the modem Såsanavaqsa.
Another Buddhist missionary mentioned in the same account ¡s called Yonaka(mahã)dhamma-
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is sometimes included in a list of languages.3óa 6 much later times there was another
Yavana country in Thailand, but this has nothing to do with the Greeks or any lùy'est-

emeñ.365

An extremely important but also problematic source is the Milindapañha (extant ver
sions in Pãli and Chinese), a Buddhist dialogue between the Indo-Greek king Menander
and the Buddhist saint Nãgasena.3ó6 It forms a nice parallel to the Westem nadition of
Alexander and the Brahmans,3ó7 although the scholarly and dialectic ambitions of a king
arc very much an Indian feature, too. Tam sees too much Greek influence in it, but stil
there a¡e some interesting details to be found (such as the mention of the birthplace of
Menander)3ó8 Some thought has also been given to the names of Menander's four coun-
sellors, but tt¡e Greek interpretations are rather speculative and they seem to remain
Indian.3ó9

Buddhist Sansk¡it sources are not very rich in passages mentioning the Yavanas. In
the rcmains of the canonical literan¡re only a few stories a¡e to be found.370 Greek writing
is mentioned among other systems of writing inthe Mahãvastu (p. 135 Senart) and in the

Tiæt¿¡n Lalitavistara.

TheJaina literature is mahly written in MIA Prãkrit dialects. Early MIA yona(ka)
hashere becomelaterMlATb4a(ka),but the form java4a corresponding directly to OIA
yavarut is also common. With both these names Yavanas are mentioned in lists of foreign

rakkhita¡thera. He was sent to Aparantaka in Westem India Cf. Fussman 1993, ó9f. For another
legend connected with him sæ the l'inaya Commentary I, p. 55; the ltivuuaka Commentary 2. p.
1554(onVagga 1,5);theTheragathöCommentary2,p.227f. (on 10,2, 537ff.). See also Mahõ-
varysa 29,39.

364 SeetheDíghanikåyaCommentary l,p.176(onDN2,40);the AñguttaranikãyaConvnentary2,
p. 289 (on .4N 3, 7, 3): and ¡he V ibha¡i ga C omme ntary p. 388.

365 See e.g. the J inalcãlamäli of Ratanapañña, p. 8 I ff.
366 See e.g. Tam t95l,4l4ff., Gonda 1949, Foucher I94l & 1951, Schwaz 1966,82f.& 1983, 3lff.,

Vasil'kov 1989 & 1993, and Fussman 1993 (refening to the extensive study of Demiéville in
BEFEO 24. 1924r.

367 An actual connection seen by Festugière 1943, Tam 1951, 428ff.. and schwa¿ 1980, 92. The
genuine Indian character of the dialogue of the Milindapañha is nghtly ernphasized by Gonda 194.9,
Fussman 1963,68f., and Vasil'kov 1989 & 1993.

368 Pãli Alasanda, Chinese Ali-san (Fussman Lgg3,76).It has been variously identified as Alexandria
sub Caucaso (Kapisa) and Alcxandria in Egypt. The first possibility (Rapson, Foucher 1941,
Bopearachchi 1990a, 42ff.) is historically more acceptable, but the second bener explains the text
(Demiéville, Lévi 1934 = 1937,417f., Fussman 1993,77ff.). Defending Egypt, Fussman rema¡ks
(ibid.8l) that the radition may not necessarily be true. though it is also possible to conjecrure an
explanation that Menander was actually bom in Egypt. To rhis can be added another conjech¡r€
combining rhe two theories. lt is possible that Menander was bom in Alexandria-Kapisa, but after
theendof Indo-Grcek rule this city was no longerknown as Alexandriaand when the original of
the Milindaoañå¿ was written, Alexandria in Egypt, now much more famous even in lndia because
of the sea trade, was substituted.

369 po, the Greeksee Tam lg5l, 422, explaining Devamanriya and Ananukãya, as Demetrius and
Antiochus, Mankura as Parthian Pacorus, and leaves Sabbadinna open. All can be explained as MIA
names (cf. Fussman 193,'70ff.).

370 a¡s Bhai¡aj¡avasrup. l66ff. (Durt), andthe Bhilcsuntvinaya 162, p- l4l (Roth).
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peoples (milak:khas), of foreþ (stave) rvomen, and of foreign conquesß.37l Several

references a¡e also found in Jaina narrative literature.

The only Western place-name mentioned in Indian sources, even rvith some fre-
quency, is Alexandria.3T2 1r¡a have seen that the name is mentioned in Pãli literature
(Mahãniddesa, Apadana, Mahdvarytsa, Thùpavarysa, Milindapanha) arÅ n ¡he Artha-
.ídstra (see above); it is further met with in Jaina sources and in a few Purãnas. Unfor-
tunately, it is often diffrcult to say with certainty whether an Indo-Greek Alexandria or
Alexandria in Egypt is meant.

It is possible that even Rome is mentioned in the Mahãbharata (according to
Edgerton's conjecture tl938l) and in the GaruQapurd4a. Several geographical lists con-
tain names of peoples such as the Romaka, but the possible Sanskrit derivation ('hairy')
makes identification diffrcult. We have seen that in astronomy the Romakasiddhãnta

referred to Rome.

Yavanas were also mentioned in the classics of Tamil literaure.373 While Sanskrit

sor¡rces generally connect them with the Northwest (i.e. Indo-Greeks), here they arrive in
their fast ships from the West. This clearly refers to the trade between South India and

Hellenistic Egypt, and will be discussed in the next chapter (see VI.2). This nade is per-

haps also reflecæd in late lexicographical works where names such as yavanapriya

'deartoyavanas', yavanetla 'wishedbyYavanas', yavanadvis¡a 'hatedbyYavanas', and

yavanadeiaja'born in the Yavana country' are given to various products.

371 Material summarized by Weber 1883 and |ain 1979. In addirion to Yavanas, even Arabs a¡e in-
cluded in some of these lists.

372 5rrthesummaryinLévi 1934 =1937,4t3ff.,andMayrhofer, EwA2,s.v.alastindra.
373 See e.g. Meile l94l and Zvelebil 1956.
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